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TO THE FRIENDS AND MFMBERS OF THE ARMOR FORCE:

The enclosed final report is the culmination of the U.S. Army Armor Center effort to
collect Desert Shield/Storm emerging observations and provide them to the Total Armor
Force (TAF) and other selected agencies. The report is a compilation of a year long effort
with the following objecives:

a. To gather Armor related information through interviews, surveys, after action
reports, and miscellaneous sources.

b. Compile the information into a usable form that can be easily studied and
analyzed to look for trends and consensus on issues and observations.

c. Draw conclusions from the detailed assessments based upon the five Training
and Doctrine Command functional areas of doctrine, organization, training, materiel, and
leader development.

d. Disseminate conclusions to the Total Armor Force and Incorporate them into our

training.

e. Record Armor history.

In addition to providing the TAF the conclusions derived from our study of Desert
Shield/Storm, this report will also feed the ongoing Armor 2000 effort and the upcoming
Armor Functional Area Assessment (FAA). Both of these actions are critically important to
the future of the Armor Force.

Finally, after any war, the rush to judgement about lessons learned must be tempered
with a scrupulous objectivity. This war documented the emergence of a challenging new
era. The effect of high technology on weapons, command and control systems,
intelligence, and other areas has revolutionized the nature of war. Despite some weakness
revealed during the war, the Armor Force came throu Desert Storm with an uncontested
"thumbs-up."

T'"HO A
Major Genq&l, U.S Army
Commandi) g

EnIclosure
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CHAPTER I

FXECUTIVK SUMMARY

1-1. Summary. This report is a culmination of the UJnited :tt,,:•
Army Armor Center (USAARMC) effort to collect Desoert t. fiid/storm
emerging observations and provide them to the Total Armor Forco
and other selected agencies. Additionally, the report will teed
the ongoing Armor 2000 effort and the upcoming Armor Functional
Area Assessment (FAA).

1-2. Discussion.

a. The enclosed chapters represent a coordinated effort by
Armor center staff agencies to consolidate wartime informaation
I rom :ourcno; internal and external to Fort Knox into a useful
format for the Total Armor Force.

b. The chapters are broken down into the following areas:

(1) Executive Summary._________

(2) Battle Summaries. Accesion ForNTIS CRA&I •

(3) Doctrine. DTIC TAL3
Unaiiounced L

(4) Organizations. JustificationJ..ti.c.tion ..............
(5) Training . By ................................................

(6) Materiel. Distribution I
(7) Leader Development. Availability Codes

Leade' Av'aid i or

(8) Source Bibliography. Dist Special

1-3. Information. Ii
a. Doctrine.

(1) Airland Battle Doctrine is sound. Our leaders have
the offensive spirit. Their ability to focus overwhelming combat
power was instrumental to our success.

(2) Need deployment and redeployment doctrine for
armored forces. Deployment logistics requirements are enormous
and must be better forecasted, staffed and efficiently executed.
The U.S. system of dispatching Heavy-Equipment Transporter (HET)
support piecemeal does not lend itself to a tight organizational
structure that inspires the customers' confidence.
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(3) Need improved acquisition and dissemination of
intelligence. The top-down intelligence flow was generally
strategically oriented and often did not provide detailed
asses•sments required by front line leaders.

(4) The importance of security operations needs to be
revalidated. Due to the enemy's unwillingness/inability to
fight, Desert storm should not be considered as a valid test of
our security operations doctrine.

(5) Fire support coordination doctrine must be
standairdized. The means to rapidly clear fires between adjacent
unit zones is needed. If not, long time-lags result and
lucrative targets escape. We must improve coordination of air
aind ground f ires.

(6) The commander's intent is the most important element
in an order. The rapid pace and high tempo of operations
demanded a clear and concise commander's intent.

(7) Battalion and brigade drills were developed and
executed in the desert. Simple plans with extensive rehearsal
work best. These battalion and brigade drills included action
drills, hot refuel drills, ammunition loading drills, and even
V-pack cleaning drills. Finally, we must develop standard drills
for complex obstacle breaching.

(8) Increased emphasis needs to be placed on combat
identification tactics, techniques, and procedures. More
dickipline in target identification training is needed. Rules of
engJaqement varied from organization to organization. While some
imit!; were Idx, others required the company/task force commanders,
to positively identify a target before they could give
authorization to engage the target.

(9) Traversing Dual Purpose Improved Conventional
Munition/Cluster Bomb Unit (DPICM/CBU) areas needs to be
addressed. Proponent schools/combat training centers (CTC's)
mu,-t increase training awareness of the danger of unexploded
ordrnance on the battlefield. Vast quantities of unexploded Army
and Air Force ordnance were left throughout the theater.

(10) In some companies, the fighting executive officer
(XO) appears to have worked well. At battalion level, it appears
that the XO was employed as the battle captain and as the
battalion senior logistics operator.

(11) Some units experimented with putting the fire
iijp)(oi t oil Jcer (IFSO) in the commander's vehicle. A number of

uniV olccted to leave the FSO in the fire support team vehicle
(I`'!;T V) bvdl:a,;•, of instiff icient communications in the
c•ommtider's tank. Doctrine must support both options.
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(12) Our requirement to rapidly execute orders

hirli,1 iqhttr the need to ensure a complete understanding of common
tvrms between branches, servicer;, and allies:.

(1 5) lho C()inhtL S;*a vi v 1 ;ulcort ((':.) . i) a p l ,yL41 .w em (161
not. work well. It became a pull system. Most Divic,;iunu Skiupiioý,t
Commands (DISCOMs) had officers posted at Dhahran and/or I,'!n,
Kahlid Military City (KKMC) airfields with 40-foot stake ano
(S&P) trailers. They sorted through mountains of cargo
containers looking for familiar Department of Defense Activity
Advice Codes (DODAACs) and removed from the supply system those
parts they needed. Our doctrine of support organic to the
battalion/task force worked well and enabled commanders to
maintain the initiative and high tempo of operations.

(14) The multinational nature of the coalition forces
reinforced the need for well trained and well equipped Liaison
officers (LOs). Joint Forces Command East (JFCE) LO's are
currently constrained by lack of training and equipment: radios,
computers, and vehicles.

(15) The ey o*lent performance of weapons systems in
Dvne.rt. Storm mandatec. a reevaluation of doctrinal weapons
Ip I dllii i I~ rI( nlHtCP •

b. organizations.

(1) Air deployable light armor and light cavalry forces
are vital to the effectiveness and survivability of contingency
forces. Before the arrival of the 24th Infantry Division (II)),
the 82d Airborne Division (Abn) was dangerously vulnerable
because of the lack of mobile, survivable, and lethal firepower.

(2) Commanders consistently indicated the need for tnki;
in the divisional cavalry. Tanks are vital if the cavalry it; to
be a•ble to fight for information and protect the main force.
Most- prefer three ground troops and one air troop. The ground
troops need to be a mixture of tanks and Bradley Fighting
Vehicles (BFVs). in the desert the range and lethalit' of modern
weapons require the current squadron organization to
unnecessarily expose its men. In repeated instances enemy tanks
were encountered. A mixture of tanks and BFVs enabled the BFVs
to) !;urvive. Tanks also have better night vision capabilities
thin IIV:; and can withstand more punishment. Finally, tank las.er
range tinders help range enemy equipment.

(3) The effectiveness of four-company armored
battalion/task force was validated in South West Asia (SWA).
C(ommanders feel. that four companies are needed to fix the enemy,
have enough combat power to maneuver against him, and maintain
continuous operations. Additionally, the four-company
orqarnization facilitates more effective task organization and

1-3
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allows, commanders to maintain an armor reserve for offen~iwv
operations. Reducing battalions to a three-coirpany structure
would require revision of tactics and doctrine we know to be
sound. The three-company structure would not easily translate
into box or diamond formations. Most feel that it is better to
reduce the number of battalions than to thin out existing units.
Bottom line is that we don't need to fix a force structure that
isn't broken.

(4) Armored reconnaissance at all levels from battalion
through corps is vital. Brigade commanders agreed that a scout
organization at their level is necessary to effectively see and
control the battle. currently, no such organization exists.
Additionally, this conflict made it evident that in open terrain
tih :-w-•tk platoon equipped with 10 High Mobility Multi-Wheeled
Vehic les (IIMMWV) will not work. It is clearly too vulnerable,.
commanders were reluctant to send HMMWV scouts where enemy
contact was imminent. Lethality of the battlefield made using
UMMWV:; very risky. Scouts must be in a hardened vehicle that
mu,.t. I( ible to move over all types of terrain, shoot and destroy
chanct, contacts, and move through minefields and artillery tire.
Armored, armed reconnaissance worked in SWA. The battalion task
force scout platoon summary for Desert Storm units is shown
below:

HMMWV 6

M3 33

M3/HMMWV 2

M113/M901 5

LAV 25 1

(5) The results of the high tempo of modern mobile
armored warfare indicate that CSS assets should be organic to
battalions to be responsive and effective. Fuel consumption over
ext.r, lud distances demands a beefed-up support platoon at
battalion level. Additionally, maintenance was and will continue
to be most responsive at company and battalion level.

(6) Support organizations must be agile and robust to be
able to move supplies quickly to meet demands of the modern
battlefield. All units, combat, combat support, and combat
service support need more and more capable wheeled vehicles.
Orqanit, transportation was not sufficLint to move organizations
.ol~li,,r8, equipment, and supplies in a single move. Support
unitt; especially felt the crunch hauling repair parts, major
asemblles, and the additional life-support supplies needed in
the lcs,,rt.. The army has proven winners with the MIAI and
lliriiJciy; hIUw'vvr, the full ranqe of their impressive capabilities
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,ainnrot he retl ized until we develop a f [eet that cnin keep up with
aiid untittain them. Lack of mobility in many units became
qlarinqly obvious during Desert Storm.

(7) The Combined Arms Maneuver Battalion (CAMB) is a
viable organization. Many units task organized to build combined
arms battalions. The earlier this step was accomplished, the
better, as training and support relationships jelled. The Ist
Cavalry Division was pleased with the CAMB organization. As one
commander stated, "The CAMB is the 80 percent solution for all
METT-T situations." He added that,"Unlike task organizing, the
logistics in a CAMB was structured to support combined arms and
the unit is more cohesive."

(8) The separate brigade is a robust, flexible
organization suited for rapid attachment throughout the theater.
The Tiger Brigade, a divisional brigade, experienced significant
difficulties when attached to the Marine Central Command
(MARCENT) because it lacked the additional service support
assets, especially a movement control center and materiel
management center, organic to a separate brigade. The ist
Cavalry Division had to form an ad hoc support, organization from
its assets to move with the Tiger Brigade.

(9) The Armored Cavalry Regiment (ACR) proved itself a
robust, flexible or ganization capable of accomplishing all
missions. The ACR is a viable organization for contingency
missions.

c. Training.

(1) Combat identification training needs more omphauin.
Fratricide was a major concern during Operation Desert Storm.
With thermal sights and improved optics, tanks and Bradleys were
able to detect targets in excess of 4,000 meters. With a multi-
national force, it is imperative that gunners and vehicle
commanders are able to recognize all vehicles through both optics
and thermal sights. Too often crews are allowed to pass the Tank
Crew Gunnery Skills Test (TCGST) by looking at full figure flash
card,;. We need to place more emphasis on vehicle identificat ion
in less than ideal conditions. Crews often could not identify
armored vehicles as friend or foe until they were under 1,500
meters.

(2) Many leaders from both corps have credited rotations
at the Combat Training Centers with the success they enjoyed in
operation Desert Storm. However, continuous operations need to
be stressed. Now we pause after each scenario to critique, but
this is not how we fight. We also need to emphasize battle
drills from platoon through battalion level. At the accelerated
tempo of modern warfare, everyone must know how to react to
situations until orders are received. We have already included
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mass casualty exercises; now we need to look at mass Enemy
Prisoner of War (EPW) exercises.

(3) Combined arms doctrine works well.

(a) Mechanized infantry and armor complemented each
other. While the maneuver forces worked well together, their
support did not. Tank company maintenance teams did not have
adequate training to support Bradleys, and vice versa. These
problems were worked out before the ground offensive, but units
might have been in trouble if they had not had the luxury of
training in their task force configurations before the ground
offensive started. Units need to learn to support each other on
a day-to-day basis. Recommend task force organization remain in
effect in garrison.

(b) Field Artillery observers had trouble keeping up
with maneuver forces because of the FIST-V. This may have had an
impact. on the amount of artillery fired during the ground
of Ienive that had not been preplanned. More emphasis should be
placed on training armor and infantry leaders to call for and
ad'uIt indirect fires because the FIST may not he available.

(4) Increase emphasis on light infantry and armor
operations. There are some operations in which light infantry
and armor must work together. This observation gains increased
importance In light of evolving doctrine that envisions increased
participation of armored forces, both armored and light, in
contingency and rapid deployment operations. Units in SWA had
time to train together before the ground offensive, but we may
not have this time in future conflicts. Military Operations in
Urban Terrain (MOUT) training needs to be more fully integrated.

(5) Most units need more deployment training.
Commanders discovered that Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
were outdated or non-existent. SOPs need to be exercised. Units
must also establish a training program for pre-/post-deployment
that they can conduct while waiting for their equipment. The Air
Force offers a Load Master class and coolination should be made
with the Navy to make slots available to unit representatives in
its equivalent course. Each battalion should have a team trained
at air and sea loading.

(6) Aggressive maintenance was key to the high
operational readiness rate achieved. Well trained crews
Iperformed Preventive Maintenance Checks and Services (PMCS) and
quiL'k P.iy alrted m,•intenance teams to deficiencies.

(a) Units that conducted MIAl rollover in SWA
experienced unique problems. Most units had MIPs, but some
units transitioned from M6OA3s. Crews and maintenance teams
lacked the experience necessary to quickly diagnose and fix
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problems. Often units didn't have the necessary publications to
conduct boresight or prep-to-fire checks. New Equipment Training
(NET) personnel gave away their own manuals to help fill
shortages. Technical representatives from various manufacturers
also proved invaluable.

(b) Class IX procurement was a problem exporioncod by
all units. Loqisticians need a training center similar to tho
CTCs where they can exercise their systems in a tactical
environment.

(7) Training, focused on gunnery, paid off; concepts are
sound; major fundamental changes are not needed. Proper
boresight by the manual is still the basis for success. crews
shot well; they engaged and destroyed targets well beyond
anticipated ranges. Units did experience a "high second round"
phenomenon which was attributed to the fact that some MIAls had
not been recoiled in over 2 years. Master gunners discovered
that after the first round is fired, the MiAls boresight would be
off. It seems that the first round reseats the recoil mechanism
and the tanks needed to reboresight afterward. A simple solution
was to conduct a recoil exercise prior to gunnery.

(8) VII Corps units were able to complete predeployment
gunnery. This not only increased crew proficiency, but gave
soldiers greater confidence in their equipment.

(9) Unit Conduct Of Fire Trainer (UCOFT) was used
extensively by most units as a primary predeployment gunnery
tool. UCOFT and Simulator Network (SIMNET) proved especially
invaluable to the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) crew train-up
conducted on Fort Knox. These training devices can be used even
when crews are waiting for their equipment to arrive in theater.
With today's budget constraints and reductions in training
ammunition allocation, we must train effertively in garrison to
make every round count in combat.

(10) Soresighting should be conducted twice daily.
Daily boresights often helped identify overlooked deficiencies
and increased the crews' confidence in the system. Muzzle
Reference System (MRS) update was used almost exclusively during
the ground offensive. Tanks kept their boresight, often
traveling hundreds of kilometers without losing more than 0.4
mils.

(11) The Master Gunner program paid big dividends.
Master gunners not only helped commanders develop gunnery
training programs, but served as senior turret mechanics and
troubleshooters. The quality of master gunner graduates cannot
be overstated.

1-7
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(12) Long range gunnery was used by most units. M1Al
equipped units reported kills in excess of 3,000 meters. MiAls
destrroyed enemy vehicles before being acquired kiy the enemy
during periods of limited visibility due to our thermal sights.
Bradleys destroyed vehicles at 2,500 meters with the 25mm. At
these ranges, vehicle identification is much more difficult, as
is range estimation. Desert Storm proved that our equipment and
ammunLtion is capable of killing targets at longer ranges than
expected. If we plan to take full advantage of our superior
teo(hnoloqy, we must train our crews in long range gunnery
techn iques.

(13) The Tank Commander Certification Course/Scout
Commander Certification Course served as a good refresher for
off ieers/senior NCOs sent to SWA as replacements who had been
.1wily from their equipment.

(14) Abbreviated fire commands worked well, but only
b•c,•une crews were well-grounded in standardized fire commands.
Crow!-. must still be thoroughly familiar with full-up commands.
(!rew memberm mrly become casualties, but the crews must be able to
iorc',iporaite repladcomonta quickly through the uso, of standardized
tra'i ni nq.

(15) Many soldiers were more afraid of fratricide than
of the enemy. Many units had never conducted battalion-size
live-fire exercises. crews realized-that they couldn't depend on
gun tube orientation alone. Flank coordination finally received
serious attention. Gunnery tables need to incorporate friendly
targets. Emphasis should be placed on live-fire exercises at
platoon level and above.

(16) The peacetime development of programs of
instructions and organizations for mobilization training of
renerv, component soldiers is vital to the success of the total
toren. Plans must accommodate all levels of partial mobilization
as woll as full mobilization.

(11) The 19th ) rinqineer Battalion commander stated that
une (l the greiitet training deficiencies is the identification
oi s,'itterable mines. In training, we simulate employment of the
Family of Scatterable Mines (FASCAM) and other ordinances for
safety. In combat, all soldiers must be able to recognize mines,
CBUs, DPICM and other dangerous ordnance.

(18) Overall, institutional instruction was very
successful, Soldiers and leaders joining units upon the
complation of courses were trained and ready to fight.

1-8
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d. Materiel.

(1) The MIAl performed superbly--well above
1ýxpectations. It was reliable, lethal, and survivable. There
are, however, some improvements that need to be made.

(a) ggeabiity

1. Hoving over 300kms in the attack, the MiAls
maintained an operational readiness (OR) rate of over 90 percent
with some units reporting OR rates of as high as 98 percent.

?, Most fire control systems stayed fully operationail
during the 100 hours of the campaign.

)_ kost vehicles that broke down were quickly repaired
and able to join their parent units on the final objective.

nA Batteries are not reliable enough, particularly for

u;e in a desert environment; they need to be improved.

5. A reliable Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) must be
procured for the Abrams. The current model tested in SWA was
unreliable. It was particularly susceptible to damage from sand.
The Garret gas turbine APU received positive comments from VII
Corps Master Gunners. The opinion is that the optimal position
for the APU is mounted in the hull rather than as an add-on to
the rear of the vehicle or mounted in the bustle rack. The
external hull mounted APU is too easily knocked off or damaged in
areas with trees or in urban areas. The bustle rack mounted
version requires additional cables to be run down through the
turret which appears to be undesirable.

f._. Fuel pumps are also inadequate and need to be
upgraded. Crews reported problems with the reliability of in
cell fuel pumps and fuel transfer pumps. The immediate impact of
this was that because of unreliability of the transfer pump and
tim time-consuming nature of refueling the forward fuel tank,;,
commanders refueled more frequently. This disrupted the high
tempo of operations and created a greater strain on the logistics
system to keep up with the frequent demand for fuel. Train crows
in peacetime to use transfer pumps.

7. The V-packs need to be upgraded. Dust and sand
accelerated the required intervals for cleaning and/or
replacement. Additionally, the need for improved V-pack cleaning
equipment has been identified. The technique of using the tank
"buddy system" is unacceptable. A tank cannot operate its engine
without its V-pack installed so it is dependent upon another tank
to provide power for the cleaning wand in order to clean another
tank's V-pack. Possible fixes are new V-packs (a self-cleaning
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rotary design is available) or designing the AF.1 to power the
cleaning wand to allow the tank to service itseLf.

(b) t9JLioi1

a.. The 120mm gun, coupled with its excellent fire
control system and thermal optics, proved devastating against all
Iraqi armor. Our current main gun ammunition significantly
dominated every tank on the battlefield.

2. Main gun accuracy was good at ranges in excess of
3000 meters. Reports vary as to the average engagement range.
Most units report 2,200-2,R00 meters as the average engagement
rangp, but some new data suggests that 1,500-2,000 meters may be
more correct with 2,500 meter engagements not uncommon. Overall
enqaqement ranges arc as close as 100 meters to as far as 3,700
meters;, the latter from both U.S. Army and United States Marine
Corps sources.

1 The Ml tank performed well, but initial indications
are that the acciiracy of the 105mm fell off significantly at
extended ranges.

~. Units report a need for improved optics. The 120mm
round is accurate and deadly at ranges over 3,000 meters, but the
current optics do not optimize the round's capabilities.
Currently, the power magnification of Thermal Imaging System
(TIS) and Gunner's Primary Sight (GPS) are insufficient for long
range engagements.

LL The Commander's Independent Thermal Viewer (CITY) is
needed. Currently, the commander's sight, the Gunner's Primary
Siqht Extension (GPSE), does not allow the commander to see the
battlefield. Furthermore, because of the inability of the
comm.ander to adjust the reticle he is often forced to accept the
gunner's perspective of target identification.

k. Need to increase optical magnification of the
TIS/GPS and increase the clarity of the thermal image.

(1) Targets were difficult to identify past 1,500 meters
with TIS.

(Z) The M2/3 was the hardest vehicle to identify with
the rTS. At ranges over 2,000 meters, the Bradley appeared as
nothing more than a hot spot. This was further restricted during
periods of limited visibility to no more than 600 meters.

(3) Tn inclement weather, positive target identification
wa:. ,,xtremely diffitjilt at ranges greater than 500-600 meters.

1-l1
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1. The Muzzle Reference System (MRS) worked well to

retain boresight. While units boresighted once o: twice daily
before initiation of the ground war, they did not boresight after
crossing into Iraq and Kuwait due to time constraints. Instead,
they relied on only MRS updates to keep their rounds hitting
where they aimed.

&. A turret positional locator needs to be incorporated
into the GPS.

"7. A stadia reticle for the Gunner's Auxiliary Siqht
(CAS) will facilitate use of the coax and main gun.

§.., A wiper/hood for the GPS is a must. An active wiper
system, actuated by the gunner (foot pedal),and stows out of the
line of sight when not in use, would meet this requirement.

2-. A barometric pressure/temperature gauge is needed in
the turret. Often the weather data is from stations where the
current conditions are significantly different than those at the
vehicle's location.

10.Q_ The task to make the emergency mode drift adjustment
should be a crew level task as opposed to a support maintenance
level task.

(c) •uLrvivabilitye

1. Crews were supremely confident in the overall
survivability of the MIAl.

2. Currently, there is only one reported incident of dn
armored crewman being killed while in an MIA1, and this was only
after the tank had been struck by three main gun rounds.

3. The vehicle fire suppression system works superbly. It
allowed 20-30 seconds for crew evacuation before secondary
explosions reignited fires.

4. Ammunition blowout panels also worked well.

(d) General Comments:

1. The coax ammunition well needs to be modified. Its
current configuration does not facilitate maintenance and
disassembly of the breechblock.

Z_. Need to relook at quick-change ammunition packs.
The time it takes to reload the ready/semiready storage wells
could be critical in a high intensity environment.

1-11
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•L Study increased bustle rack storage sp.ice. The majority

of units felt that it is inadequate for sustained operations.

4, Mine plows, rakes, and the Cleared Lane Marking System
(CLAMS) received high praise. Vehicles with mine plows were able
to mintain a much higher speed than originally expected. Except
for extra strain placed on the number one shock absorbers, the
mine plows worked well. While the plows worked well in the soil
of SNA, we must continue to improve its capability in other type,;
of t-r rain. Conversely, units did not like the mine rollers
becatise of the significant degradation in speed and the their
inal ility to effectively deal with double impulse mines.

5. A positional re4dout is needed at both the driver's and
gunner's stations.

6,. A driver's thermal viewer system should be included in
future vehicle c'lvolopments.

7. A dismount kit, pistol grip, buttatock, and bipod,
ohgoulil be issue') for the loader's M240. The M240 is critical
whir ln otabliotlhil local security, and if the vchicle is di tabled
if ,lWvi t.hu, lt ,w % botter chanco for survival.

it. Need t4) itorporate a turret positional locator into the'

9.,-, Initial indications are that commanders prefer DF2 to
JPH because of the on-board smoke capability that DF2 provides
and the increi:isd fuel consumption and heat generated by JPS, JRT
A or JP5.

(2) The 142/3 received high marks for its excellent mix of
firepower, mobility, and survivability.

(a) Its impioved transmission, armor protection, and
devastating 25mnm gun and Tube-launched, Optically-tracked, Wire-
guided (TOW) minsile combined to produce an extremely lethal
weapon system.

(b) The Bradley's OR rate was comparable to that of the
Ab'ra~ms,

(4,) 'i'he 2vim 1iu-.hmaster auto-cannon was often the
wedlwI of: chvii:, wit.h reports of its Armor Piercing Discarding
Sabot (APDS) round penetrating all Iraqi tanks at ranges of less
than 700 meters.

(11) M,' ./ i / ot&,, i I. lser Raingof inder (LiF) ; the handheld
jU.0i doeo•n't I ill th, bill.
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(e) Commanders liked the M3 in the reconnaissance role in

desert operations.

(f) Bradleys experienced problem@ similar to those of the
Abrams with their V-packs, but had no cleaning wands as part of
the vehicle Basic Issue Items (BIX).

(g) Commanders liked the on-board smoke capability and would
have preferred DF2 to Jet A-1/JP8 for this reason.

(h) Crews were pleased with the 600 hp power plant and its
transmission. However, commanders would like to have reverse
gear performance similar the one on the Abrams.

(i) M2/3 vehicle exhaust location is a problem. Its current
position blows directly into the Bradley Commander's (BCs) face.
BCs find this nauseating; and if the wind is blowing across the
vehicle, the heat will wash out the thermal sight.

(J) Stowage should be improved. There is not enough
internal space for either a 9-man infantry squad or a 5-man scout
squad's gear. Likewise, crews jury-rigged equipment tie downs to
stow gear externally.

(k) M3A2 Engine Compartment Access Door Pumps are
unsatisfactory. Initial reports are that units experienced up to
a 50 percent failure rate.

(1) Scout optics must improve. In many cases, the
surveillance equipment of scout platoons could not outrange the
systems in the battalion formation.

(3) Other stellar performers were the High Mobility Multi-
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV), the Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical
Truck (HEMT-T), and the 900-series 5-ton trucks. One division
commander was so impressed with their performance that he
recommended that these be the only wheeled vehicles at division
level and below.

(4) We need to retain armed, armored reconnaissance vehicles
at all levels. Armed reconnaissance provides the capability to
tight for intelligence. Armored vehicles increase survivability
which in turn gives scouts greater confidence.

(5) As well as the Abrams and Bradley performed, it has
become obvious that force package modernization is required in
other areas. The M113/M577 family of vehicles was unable to keep
pace with the Abrams and Bradley and needs to be replaced. The
exception to this observation is the M113A3 variant which has
received excellent reports from all units that were equipped with
it. The M113A3 is the answer for the First Sergeant's (lSG)
armored vehicle.

1-13
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(6) The M577 was inadequate as a Command and Control (C2)
vehicle during the operation. Similarly, the VIST-V was unable
to keep up. The need for new, perhaps Bradley/Multiple Launch
Rocket System (MLRS) based, Command, Control, communications, and
Intelligence (C31) and FIST vehicles is clear.

(7) The need for new C2 vehicles applies to both the
commander's fighting vehicle and the actual command post vehicle.
Both must be able to operate on the move with the commander's
vehicle providing an efficient and stable platform from which the
commAnder can control the battle.

(8) Additionally, previously identified shortcomings of the
M88 were reconfirmed in the desert. It was consistently
unable to perform its vehicle recovery mission. Primary problem
aroea were:

(%) Tt could riot keep up with the Abrams and Bradley.

(b) It coukd not tow the M11AI.

(c) it had a low OR rate.

(9) Positive Navigation (POSNAV) systems have proven vital to
our ability to mass combat power. However, their use is not only
applicable to the combat arms but also to combat support and
combat service support units for command and control. For combat
unitn to maintain effectiveness and combat power, CS and CSS
units must be able to rapidly support them. Every organization,
If not vehicle, should have a POSNAV device. Whether in the
Saudi Arabian desert or in densely wooded or jungle terrain,
these systems have universal applicability. Not only are they
great for navigational purposes and key to massing combat power,
but they also proved to be a valuable tool for calling and
dir,,"tinq indirect fires. An Abrams could determine its
position, lase to a target, and develop an accurate grid for fire
support missions. Finally, POSNAV systems aided combat
identification.

(10) A combat identification system is badly needed. This
system will be beneficial in two key areas.

(n) Command and control will be enhanced on the high tempo
non-linear battlefield.

(h) It will assist in the Identification of Friend or Foe
(II,) And connequently reduce the possibility of fratricide.

(11) A lightweight standard route marking system will
facilitate control. of Main Supply Routes (MSR) and enhance CSS
operations.

1-14
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(12) HETs are absolutely critical for the conduct of mobile
armored warfare. Commanders at all levels have indicated the
need for HETs.

(13) Countermine equipment (CME) worked well. However, wce
need some kind of CME for the M2/3.

(14) Our communications capabilities must also be improved.

(a) Our current generation of radios must be updated if we
are to fight effectively on high tempo battlefields.

(b) The fielding of new communications equipment should be
accelerated. One corps reported that it had three generations of
radios.

(c) Command posts also need more OE-254s and quick erect
antenna masts (QUEM).

(d) Better long range capabilities are' needed. We must
enhance the AN capabilities in battalions and above. The
AN/VRC/193 performed well and provided tremendous range.

(e) An effective meanis of producing and transmitting hard
copy orders is vital.

(f) communications equipment for combat servico support
elements is not sufficient. Support platoonit, medics, and
muintenance elements require secure radios and navigational
devices.

(15) A 1:100,000 scale map should be the standard in the
desert.

(16) Soldier Support Issues:

(a) A better flak jacket for the Tank Commander (TC) and
loader is needed. The current spell vest does not adequately
protect these crew members because of their greater exposure
outside the tank. Specific improvements are greater overall
ballistic protection and a collar similar to that on the standard
.issue vest.

(b) While the Combat Vehicle Crewman (CVC) uniform was worn
extensively and wall liked, a more durable and, if
possible, a chemically protective Nomex uniform for armored
vehicle crew members is needed. The stitching on the uniform
results in it coming ipart at the seams, particularly in the seat
and on the gloves.

(c) The balaclava needs to be -edesigned; it is too bulky
and uncomfortable to wear under the CVC.

1-LK
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(d) The micro-climate vest is uncomfortable. It is too
bulky and uncomfortable when worn with ballistic vest and the
Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC) protective gear.
Additionally, the cooling tube chafed the neck.

(c) Armored vehicle crewmen need their own Load Bearing
Equipment (LBE), preferably something similar to the aviator's
survival vest. The current LEE that is standard issue is too
bulky to be worn in an Abrams or Bradley and worse, creates a
safety problem by easily snagging in the turret.

(f) Ballistic Laser Eye Protection (BLEP) goggles were not
widely used. They were uncomfortable and scratched too easily.

(g) It should be SOP that leather boots only are worn by
armored vehicle crewmen, to include BFV mounted infantry, or some
type of fire retardant/proof boot needs to be developed.

(h) The clothing bag for all soldiers needs to be
simplified. Light infantry units have greatly simplified their
issue with Gortex items, for example: a Cortex parka with
liner(s) can replace the field jacket, wet weather top, and
parka. The same Is true for Cortex overpants.

(i) We need portable showers for our soldiers.

(j) We must work to make armored vehicles more inhabitable:

t. A sleep restraint system.

a- An onboard capability to heat water and ratlone.

L A bustle rack cover to protect items in the bustle rack
from catching fire and to protect them from the elements.

e. Leader Development.

(1) Overall, leadership was superb at every level. Company
Commanders were prepared for combat and NCOs are
technically competent. The high standards maintained in Armor
Center schools paid great dividends during this conflict. The
fact that leaders were able to work effectively from mission
orders and commander's intent was key to the success of the
campaign. There were a few comments concerning leader
shortcomings, but no trend has developed.

(2) [low do you improve upon a leadership training system
t ht appears to he working well? The best way is to look at
futtite challenges. Force reductions and reduced operating
budgets will remain a feature of military life through the end of
the contury. With these cutbacks, the need to incorporate new
tohlleioqgioa, materiel, and training will continue. Leaders o[
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the future will need to remain tactically proficient, being able
to harmonize combat and noncombat operations. Additionally,
thicne leaders will fight on a non-linear battlefield. Future
Ieadors must also be technically proficient in the use of
computers, information systome, and the hlgh-tech equipment uutit'r
their control. Finally, future leaders must be versatile anti bo
able to accomplish a wide variety of missions and assignments.
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CHIAPTER 2

BAfIE SUMMARIES

a. TVhe following pages are intended to give a general overview
"of the pre-Desert Shield situation in SWA, review the events in
the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (KTO) during the 4 days of
ground combat, and then finally look at the major engagements

* that involved armor and cavalry forces. The primary sources for
the information displayed on individual battles came from the
1991 Armor Conference. The list below is a table of contents of
the s~lides ineodded.

b. Slides I - 2 (Pre Desert Storm Military-Geo/Political

situation).

c. slides 3 - 12 (Ground Campaign Review).

I. S; idel, 1.1 - 41 (Major Enqaqements).

(1) Khafji.

(2) 1st Cavalry Division Deception Operations.

(3) 6th French Armored Division (Light) Screen Operations.

(4) 1st Infantry Division (Mechanized) Breaching Operations.

(5) 1st USMC Division attack to Kuwait International
Airport.

(6) lst Armored Division and the battle for Al IGuaayyah.

(7) 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) at Tallil and
Julibah.

(8) 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment and the Battle of 73
Fastinq.

(9) Jst Armored Division and the destruction of the
Republican Guard.

(10) 3rd Armored Division and the destruction of the

Tawakalna, 12th AD and 10th AD.

(11) Capture of Safwan Airfield.

(12) 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) and the Battle of
Rumaylah Oilfields.
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01 The Ufl~t oo.011w c c~to( by F'ort Knox Ii ron par I icia.i I. nil ~I tiiit.

inl !i,44ut.Ikwofvt Amia indicates that. Airband Blattle Doctrine worktiil
II. :tvomn there Is no need for a completely new doctrine.
Itnwt'ver4r there are refinements and additions raquired to mnkv it
hotAter, It is evident through many observations that now
tochnoloqy draautically increases hiqher echelon headquarter's
i'.piabiI ity it) targlet., attack, and fight deep operations
!;i muiatoii#'o~ui.Iy with cl ose and rear' operat.ions. Ilubordinat o us itri

wvi alroIeo to Hf I qt the cl ose and rear batt. eo w ithI mini mum
ol11w e4 4ion ant i iii 4rIUd iate I ieade rt; gewrc-i sed inititIat i e f rom -i

'i-qo-r %indotrntanding of the commanderla intent at leatut two Ivveiln
upl. "Mistsion Orders" found in Held Manual (FM) lo0oLk,
Ojliviations and CD) 17-95 Cavalry operations, were succasuiul.
IFinally, the subordinates' units were able to execute because of:
thvir superb training as individuals and teams. Doctrine,
lititlal training, reliable equipment, and realistic training
roerciloer were key to combat effectiveness.

h. Thew planning processes (doct~rine, battle drills, and tant i4oal
i~ie).nud a warrior's~ offensivo. spirit all contributed to an

owipi 4'xde'ntc'd victory by the U;.led coal it.ion. 1'henor And other
tinit r i ut lonw caused the onemy to tight in mote than one

ill ivott ion. They rodfuced tho enemy4 n capability to masn. We,
4 VI 1 414 Ili* h 1 trengths4, and aittacked uir.1 weak nenvi4.t- Wo

nki~aiola ined our combot . power for, dec is ive ope rat ionti aqpt intt. t he
041114'Hyn 4!ent~er of gravity. The Army and Mar inen haurawssed tfiu
""4Iiity'n grouind c~apabili ty to keevp the enemy from seeing what w4'
w4i, i do inq. This was accomplished with appropriate security
eilprit'rtiortn (rireeon, quard, and cover). We kept the enemy force.s
oil balanc-e with an air campaign, continuous ground maneuver
prvt-;stitr(, Naval blockade, and deception. Then we massed an
ovi.r-whelming combat power advantage against him to bring the war
toi an early conclusion.

V:. Now we need to incorporate lessons learned from the SWA
('xp4'Iir'nou into our evolving doctrinue (Airt~and Operationsr). FM
111) 1,, our capstone manual In the army, is now being prepared.

'1116! mnuual det ineii the bridge between national military
,dIqoperatio.ns, and tactics. Upon the completion of the

voordial i utInq dratt of IFM 100-b, IeM 100-15 , Cot-ps Operationn,
:.hotil f4 ol low. This demonstrater; the "Top Down" approach to
tinitialrto o nstire ill doctrinal manualsi track log i cal ly. '11)
twe'wwle. ot FM /11-100, Division operations, would then 10110W. At:

* ~the Armo'r School, we will begin the rovision of I'M 71-3, Bl-iade
oiperations, in October 1992. The revision cycle through the
i-oiplet~ed I'M 71-1, company/Team operations, it, s~cheduled for
Marc2h 19913.
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3-2. List of Issues.

a. A l ist of topics from Southwost Asia Emerging Obnorvat io,):- i:;
provided below. These issues disc'-Assed in detail will compritie
the rest of this chapter. The topic discussions will follow th,,
observation, discussici, lesson learned, recommended action, and
comment format:

b. Deployment and redeployment doctrine.
e. Tactical level acquisition and dissemination of intelliqene,.
d. Set:urity operations.
e. Fire support coordination doctrine.
f. commander's intent.
q. Training doctrine.
h. Identification friend and foe.
i. UPICM/CBU duds and Scatterable Nine fields.
J. Role and responsibilities of liaison officers.
k. Task Force organic CSS.
I other CSS doctrinal issues.

(I) Responsiveness of Forward Support Battalions.
(A) Class IX.

m. Crunnery dc:,trinal issuea.
(I) Turret azimuth indicator for MI/MiA1.
(A) IJSAF uso or whito smoke.
(3) Ammunition Transfer.
(4) Muzzle boresight device calibration.

n. MiK~ion oriented protective posture (HOPP).
o. Aradley Gunnory.

IS
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i j. I),'ployment and Redeployment Doctrine.

a. Obsorvation. Several units had not developed deployment

Mat nddrd operations procedures.

b. Discussion.

(1) Today, there Is no formal doctrinal literature available
to ontabtish guidelines, tactics/techniques/procedures (TTP), and
ntandard operating procedures (SOP) to conduct land, sea, and air
deployment operations similar to that executed in support of
I)om.rt Shi.led/Storm with the exception of select units in 18th
ABIN (contingency) Corps. Many Continental United States (CONUS)
units wore prepared to deploy based on contingencies to reinforce
I:urop,. These units were trained according to the units' ml;ision
vt-.iii1oi I task I 1st (METL) . Emergency deployment. readinen•
oxt,1.i m, (I.',I)RN) were practived periodically as part of' Refo(tqer
.vl d)ploymnt to the Combat Trt ininq Centoet-. ((CT(). Oth(r
istrIti, utI:hc as those in kEurope , had more d ificutilty becaute tiheir
dteployment was not an their METL nor practiced. The Europeani-
hen•,d units did not have deployment SOPs, but they did have somo
rosidual experience from deploying to maneuver training arean
within continental Europe. Some additional residual training was
provided to selected European units as they supported COMUS-based
units deploying for Reforger.

(2) Units encountered problems because the main effort for
the Armored forces deployment was to quickly get maximum combat
power on the ground, to close the "window of vulnerability". In
matny cases, failure to cross-load ships with a units' associated
combat Support (CS) and CSS slices caused serious delays and
istaiuttinment problems once the units disembarked in Saudi Arabia,
Additionally, many units lacked equipment and preparation for an
exte'nded stay in the harsh SWA environment.

(1) in former mobilization plans there has always been it
,Il•kininq aolnsumptkon that personnel assigned to TRADOC would 1int
1w rvau•igned to combat units until at least. 90 days alter tih'
iii it iat ion of host.i lit lea. Durinq Desert Shield, due to the need
for .il units to expand rapidly to wartime requirements, soI'liertn
Ifrom the lath Cavalry Regintent were deployed within *12 hourm, ot
th. initial alert. This was a TRADOC-wide phenomena. The effect
44 thim action was two-foldc. First, it degraded the ability ot
oul unit to effectively traiin the increased numbnrs of students
in•cn'atotd by wartime requitements. Second, It. ploced soldiers
who have not adequately treined recently in combat duties in
"posit ions of leadership in combat units. With the reductions in
n;ize projected for the Arms, TRADOC remains a lucrative pool ot
trained personnel that is teadily aucessible for short-notice
4 ertinqency missions. In light of this, we need to ensure that
the go-to-war skills of TRPJDOC combat MOS soldiers are not
allowed to degrade by prov~ding resources to allow for cadre
tralining. Also, a conscious decision must be made concerning
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adherance to the 90-day policy. If it is not, then reserve units
charged with assisting In training missions need to be promptly
mobilized to make up the shortfall and to prevent degradation of
training to either regularly programmed student soldiers or thowl
training for combat.

(4) In the case of the let Cavalry Division's redeployment.,
one maneuver brigade handled the command and control of the
Dammam Port Support Activity (PSA), rather than the Division
Support Command (DISCOM) or a composite unit. This beemed to
work well and cut load timea in half. Extensive planning,
rehearsals, and coordination with the port officials (MSc',
Transportation Units, etc.) will result in a unit's equipment
deploying ready to fight, redeploying promptly, and remaining
mission capable. There are some excellont publications available
through safety channels that help to plan se*lift operations.

u. Lesaon(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. Appropriate deployment and redeployment
doctrine must be written. Deployment and redeploymert tasks
should be placed on unit METLBs and adequately trained. Then
doployment/redcployment SOPs and scheduled EDREs can be axocnuted.
1The I.iqht Armor Battalion (3-73 AR), the 24th IN Div (Mech), and
l1th ABN Corps provide a basis as we develop future armored Ioruc
doctrine. European units deployment 'TP which was deveLoped from
SWA operations should also be captured to assist In the
development of deployment doctrine.

e. Comments. None.

Ib
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'1-4. Tactical Level Acquisition and Dissemination of
Into liqence.

a. Observation. The top-down flow of intelligence
inconsistently provided detailed assessments required by the
brigade and lower commanders during the ground maneuver war.

h. Discussion. Indications are that modern technology has
greattly enhanced our ability to see the enemy at the national and
operational levels of warfare. When sufficient METT-T situations
cxitit, this intelligence can be disseminated to lower levels.
This Is the case that occurred before the ground campaign in SWA.
When the ground war began, the higher to lower feed was not able
to keep up with the flow of the battle. The use of alternative
orqjdnIc Intelligence collectors; such as signal Interception,
hum•tn, radar, and remote sensors at the tactical level; was
ln•:oniii-stont for various reasons. Remotely piloted vehicles
(I0V,), although they were limited In number, were used with some
iUOess. Experiences in SWA show all-source intelligence

Integration and timely dissemination to tactical level units was
Inu•nsistent. A combination of doctrinal, materiel, and
organizational initiatives can fix this problem.

Le. seson(s) Learned. corps and divisions held and analyzed
information for too long a period of time before dissemination.
Ilfrormation was overcome by events. Therefore, it was not useful
to brigade and battalion commanders.

4. Pecommendation. There is a need to correct systems and
(lowtrin~l guidelines to integrate all-source intelligence at the
tlt:tjeal lovel. There is also a need to correct intelligence
Information flow doctrine so that timely, tailored intelligence
rvo.hr' t.ho brigade and battalion levels to support maneuver
",,•ssmmndora. lnrigade commanders should consider telling the
int.,,lliqgene community no-later-than times for information to got
thvir basit intelligence assessment for dec 3ion maklnq.

t,. Comments. None.
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3-5. Security Operations.

a. Observation. The Iraqi Army failed to establish appropriate
security belts and security screens to support offensive and
defensive operations.

b. Discussion.

(1) Both the attack on the Saudi Arabian town of Khafji and
the defense of the southern border of Kuwait were examples of
inadoquate use of ground and air security operations by the Iraqi
Army. This lack of security, which is mandated in U.S. doctrino
in the framework of both defensive and offensive operations, wam
a key source of failure to both Iraqi operations. The lack of
security operations; such as screen, guard, cover, and adequate
reconnaissance; allowed the US Coalition Forces freedom of
movement through enemy territory. Additionally, the Iraqis lost
their freedom of movement, early warning, ability to avoid the
opposing forces' strengths and ability to mass. With the success
of the U.S. Coalition air campaign, the Iraqi forces lost their
Air Force which was a primary capability for security operations
in the Iran-Iraq war. The Iraqi's lack of redundant sources of
security was a major weakness which Coalition Forces exploited at
the beginning of the ground campaign.

(2) One U.S. corps used its ACR to gain contact with the
Republican Guard Divisions. The ACR was able to develop the
situation to help the corps commander understand that the enemy
was conducting a rear guard to support retrograde operations.
The corps commander then brought forward his main body to cut off
and pursue the retreating enemy.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. The U.S. Army doctrine, an it is refined
under AirLand Operations, must not reduce emphasis on ground and
air security operations in favor of more popular high tech
equipment. In the future, U.S. Forces may have to emphasize
offensive security operations rather than defensive. Some
refinement in cavalry and scout manuals, training, materiel, and
orqanization may be necessary.

a. Comments. None.
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3i-6. Piro Support Coordination Doctrine.

,i. Obunrvation. There was a tendency for the Air Force to treat
tle tire support coordination line (FSCL) as a retitrictive
control measure rather than a permissive fire control measure.

b. Discussion. A coalition corps was deeply engaged in the
deep, close, and rear tights as it attacked north along the
coastal highway closing on Kuwait City. An FSCL was established
no that supporting U.S. Air Forces could conduct air interdiction
.,ijiniit the fleeing fraqi forces north of Kuwait city. Despite
the enttablishment or a permil;sive control measure, the Air Force
aiiiitzn continued to coordinate as if this control measure was

r(;.tri-tivo in nature. This caused additional coordination which
interrupted other corps-level deep operations. Similar incidents
wore aluo experienced at a U.S. Army Headquarters, so U.S. Army
ropresentatives accompanied Coalition Forces as support and
liaison teams. They ensured that appropriate terms and graphics
were used which coordinated the fight with combined forces. With
thc (evolution of Airland Operations, it will become more
important that our doctrine support joint and coalition warfare,
('errontly, standardized fire support doctrine at joint level is
virituatlly non-existent according to the Artillery School.

C , ,lounon(s) [hoarned. None.

(1, lc'omm•ndation. Joint and combined forcer, need to speak a
colmmon doctrinal language to successfully fight together. U.S.
Army representatives who accompanied Coalition Forces as support
a•nd liaison teams performed efficiently. The formation of those
lI'otnh and their reaponsibilities should be captured in Army
dovt r inv to ensure that appropriate terms and graphics are used.

',. ('omments. None.
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3-7. Commander's Intent.

a. Observation. Although commander's intent is universally
addressed in all U.S. doctrine, it is inconsistently defined In
different manuals, thus the application was varied in SWA.

b. Discussion. Many units in SWA commented that the commander':;
intent is the most important element in an order. The rapid piAiO
and high tempo of operations demanded a clear, concise
commander's intent. This was needed so that subordinate
commanders could effectively fight their units in a rapidly
changing environment, using appropriate amounts of initiative and
taking appropriate risk.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Commander's intent is the single moet
important element of a tactical order.

d. Recomendation. In September 1990, Command and General Statt
College (CGSC), Fort Leavenworth, conducted a commander's Intont
Conference to work this issue. A subsequent memorandum for
record was produced and approved by General John W. Foss,
Commander TRADOC, which standardized the definition of
commander's intent and described where it should be placed in the
operations order format (Memorandum, HQs TRADOC, ATZL-SWT-C, 14
September 1990, Subject: Commander's Intent). CGSC's approved
Initiative should be incorporated into the rewrite of all future
manuals to standardize the definition and clarify the issue or
commander's intent. This doctrine guideline will assist field
commanders in training units and executing operations in the
field.

a. comments. None.
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i-o. Training Doctrine.

A. obhau'rvation. In several instances, NCOs and officers
,ommt~ntod that the lack of hattle-focused traininq objoctives
cauUied training time and effort to be wasted during the first, 2
mrinthu (October and November) after deployment.

h. nIiscussion. There was a relatively short preparation time
for units bofore deployment to the Gulf. European Battle Focus
for most U.S. units caused inconoistent traininq readiness for

Pa;evrt. operations. Few units had time to aci)ust their battle
boks and modify their tactical standard operations procedures
for the desort environment. With the emergence of a war plan at
the end nt November, units started training in accordance with PH
ý')-lOl and FP 25-1,00, which provided an effective preparation for
wnr. Repetitive training of critical tasks caused execution to
bu habitual in nature. Hands-on, performance-oriented methods
were used to conduct individual training to appropriate doctrinal
tinks, conditions, and standards (i.e., NDC tasks). Units used
the crawl-walk-run method of training for collective tasks.
(companies through corps conducted mission analysis and developed
apoelal plays (similar to a battle book) for different
Anticipated situations. Simple plans with extensive rehearsals
untder realistic battlefield conditions worked best. These plans
incoirporated crew drills, battle drills, missions, refuel on the
movf,, ammunition loading, and even V-pack cleaning. The result
wai, that larqe maneuver forces were able to methodically conduct
t:omploex operation.o rapidly so that the force could extend its
opo'raitIonaI ringe (culmination points) and ma~intain the momentum
Of (he AttAuk. This is an example of leaders making use of the
Amy'fs training doctrine to prepare and train tactical standard
,IbPraIt ion procedures for war in a limited amount of time.

,'. te.ot.('J) Learned. Training doctrine works well.

d, Recommendation. Continued emphasis is required if we are to
maiintain the readiness demonstrated in SWA.

C.Comments. None.
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3-9. Identification Friend or Foe.

a. Observation. A high percentage of the U.S. vehicle And
personnel casualties in SWA were due to friendly fire.

b. Discussion. Doctrine is already in place to reduce such
accidents, but additional improvements can be made in delineatinq
phase lines, boundaries, and emphasizing flank coordinations, And
fire control measures. Although modern technology has made groat
advances in detecting moving and stationary targets at qreat
ranges, the same advances to identify the target as friendly or
enemy has not been made. The result is that targets can be
destroyed out to ranges in excess of target identification
ranqes. Per the short term, C2 and training techniques are thf,
primary tools to prevent fratricide. Direct fire control
measures, tracking enemy and friendly unit locations, adjacent
unit coordination, and restrictive control measures to separate
helicopter/close air support (CAS) engagements from maneuver
unitr; are some examples. Maintalning authority to engage at
hiqhar echelons of command is one other technique used to reduvo
rrit.riuide. Ilowovor, as the tntonauity of battle inureasen, thilu
strict control may infringe on subordinate initiative. An
external combat vehicle marking system was uned to recognize
Coalition Forces who had similar equipment to the enemy. This
was a quick fix which could have been exploited by the enemy ir
they had not already been severely thrown off balance by allied
counteractions (air campaign, artillery raids, counter
reconnaissance, etc). Most units used a combination of all the
above, but still were at risk to friendly fire. This issue can
nevor be perfectly solved, but can be reduced by Integratod
doctrine, training, materiel solution, and leadership.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. Joint doctrine must concentrate on
commonality of graphics, control measures, and terminology. We
must speak the same language with words and graphics meaning the
same thing. JCS PUB 2.0 should be reviewed and refined to ensure
SWA experiences and solutions are captured for the future. Then
this common lanquago should flow logically through lover level
manuals. Ievelop employment techniques for position location
devices (i.e., POSN&V) as they apply to command, control, and
communication (C3) enhancements. Development of additional
offensive direct fire control measures may be necessary.
Engagement criteria should be included in the 5-paragraph field
order, i.e., para 3b(4). Engagement criteria, as well as
refinement in doctrine and training, is the primary quick fix for
this problem. Additional longer term initiatives in the areas of
t rdininq, material, and leadership are also necessary.

(s. Comment .n None.
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1-10. DPICM/CBU Duds and Scatterable Mine Fields.

a. observation. Dud munitions and mines were common throughout
the hat.tle area. Doctrine does not address these danger areas in
plonning, tracking, or execution of tactics. This shortfall
contributed to unnecessary casualties. Additionally, a lak of
doctrinal individual tasks to identify and avoid these types of
muniteions also contributed to unnecessary casualties.

b. I)iocussion. These types of danger areas were not tracked or
plotted on graphics due to our inexperience with the dud rates of
these modern munitions. Therefore, insufficient contingency
planninq and rehearsals were conducted to prepare for appropriate
notion when these danger areas were encountered. Soldiers in
dilferent units were insufficiently trained to recognize duds and
mines. Warnings about the associated dangers of these devices
wer'n inadequately disseminated. There were many accidents caused
by moldiers picking them up, kicking them, or throwing them
dround. The Air Force and Artillery units inconsistently
coordinated with the ground maneuver forces on the
t.ype/location/time these munitions were used. Because armored
c:ombott. trnits were less vulnerable to these types of dangerous
,arr,,tin, they often were not detected or reported to the Tactical
4)pttration Centers (TOC). Often, units wandered into these areas
without prior warning.

V. InHLuon(s) Learned. Nona.

41, Iocommendation. GraphicH, requirements to track IPASCAM (nlnd
tither dud producing munitiona), and calculating danger zoneu
airound these danger areas should be addressed in FM 6-20-30/40,
lire nupport manuals. Appropriate coordination needs to be
'o)n(du(cted with the maneuver arms so that their manuals are in

,aqrooment with the fire support manuals. FM 101-5-1 needs to be
r(-li1od for the same purpose. Appropriate CSS doctrine must
provide guidelines to conduct breaching or bypass of these areas
atnd cross reference to FM 90-13-1. Combat units manuals must
,mphaitze marking appropriate cleared lanes through these areas.

Memory joggers in appropriate armored force manuals should
hiqhliqht these issues for consideration in the command, control,
sitld communications chapters. Appropriate breaching training,

nti•tlnqency planning, and tactical standard operations procedures
ithoul, be developed by the CSS and C3 units as well as the combat
'llit.n. In joint and combined arms operations, use of these types
of munitions must be coordinated with the maneuver unit.
Iinatlly, a1l soldiers must receive adequate training on
ihlentilication, danger, and appropriate safety procedures for
the•ne type of munitions. This should be added doctrinally to the
4,ommon n;kill tasks required to be trained to all soldiers.

C. C:ommonta. None.
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3-11. Use and Responsibilities of Liaison Ofticnrs (LNO).

a. Observation. Liaison officers do not train with unitti bofouer
going to war. Currently, there is very little doctrinal mater'i.hl
which provides guidelines on the role, the responsibiliti(on, avid
the procedures that a LNO needs to efficiently accomplish his
tasks In war.

b. Discussion.

(1) Although ILOs are required for combat at all levelse of
command, they are not authorized by peacetime tables of
organization and equipment (TOE). U.S. Army training doctrine
tells us that we should train the way we fight. Based on sevor~il
interviews with returning 4NOs from Southwest Asia, they wero
often used as additional staff rather than LNOs. Their duties
were inconsistently defined by the units which they supported. A
spirit of cohesion and trust had to be developed with the
supported unit before the beginning of the ground assault.
Adjacent unit coordination, coordination with higher arid lower
command, and vertical coordinatioit with helicopter and Air Force,
units wore inconsistent. When lNOs were not available, units had
to "pull them out of hide," leaving other staff positions
unmanned. rhis also occurs in training exercises.

(2) ,1NOs need to understand and "get into the heads" of thi
commanders who they are supporting. In some oases LNOs are
requIred to answer questions and conduct planninqgass a surroqate
for an absent commander. They must be fully aware of the
limitations, capabilities, and Tactical Standard Operating
Procedures (TSOPs) of the units that they are representing. lrhy
must maintain a knowledge of the current and anticipated
friendly/enemy situation.

(3) LNOs must anticipate conflicts and requirements of both
commanders whom they represent. They must use appropriate
initiative to work out conflicts and request required resources
in advance. A second lieutenant is limited by his level of
milittry schooling and maturity to conduct these tasks. A
soldier of military education level 4 (CGSC) with a larqe amount.
of troop experience is a more appropriate choice. According tu
the interviews, LNOs can play a major role to reduce frAtricidn
across unit boundaries and in air-to-ground engagementu.

(4) In SWA, there was time for newly assigned LNOs to
devvlop the cohesion with the supported unitu required to perrnrm
their duties. In the future, this time may not be avallable.
The Army authorizes equipment to units based on need. it
doctrinal responsibilities of the LNO are not captured and
recAlized before the next war, the equipmeat required by the IMa,
such ds vehicles, radios, maps, position location devices, etc.,
will riot be provided.
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V. i.esson(s) learned. None.

,1, HI1mmmondation. The Importance Of LNOs, their

r.,MpOnsibilitiS8, and procedures must be added in the command and

(:ontrot chapters of all Army doctrine.

(,. Comments. None.
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1-12. Task Force Organic CSS.

a. Observation. Contrary to SWA experiences, evolving Airt.and
Operations is studying.oonoolidation oa CSS at brigade level to
give more flexibility and agility to the task force organization.

b. Discussion. According to the observations io SWA, task
forces retained more agility and flexibility when CSS was orqani,?
to the battalion. Battalion level CSS was much more responsive
than brigade level CSS. The organic CSS moved, in many casen,
within the task forces formation. Routine/emergency resupply,
maintenance, and evacuation doctrine worked.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. Do not change battalion through platoon
level CBS doctrine because it currently works well. However,
materiel and organizational fixes are still required (common
vehicle chassis, CSS vehicles, more wheals and personnel for
support platoon). See Chapter 6 for more details.

e. Comments. None.
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I.1 . Other C55 Doetrinal Insues.

,i. HienponlI vanctis of' forward support battal ionti (I'01;B1t).

(1) Observation. Most maneuver brigades attacked in oxcesu
f A.00 kilometers into Iraq anid Kuwait, but their forward support

battalions could not maintain doctrinal distances from the
brigades to maintain adequate support. FSB and division
loqisticians had to organime and provide support to the brigades
with makeshift forward area support teams (PAST).

(2.) Discussion. None.

(.3) hneson(s) Learned.

(4) Recommendation. For the short term, capture the
makeshift techniques developed in SWA to support the offensive
operations and place it in appropriate CSS doctrinal manuals.
Jor the long term, materie), organizational, as well as doctrinal
I ixe'. are required to improve support of non-linear offensive
m.ineuvor operations. CSS units must ta more self mobile than in
the pn1ent without degrading support to the maneuver units.

(1i) Comments.

b, Class Ix.

(1) Observation. The doctrinal inventory, requisition, and
disetribution system for repair parts was broken in SWA.

(2) Discussion. Different inventory, and requisition
t.yt.emn were used by different units. This caused tremendous
11o1'010m11 to units task organized from one division to another.
li dthr more severe cases, units were task organized between
ort'victs. Automated systems were unreliable. They required

vxchtange of diskettes over long main supply routes (MSRs) in the
(huity environment of the desert. The manual requisition system
w,%, work intensive. With the complete breakdown of requisitions
.•rd, inventory, there was no demand created to drive the doctrinal
"llptt;hl distribution system from the desert stockpiles to the
imI-,dy units.

(t) Iesinon(s) Learned. None.

(4) Recommendation. CE;s doctrinal guidelines must be
(.•bltldhlishod to facilitate a common class IX system,

fttlminitratively simple, ant reliable in all types of combat
,t•nvirconmrnts (desert, European, jungle, etc.).

(',) Comments. None.
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3-14. Gunnery Doctrinal Issues.

a. Turret azimuth indicator on Ml/MIAl.

(1) Observation. Lack of turret azimuth indicator on
M1/MIAI tank makes defensive tire planning difficult.

(2) Discussion. Featureless terrain of the desert often
provided no usable target reference points (TRP) for tank crews
to establish defensive sectors of fire/responsibility. Tank
crews used aiming stakes to delineate sectors of fire, or scAniiod
"fender to tender". Development and use of range cards and
sector sketches was time consuming and based solely on compistin
roadinys. Use at range cards and sector sketches was
difticult/impossible during periods of reduced visiblitLy when
the thermal sights were obscured. Range cards and sector
sketches are basic to developing defensive fire plans. The
provegs of recordinq data and forwardinq up the chain of commannd
is the only way to ensure interlocking fires, etc. Thin entirv,
process must become a battle drill for all weapon systems.
Vehicles must be staked at the specified orientation and limitf4
of fire established using aiming stakes if that iv; all they hav,,
A vai lab)le.

(1) Lesson(s) Learned. None,

(4) Recommendation. Field an azimuth indicator or like
device for the Kl/MIAl tank. Continue to stress importance of
range cards and sector sketches in *raining and doctrine tar
gunners, TCes, platoon leaders, and commanders.

(5) Comments. None.
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1). 1 1!;AIV unn of white smoke.

(I) ObInrvation. The 11.S. Air Force's (UJSAF) habitual uain
of whito smoke rockets to dosignate their close air support kill
bnxn Is unsatisfactory.

(2) Discussion.

(a) The majority of U.S. Army smoke producing systems
qunorate white smoke: vehicle on-board systems, vehicle grenade
Inunchers, mortar delivered, artillery delivered, smoke pots, as
well as common hand held HC smoke grenades.

(b) White Is the most prevalent because it's easy to produce
.11141 iti the most effective color for obscuration. Ninety-tive
pertoint ol the U.S. Army's t imoke use is for obscuration. lev'iw
pwrt,.ovnt of our smoke use is for siqnaling.

(c) The USAF uses white smoke rockets to designate CAS kill
hoxvi; henaune its easily seon from high altitudes.

(d) USAF use of white smoke as a CAS kill box delineator
rosh ground forces of their only available obscurant.

(v) During Desert Shield/Storm one unit's use of screening
nmoko during a CAS strike could have resulted in fratricide. The
qround unit's resulting retrograde move stalled momentum, delayed
continuation of their mission, and wasted much time sorting out.

(3) Lesson(s) Learned. None.

(4) Recommendations.

(,a) The Army and Air Force need to decont I ict. umokr, un
hio' weon the two services.

(b) CAS targetu can be marked with qround burst
illuminaition, or at least, smoke other than white.

(1)) Comments. None.
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c. Ammunition transfer.

(1) Observation. The Armor Force infrequently trains
ammunition transfer from the semi-ready to the ready rack.

(2) Discussion. Tank crows frequently found themselves
transferrinq ammunition from their semi-ready rack to their ready
rack during enemy contact without having trained to any standard
before Operation Desert Storm. While all tankers knew that their
ready rack contains only 17 rounds, they failed to train their
crews sufficiently on the ammunition transfer task. To ensure
that a task gets trained, the task must be required in doctrine.
Transferring ammunition during enemy contact is not an easy tuij;k.

(3) Lesson(s) Learned. None.

(4) Recommendation. That units train ammunitton transfer on
a routine basis. That Weapons Department develop an ammunition
transfer drill for incorporation into FP 17-12-1, possibly as a
TCGST task. Ammunition transfer should not have been a surprise
to the tank crews. There are safety considerations that apply to
both training and combat conditions. While crews routinely
tranultor ammunition durinq gunnery densities, they rarely
consider the task as TRAINING and, consequently, do not
conce'ntrdte upon the correct procedures.

(5) Commentis. None.
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d. muzzle Boresight Device (MOD) Calibration.

(I) Ob•brvation. Muzz]e Borosight Device (MInD) Cal ibrt;ion
it ,i problam with many units.

(2) Discussion. MBDs can easily be knocked out of
c.alibratLon, thus requiring recalibration of the device. MBDs
must then be sent to DS level maintenance for collimation and
phould still be calibrated to the gun tube. Units should have
thi, authority to calibrate their own M4Ds. Some units made and
catrrted their own boresight panels for use while in the defense
(saind colored on the back).

(I) Lesson(s) Learned. None.

(4) Recommendation, That Weapons Department further rel ine
,ind puhlish MBD calibration procedures. The U.S. Army Armor
,*t-h(bol (USAAR4!) nhould contnider adding MBD calibration to the
Maitetr Gunner course. Many people confuse the terms collimat ion
and calibration. Collimation refers to the alignment of the
niqhts of the MOD. Calibration reform to the alignment of the
MB) to a particular tube to ensure that correct line of sight is
Auhieved.

(5) Comments. None.
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3-1b. Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP).

a. Observation. Current HOPP definitions are not descriptivv
enough.

b. Discussion. Current HOPP definitions address only those
procedures taken under NBC conditions. The increasing number of
threats and hauards on the battlefield and the evolution of
countermeasures require that our definitions of MOPP be expanded.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. Definitions and matrices should be developced
to incorporate the wear of Ballistic/Laser Eye Protection, Flak
Vast, the Nomex uniform, climate cooling vests, and other
protective measures.

o. Comments. None.
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)-I(,. Isradley Gunnery.

,), Observation. Bradley Gunnery.

V , I)iscussion. Gunnery for the Bradley Scout crows needs to
emphanizo more on section gunnery than individual crews. MIloute
work as sections so that is how we need to train.

ct Ihesson(s) Learned. Current Bradley Table VIII does not
prepare a scout platoon for combat.

ti. ie•tommendation. Bradley Table X, section gunnery with the
tact ics, should be the reportable gunnery table for the scouts.

a. Comments. The chances of fratricide in combat could be less
of a factor if crews trained the same way they fight.
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(CIIAI"I'P 4

OR( A N I ZAT IONS )

4-1. Summary.

a. The organizational issues addressed within this chapter cover
major subject areas of interest to armor. Information utilized
throughout this chapter was identified and condensed from unit
nilter-action reports and personal interviews from soldiers
deployed to Southwest Asia during Operation Desert Storm. The
information qainod from these reports has been arranged into a
fortma which identifies observations, provides discussion of the
in.-tue, proposes lessons learned, and then describes any
rPt;ommndrIttions or ongoinq action in the issue area.

b. Initial entry forces remain extremely vulnerablo to attack by
men:hanized enemy. Sufficient light armor/cavalry elements were
not available for deployment with initial entry forces despite
the availability of airlift assets. The current Total Army
Anahlysis resources formation of two additional Light Armor
IHattalions in addition to the 3-73d Armor.

C. Many commanders added tanks to their divisional cavalry
n•uatdronn In order to protect scouts and provide the needed
firepower up front. The Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA)
ispI)roved the integration of tanks and the addition of the third
,irond troop to divisional cavalry squadrons. Total Army
Anilynis has resouroed these organizational changes with
imnpilomentation to begin during fiscal year 1995. United States
Army 0iirope (USAREUR) is currently working to conligure its
,(itIIron• tlunder a desiqn which provides three Mis and five Mis
lwrI plaittoon.

d. 'the reduction in ,-ize of the tank battalion from four
comp|anios to three has been discussed and was proposed as an
Airland operations Base Case. The smaller battalion offered
pot ent iiI for increased deployability and battlefield agility.
l.sO4wd orn comments from commanders, USAARMS should continue to
(oppt' reductions in the tank battalion.

O. (mmAnders at all levels stressed a need for survivable
qItitind reconnaissance. Had the assets been available, many
(:ommande'rs would have formed brigade scouts. Battalion scoutu,
IIMMWV e(quipped, were perceived as being vulnerable and in some

-;t,' rot employed in traditional scout missions. USAARMS has
i,.:ommonded that fielding ot the HMMWV-based scout platoon be

i1•.-4-.4 on hiold pending evaltiation of platoon configurations used
duit i ti! I)w;ort 5form.

I. oryank.,, Combat service ,Support assets are considered to hio
Iur• than adequate by many field commanders. Transportation and
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maintenance assets are vital to the overall success of modern
armored warfare.

q. Combat, combat service, and combat service support lack
sufficient wheeled hauling capability to move organizational
assets. The HEMMT proved to be a very capable tactical wheeled
vehicle. Several commanders feel this vehicle should replacu aJl
commercial forms of transportation below corps level. Units MuF;t
be equipped to support the offensive mission in hauling
capability, this includes fuel and cargo capabilities.

h. Several units task organized to form combined arms battalionzi
early in the operation. The creation of logistic support
structure and rehearsal of tactics, techniques, and procedures
provided for an organization equipped to operate as a true
combined arms unit.

i. The Armored Separate Brigade remains a robust, flexible
organization suited for rapid attachment throughout the theater
of operation. The Tiger Brigade, a divisional brigade, was
operational control (OPCON) to the UGMC and given the mission to
operate as an armored separate brigade (HSB).

J. The Armored Cavalry Regiment proved itself to be a robust,
flexible organization capable of accomplishing all assigned
missions.

k. fnformation provided does not attempt to describe
deficiencies in organizational designs or configurations.
Rather, it is designed to identify areas of interest to the armor
community as a result of current operations and foster additional
discussion by the reader.
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4-2. list of Issues.

h. Iight armor/light cavalry needed.
b. l'te divisional cavalry squadron needs tanks.
,., The tank battalion needs four companies.
d. Ground reconnaissance.
V. Briqade scouts.
f'. Battalion scouts.
q. Orqanic cs. requirements.
h. Support organization's mobility inadequate.
i. Combined arms maneuver battalion has merit.
). 'The armored separate brigade.
k. 'r1hc armored cavalry regiment.
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4-3. Light Armor/Light Cavalry Needed.

a. Observation. Initial entry forces were extremely vulnorrihit,
to attack by mechanized enemy, and lacked battlefield mobility
for either self protection or early warning. Sufficient, liqht
armor/cavalry elements were not available for deployment with
initial entry forces despite the availability of airlift assetts.

b. Discussion. The single battalion of N551 Sheridans available
to the B2d Airborne Division was no match for the potential
mechanized threat. Though the 82d was well equipped with
anti-tank weapons, their paucity of battlefield mobility limitedI
them to the defense of a relatively small area. This defenre w~in.
hindered by the lack of mobile reconnaissance assets which could
provide warning to defending troops of enemy movements.

u. l~essone(s) Learned. Light Armor and Cavalry formations need
to be deployed as part of the initial entry force in order to
provide protection from mechanized threats and reconnaissanicv lor
the initial entry force. Light Armor and Cavalry formations nood
to bo as deployablo as light infantry forces.

di. Reoommendation. The current Total Army Analysis resources
formation of Light Armor Battalions in addition to 3-73 Armor and
further explores formation of a Light Cavalry Regiment to support
XVIIIth Airborne Corps.

e. Comments. None.
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4-4. The Divisional Cavalry Squadron Needs Tanks.

f. Observation. Integration of M1 tanks into the squadron was
f liniamontal to the success of the squadrons' execution of its
(14meinding mission profile. Adding tanks enabled a faster
R4c',nnnissance tempo and added depth to the security mission.
'I'hey %lno allowed the unit an all weather tactical reserve.

h. I)i: auuiis ion. Several commanders added tanks to divisional
civalry squadrons in order to protect scouts and provide needed
firepower up front. Most felt that the cavalry needed to be able
to dofe(at any target encountered as well as being able to absorb
At m,•in ;un hit and continue the mission. The complimentary
characteristics of Ml and M3 optics provided cavalry commanders
wit.h a more detailed picture of the battlefield he faced. In
,addition, cavalry commanders observed that two ground troops were
ins;ufficient to accomplish the normal missions they were given.
:;omo divisions created a third ground troop in order to ad.ress
this problem. Several observations added to the growing body of
evidence that the integrated platoon is the optimum configuration
ror accomplishing cavalry tasks. commanders indicated a
willingness to trade an air troop for an additional ground troop
crvating a three ground/one air squadron.

(.. InMssons(s) Learned. None.

41. liecommendation. CSA gave conceptual approval to the addition
ol tanksi and a third ground troop in June 1991. USARFUR is
workinq to organize two squadrons using integrated platoons of
tIhrc' Mls and (Lye M3s. IQDA as part of the TAA process proponsd
okqdnizinq the remainder of the Army around a platoon design of
two MlP, and three Mls as an interim measure. Movement to the
,,I,!p,,t ive (Wx)) de•;ign would occur as the Army transitions to Air
i.,%nd Operattion structures after 1995.

V. Comments. None.
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4-5. The Tank Battalion Needs Four Companies.

a. observation. Several commanders were aware of discusul•ntn
for reducing the size of the tank battalion before Desert Stonrn,.
They submitted comments on the proposed reductions In light ol
their experiences. Since current battalions are organized with
four companies, there is no documented example of a battalion
operating with throe maneuver companies.

b.' Discussion. The robustness and flexibility of the four
company organization wore cited by several commanders as the main
strengths of the design. There was no evidence that the four
company configuration presented any problems in the areas of
agility or synchronization. There was no evidence that
commanderts were unable to utilize the combat power of the fourth
company. The four company arrangement facilitated continuous
operations and allowed commanders to maintain continuous prossurv
on the enemy. Commanders commented that the tour company
organization offered better, more easily controllable formationls
during movement than would t tnroe company alterative.
Commanders stated a willinngrkosj to have fever four company
battalions before reducing tho size and capabilities of the
battalion.

c. Lessons(s) Learned. Four company battalions are viable
orqanizations that do not overburden the battalion commander.
Indeed, they provide him with a robust organization for extandc.,t
combat operations nnd a reserve force that provide him much
needed flexibility and agility.

d. Rocommendation. The only forum in which the three company
alternative exists is in the AirLand Operations Base Case. The
smaller battalion is presented as offering potential for
increased deployability and battlefield agility. USAARMS shouLd
continue to oppose reductions of the tank battalion.

0. Comments. None.
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4-(,. Cround Reconnaissance. Brigade and Battalion Scouts.

a. Obsorvation. Commanders at all levels from battalion through
corps expressed a need for survivable ground reconnaissance

t. 1)1 s(:ussi on.

(1) Brigade Scouts. Current designs provide commanders at
corps, division, and battalion with dedicated reconnaissance
elements. Only the brigade commander is without such a
capability. Even then, in the Armored Separate Brigade TOE, a
l;oparate Cavalry Troop is included. This leaves only the divi-
sional brigade commander without a reconnaissance capability.
While there was no report that brigade scout platoons were organ-

•ed, several commanders commented on the need for a brigade
reconnaissance element. It is clear that, had the assets been
,available, a number of commanders would have experimented with
hriqnido scouts.

(2) Battalion Scouts. The battalion scout platoon issue
revolves around equipment. In March of 1990, the battalion 'POE
wai; changed to reflect a 10 vehicle scout platoon based on
IIMMWVw. Thin was the result of the Scout Platoon Concept
H:valuation Program from the previous summer. The intent was to
qiet more reconnaissance platforms and for these platforms to he
ibl, to operate stealthily compared to the M3. The objective
vehicle was the Future Scout Vehicle with the HMMWV as an interim
platform. Shortages of target acquisition (optics) devices,
military motorcycles, and non-dedicated STINGER policy prevented
unitt; from transitioning to the winning design from the CEP.
Ilowever, six battalions employed scout platoons based on the
IIMMWV and two battalions employed scout platoons based on a
mixture of HMMWVs and M3s. None of the battalion scout platoons
employed during Desert Storm were organized according to either
the iipproved TOP or the winning design from the CEP.

U. I,chuons(s) Learned. During Desert Storm, survivabilit.y took
prucedence over stealth as the driving issue for battalion
r~couti. Commanders using HMMWV scout platoons were not anxious
to rink them to perform traditional scout platoon missions at
doctrinal distances from the main body. Therefore, scouts were
doqraded by their dependence on the less survivable platform.
'T'lhe shortfall was made up using either tank platoons or
mechdnized infantry platoons in advance of the battalion, with
the wheeled scouts being used to facilitate command and control,
am couriers, and in traffic control.

d. Recommendation. USAARMS has currently recommended that
liiidinq of the IIMMWV-based Scout platoon be placed on hold
pondinq the results of a full analysis of the way
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different scout platoon configurations were used during Densrt
Storm. USARMUR will continue to transition to the new desiqn.

e. Comments. None.
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4-7. Organic CSS Requirements.

d. Observation. Field commanders continue to stress that
organic combat service support assets are less than adequate for
combat operations. Two issues include the haulinq capability of
the Support Platoon as inadequate to support the naeds of tht, MI
baittalion and organic water hauling capabilities being less than
desirable in a desert environment. Several commanders were
awa•re of an action, Battalion Maintenance System, which would
remove organic repair and recovery capability from their units.
'They strossed the need to retain organic maintenance assets at or

hvInw hattalion lovel.

b. Discussion.

(1) The Support Platoon requires increased hauling
(,p,tbitity in both fuel and cargo loads. To maintain the pace
otatabliinhad In continuous offensive operations, an increase of
four fuel and four cargo HEMMTs assigned to the Support Plat.oon,
has been recommended by field commanders. Additional personnel
should be added to operate trucks for continuous operations,
e.q., two personnel par truck.

(2) Water carrying capabilities of the company/troop are
in.dlequate to support continued operations in a desert
vnvironment. rhe usage rates experienced during desert warfrtr
pleuon a greater demand on the units' organic ansot.s than cnuld
ho dool ivorod.

(3) The combined efforts of current battalion maintenance
A.nd m;upport sections are required to meet the demands placed on
t hm (luring modern warfare. Several units report OR rates abov:
'40) percnnt and 97 percent fur the MI and Bradley, respectively.
T'his would not have been possible if maintenance assets were
consolidated at Forward Support Battalions. PLL works best at
battaLion level while recovery and maintenance assets are best
•ierved at company level.

U. lIe-;sons(s) Learned.

(1) Logistics continue to be a major determinant in overall
warfdro success. The fuel and cargo hauling capability of the
s';%pport Platoon must be robust enough to support continued
operations, especially in the offense.

(2) Organic water carrying capability of the company/troop

nwit :;tipport continued operations in a desert environment.

(i) rhe results of the high tempo of modern mobile armored
waIrlarn indicate that CSS assets need to be organic to
,.ottalions. Maintenance assets especially, will remain most
r,,;purisive a•nd effective when organic at company and battalion
If.,vel. Fix forward is still a legitimate goal.
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d. Recommendation. Battlefield Maintenance System (BMS) is an
ongoing action Which revises the maintenance system to reduce the
levels of maintenance by combining organizational and direct
support maintenance into one single level. The most apparent
change is the movement of all maintenance personnel into a
maintenance company organic to the Forward Support Battalion.
All mechanic, recovery, and spare parts support would be derived
from platoons sent forward to the battalion. However, this lW
not an initiative supported by the Armor Center.

e. Comments. The Armor School position is not in concurrance
with the Quartermaster BMS initiative.
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4-H. Inadequate Support Organization Mobility.

.i. Obuervation. combat, combat support, and combat service
support lack sufficient wheeled hauling capability to move
organizational soldiers, equipment, and supplies in a single
move. Support units especially felt this deficiency in hauling
repair parts, major assemblies, fuel, and additional life support
sysLems required during desert warfare.

b. Discussion. The fast paced warfare observed during
Operation Desert Storm placed a severe strain on logistics
oupport of all units. One divisional unit reported difficulty in
uploading ammunition. The units' capability to haul even the
minimum acceptable amounts was less than required. The increased
resupply distances demonstrated that fuel hauling capability is
dra;iqned for peacetime operations. The tactical fuel haulinq
uapaoility of the armored division equipped with Mls is broken.
One unLt reports that the lack of mobile bulk fuel transportation
delayed the unit for a period of over 12 hours. Several
:ommandors report the HEIMT as being the most dependable wheeled
vwhi:lo in their fleet. The HENMT proved to be a very capable
lc, ical wheeled vehicle. Many commanders bel ieve the HEMT
,;hould replace all commercial forms of transportation below oorps
level. The need for cross-country capability, especially in the
early stage of conflict is vital to the offensive operation. The
previous wheel studies by the Logistical Center and other
ncjoncios do not agree with recent experiences in South West Asia.

U. lessons(s) Learned. Support organizations must be agile and
robust to be able to move supplies quickly to meet the demands of
the modern battlefield.

d. Recommendation. The replacement of 2 1/2-ton vehicles with
the ro-ton would greatly enhance hauling capability of combat
unit.S. An evaluation of cargo and fuel requirements for
continuous offensive operations needs to be addressed. Unitts
s;hould be equipped to support the offensive mission. A
requirement exits for Heavy Equipment Transporters at Forward
Support Battalion level. Each 3,000 gal fuel tanker should be
replaced with two HEMMTs at division and below levels to improve
mobility.

C. Comments. None.
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4-9. Combined Arms Maneuver Battalion (CANe) has Merit.

a. Observation. combined Arms Maneuver Battalions employed
during Desert Storm were better prepared to operate over varyinq
terrain, task organize internally as the mission dictated, and
provide required support to all organic elements with organic
aBsets.

b. Discussion. Several units task organized to form combined
arms battalions early in the operation. The rehearsal of
tactics, techniques, and procedures brought about a better
understanding of the commanders intent, promoting unit cohesion
and ability to work as a team. The lot Cavalry and let Armored
Divisions were pleased with the CAMB organization. he one
commander stated, "The CAMB is the 80 percent solution for all
METT-T situations." Since the battalions were designed to
operate as a cobined arms unit, logistical assets were
structured to support their needs. This reorganization provided
better support in less time than organizations which were task
organized during operations.

c. lossons(s) Learned. The Combined Arms Maneuver Battalion i,,
a1 viable organization.

d. Recommendation. None.

a. Comments. None.
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4-130. The Armored Separate Briqade.

a. Observation, The Tiger Brigade was given the mission to
operate aa a armored separate brigade element. This action
riqtdIred the unit to receive additional service support assets to
of Iftet those round organic to the IIS.

1). oiscussion. The Tiger Brigade, a divisional brigade, was
OI'CON to the USMC. It was essentially given the mission to
operate as a armored separate brigade. Utilizing its assigned
bat.Nalions, the brigade was organized with, two armor battalions,
one mechanized infantry battalion, attachment of an air defense
artillery battery (-), engineer company, direct support artillery

httalion, multiple launched rocket system battery, military
pol i, platoon and a beefed-up 800-man forward support batta l ion.
!8upport to the brigade was an area of great concern for the
commander. The TO&E of the 197th Separate Infantry Brigade was
used as a guide to assist the Support Battalion commander durirng
development of his support requirements. Both personnel and
oquipment assets were pulled from several units to convert the
'T'icler liriqade Into an Armored Separate Brigade. Support was
received Irom, but not limited to, one combat division, United
,t',tteIH Army Reserve, Quartermaster School, and leased host
qrluipment. The lack of support structure forced the commandeor to

poition liaison teams at theater level to ensure the brigade was
rvicwuppl iod. The unit itself had to carry 95 percent of its own
ituppIliett with water being tho only commodity the USMC could
siupply at times. As a whole, the brigade operated as an
effective combat unit. The burden of creating an ad hoc support
organqiatidn did not hamper their success.

c. Ihnrsons(s) Learned. The Armored Separate Brigade remains a
robunt, flexible organization suited for rapid attachment
throughout the theater of operation. Support structure must
(,xi,;t for the element to operate at maximum efficiency.

d. Recommendation. None.

e. Comments. None.
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4-11. The Armored CavaLry Regiment.

a. Observation. The Armored Cavalry Regiment proved itself to

be a robust, flexible organization capable of accomplishing all

assigned missions.

b. Discussion. None.

c. Lessons(s) Learned. The ACR continues to be a viable

organization, well desiqned for its mission profile.

d. Recommendation. None.

e. Comments. None.
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CHIAPTIER

TRALNING

5-1. Summary.

a. The purpose of this chapter is to "iscuss, provide comments
and recom.aend actions to emerging observations from Operation
Demert Shield/Storm (ODS/S) that affect training and training
development at the Armor School. The Directorate of Training
Development (00TD) collected data in three areas: training,
maintenance, and weapons.

b. Desert Storm validated the Armor School's leader training
programs the Armor Officer Basic Course, Armor Officer Advance
Course, Advanced Non-commissioned Officer Course (AOBC, AOAC,
ANCOC, etc.). Armor leaders at all levels were tactically and
technically proficient, but most of all aggressive. Missions
wore executed without hesitation because leaders were trained in
the basics. They knew what to do and how to do it. The
foundation of that training was the institutional training gaLned
at the Armor School. The Armor School taught "what" to do,
leaving the units to determine "how" to do it.

0. Not only was leader training validated, but individual
training was as well. The quality of the soldier produced by the
Armor School is excellent. He is disciplined, motivated and well
trained. His unit polishes his skills and makes him a member of
a combat team. Units continue to improve soldier skills through
Common Tasks Tests (CTT), Tank Crew Gunnery Skills Test (TCGST)
and mentoring by NCOs. Desert Storm proved disciplined soldiers
win wars, and disciplined soldiers are the product of superior
training.

d. Rdttles are won or lost at the small unit level. The units
that participated in Desert Storm had received the finest
training available through the Combat Training Centers. The
basis for all evaluations and training for armor and mechanized

oruce are the Field Manuals (Fie) and Mission Training Plans
(MI'I,') developed at the Armor ,chool. This provides constant
validation of the training materials we provide the Armor Force.

0. The area of greatest concern and requiring special attention
is pro- and post-mobilieation training. This was a "come as you
are" war and was readily apparent in mobilization training.
Training packages were not in place initially, and DOTD created
them as requirements were identified. This may require full-time
staffing to update course packages based on changing missions.
Full-time mobilization course development would allow DOTD to be
pro-active rather than reactive. When resources are available,
this ,:ourse will be developed. A need for a crew-level training
packaqe was also identified. This would give the tank commandar
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a guide to train his crew to standard and the company commander
an additional tool to prepare his unit for combat.

f. How we train Reserve Component (RC) Combat and Combat ';uppnrt-
units is an area requiring additional attention. With the
downsizing of the Army, a greater emphasis will be placed on
Round Out/Up units. Desert Shield/Storm demonstrated that RC
units have special training requirements that are difficult to
attain on their training cycle. The entire RC approach to
traininq needs to be redeveloped. This is not just an Active
Component (AC), RC or DA problem. It is a national problem that
must be addressed with DA, AC and RC input. This, and closer
integration with active Army units will be necessary to make this
system work.

g. There should be more training in combined light infantry and
armor operations. This observation gains increased importance in
light of evolving doctrine which envisions increased
participation of armored forces in contingency and rapid
deployment operations. Units in SWA had the luxury of up to six
months to train together before the ground war, but we may not
have this luxury in future campaigns, given what potential
enemies learned from Desert Storm.

h. Not surprisingly, most of the observations under weapons dro
on crew level training. One that stands out is vehicle
identification. Until a suitable Positive Combat Identification
(PCI) system is in place, we must develop a program to train
gunners and tank commanders to identify vehicles at all
engaqement ranges under all conditions. More challenging tank
tables are needed. We owe it to the crews to design ranges that
allow them to train as they will fight.
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5-2. List of Issues.

a. Vehicle Identification.
b. (Combat Training centers.
c. Logistics Training Centers.
d. Rehearsals.
e. Use of Mobilization Lesson Plans.
1. Crew Training.
q. Boresighting.
h. TI'.ink Tables.
I. Nuv.V4, l1oresight Dovice.
). T1ank Commander Weapon Station.
k. Mines and Unexploded Ordnance.
1. Breaching Complex Obstacles.
m. IRR Refresher Training.
n. Replacement and Additional Instructors.
o. Non-qualified Soldiers Reporting for XRR Training.
p. Need for training in call for fire procedures.
q. Long range gunnery training.
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5-3. Vehicle Identification.

a. Observation. Identification of friend or foe, both in
daylight and thermal channels, was a problem and probably
contributed to the fratricidal problems experienced by armor
units during Operation Desert Storm.

b. Discussion. Much of Operation Desert Storm was conducted
under limited visibility conditions. Vehicular identification
was also exacerbated by crew problems with focusing their thermalr
imaging system.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. The fratricide issue is directly linkod
to IFF on the battlefield.

d. Recommendation. Crews must train vehicle identification on
the actual vehicles and not just flash cards. Commanders must
emphasize this training. IFF should be addressed as a hardware
fix as much as possible. Until the hardware fix is in place,
individual soldier training must be as realistic as possible.
Additionally, when operation with coalition forces, preparation
for war must include training with allied equipment, as well as
our own for, for recognition purposes.

e. Comments. While separate issues, IFF and fratricide are
linked directly. Correct graphics, positive unit command and
control and proper land navigation techniques can all contribute
to fratricide reduction without necessarily helping in IF. Hoth
thormaiI and dayliqht TFP must be trained.
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5-4, Combat Training Centers.

a. Observation. Combat Training Centers (CTC) were instrumental
in the success achieved during Operation Desert Storm (ODS).

b. Discussion. The various CTCs, the National Training Center
(N11c), the Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC), the Combat
maneuver Training Center (CNTC), and the Battle Commander's
'iralninq Program (BCTP), have provided training opportunities to
our soldiers, units, and staffs that are unavailable in any other
army in the world. However, there are some modifications that
need to be made to incorporate experiences gained in Southwest
Asia (SWA).

(1) Continuous Operations need to be stressed and
incorporated into training. Currently we ENDEX after each
operation for a critique.

(2) Battle drills need to be developed, incorporated into
training, and evaluated. These battle drills are needed from
platoon through brigade level.

(3) Mass Enemy Prisoners of War (EPW) exercises may be
needed in light of the huge number of EPW@ taken during the war.
While we may never again sea the number of EPWs encountered in
O1•1, those drills would be valuable in dealing with civil ntffaIrs
(('A) problems, i.e. refugees as in Panama.

c. lesson(s) Learned. We must continue to update and upgrade
our training at our CTCs.

(d. Recommended or Ongoing Actions. These recommendations have
been forwarded to the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) for
incorporation into the formal Army Lessons Learned findings.

o. Comments. None.
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5-5. Logistics Training Centers.

a. Observation. Many problems were experienced in logistics
areas.

b. Discussion. A wide variety of problems experienced in
logistics areas were attributable to a lack of realistic tactical
training for logisticians. Logistical operations are complex
under the best of circumstances. When the fog and frictions or
rapid deployment into an immature theater and war are introduced,
these complexities increase dramatically. To help train for
these extremely complex and vital operations, logisticians need a
CTC similar to those at the NTC, JRTC, and CMTC.

c. Lesson(*) Learned. Logisticians must have means of preparinq
for the demands of deployment and combat that are made on the
logistics system.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Actions. These recommendations have
been forwarded to the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) for
incorporation into the formal Army Lessons Learned findings.

e. Comments. None.
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5-6. Rehoarsals.

a. Observation. Detailed rehearsals were key to nuccess.

b. Dlscussion. The demands and complexities of modern mobile
warfare make rehearsals vital to success. An initial concern
durinq ODS was the breaching of the Iraqi defenses. Detailed
terrain models and actual fortifications 'are built to replicate
the, then believed, complex and well def .ted Iraqi defensive
belts. Detailed rehearsals were conduct. in breaching
techniques to ensure that all soldiers knew exactly what to do
durinq these complex operations. These rehearsals contributed
dramatically to the success and relatively light casualties
suffered by U.S. and Coalition Forces. A second major concern
was the movement of large formations long distances over the
seemingly trackless desert. Again, rehearsals of up to division-
size were key to our eventual success.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. The need for well prepared, detailed

rehearsals was reaffirmed in ODB.

d. Recommendation. None.

o. Comments. None.
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5-7. Use of Mobilization Lesson Plans.

a. Observation. Already existing lesson plans developed for uso
in mobilization courses were not extensively used. Refresher
training for IRR, RT12 had not been identified before Operation
Desert Shield.

b. Discussion. Existing MOB lesson plans were developed to
support Skill Level (8L) 1, SL3, and officer courses. These
courses were not implemented. These courses, part of the
existing mobilization plan, did not meet Desert Shield guidance.
RT 12 specific courses were developed. Where possible, existing
Reserve Component configured lesson ptans were used.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Standing IRR refresher training packages
should be developed and maintained as a part of the entire
mobilization training strategy.

d. Recommendation. Maintain requirements to update and keep
current all mobilization training materials. Develop new
materials as needs are identified. Be prepared to adjust
packages based on new or changing missions.

e. Comments. TRADOC must continue to fund mobilization course
development. Fort Knox currently has one MOB course developer.
This position is scheduled to and after FY 92. The five to eight
personnel identified in the IRR Refresher Training issue could
help in developing this course.

L4
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s-n. Crew Training.

a. observation. There is a need to develop Armor and Cavalry
crow level training.

b. Discussion. Formal training and supporting training packages
for crow training do not exist. FM 17-12 series and FM 23-1
contain crew training drills at the unit level. These could be
used as the basis for traininq packages.

c. lesson(s) Learned. Crew training packages should be
developed.

d. Racommendation. Determine it Personnel Command (PERSCOM) can
track soldiers as crews; if so then TRADOC should fund training
developer positions to complete this position.

e. Comments. Crew training would be a new mission and require
additional personnel authorizations.

4m
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5-9. Boresighting.

a. Observation. Boresighting of tank main guns continues to be
a problem for some units.

b. Discussion. Some units continued to have problems
boresighting their tanks. A lack of understanding of the tank
fire control system contributed to the problem with crewmen
incorrectly inputting data into the CCP. Lack of confidence in
their ability to boresight correctly caused crews to be reluctant
to re-boresight their tanks once they had achieved a good
boresight.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Tank crews must understand the tire
control system and follow the correct boresight procedures as
outlined in PH 17-12-1.

d. Rocommendation. Unit master gunners train their crews in the
fire control system and boresighting procedures.

e. Comments. None.

5-10
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nt. Obitervation. Many tank crewt; who participatnd in Operation
Uesort Storm think that Tank Table's VII, VIII AND XII should be
made more challenging.

b. Discussion. Desert Storm croew have asked for more
challenging engagements in Tank Table's VII, VIII and XII. They
npeclfically requested that more degraded engagements, longer
range engagements and smaller targetry be included in the Tank
TilabLo's to better replicate the actual conditions experienced
during Desert Storm.

c. lesson(s) Learned. The success achieved by U.S. tank crews
demonstrated the effectiveness of the current tank table;
however, many crews fired degraded mode at longer ranges and at
less full frontal targets than they currently train to In the
tank tables.

d. Recommendation. That Weapons Department take a look at the
c;urrent tank tables and consider the addition of more degraded
mode engagements, longer ranges and smaller targets.

e. Comments. None.

F F U5-11
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5-11. Nutzle Boresight Device.

a. Observation. Muzzle Boresight Device (MBD) Calibration in a
problem with many units.

b. Discussion. MIDe can easily be knocked out of calibration,
thus requiring recalibration of the device. M4D9 must be sent to
DS level maintenance for collimation and should still be
calibrated to the gun tube.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Units should have the authority to
calibrate their own MBDe.

d. Recommendation. That Weapons Department further refine and
publish HID calibration procedures. USA1MB should consider
adding MND calibration to the master Gunner course.

a. Comments. None.
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S-12. 1,ank Commander Weapon Station.

a. Observation. The Armor Force does not routinely train to
fire the tank commander's .50 cal offensively, i.e. while moving.

b. Discussion. Many tank commanders fired their .50 cal while
on the move during Desert Storm. Collectively# the TCs asked
that an offensive .50 cal engaqement be included on Tank Table
VUI and VIII to ensure the task is trained.

c. liesson(s) Learned, The TCs .50 cal is an effective offensive
weapon and TCa should be trained a. such vice only defensive as
is currently the case.

d. Recommendation. That Weapons Department take a look at
including offensive .50 cal engagements in the tank tables or

* create offensive engagements for the .50 cal for UCOFT exercises.

a. comments. Safety constraints have been the driving factor
that have prevented the inclusion of offensive .50 cal
engagements on Tank Table's VII A VIII. Offensive .50 cal
enqagements can be easily trained on the UCOFT, TCs can fire the
.o0 cal while on the move in UCOFT at any time without getting a
system fault as long as they do not exceed 100 rounds of ammo
expended.

5-13
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5-13. Mines and Unexploded Ordnance.

a. Observation. There is a deficiency in training in the
identification at unexploded mines, CSU bomblets, and DPICH
munitions.

b. Discussion. 005 saw the use of DPICN/CSU munitions on an
unprecedented scale. Numerous friendly casualties were caused by
a failure or inability to correctly identify these munitions.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Training and training devices must be
developed to aid in the recognition of DP!ic/CoU munitions and
other ordnance likely to be found in great numbers on the
battlefield, such as FASCAN.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Action. These recommendations havo
been forwarded to the Center for Army Lessons Learned (CAlM) for
Incorporation into the formal Army Lessons Learned findinqs.

a. Comments. None.
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5-14. Breaching Complex Obstacles.

a. Observation. There is a lack of detailed doctrine and
training standards that addresses the breach of complex
obstacles.

b. Discussion. Preparations for offensive action in SWA
demanded comprehensive, detailed training and the development of
Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) to overcome the complex
Iraqi defensive belts. Our emphasis in Europe over the last 45
years has been on the defense and the establishment rather than
breaching of complex obstacles thus creating a problem of
traininq our soldiers how to overcome these obstacles. This
problem was exacerbated by a formally stated policy of not
counterattacking into Warsaw Pact countries and their
considerable obstacle systems.

c. reason(s) Learned. Detailed, comprehensive doctrine and
training standards must be developed and incorporated into our
training at all levels.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Action. Detailed TTP was being
dovoloped at Fort Knox, in conjunction with other TRADOC schools,
prior to ODS. Some of these TTP were sent to the field.
However, work continues on the development of formal doctrine and
training based on the ODS experience.

e. comments. None.
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5-15. IRR Refresher Training.

a. Observation. Refresher training for IRR was not available at
the start of Operation Desert Shield.

b. Discussion. Need for unique ZR- training had not been
identified until the decision to call up IJR was made. IRR
Recently Trained (discharged within the last 12 months - RT12)
training packages were designed by RC3 and CDD - DOTD as soon as
the need was identified. These packages used existing and newly
developed materials.

o. Lesson(s) Learned. Fort Knox must maintsin on the shelf and
updated, mobilization training material to support various types
of mobilization missions, to include IRR refresher training.

d. Recommendation. DOTD continue to update current Kobilization
(NOB) training material and develop standing courses as needs are
identified.

e. comments. MOB course development position in RC3 must be
maintained and additional positions created. Two or three IRR
training developer positions are needed in RC3, Course
Development. In addition, Training Division requires three to
five Active Guard or Reserve (AGR) to execute RC tailored
training products. in total, 001D requires five to eight AGR
personnol to fulfill RC unique requirements.

5-16
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b-i6. RopLacement and Additional Instructors.

a. Observation. Active Component instructors in the school
ri,:cived orders for the war, and no replacements where ncheoduiced
to support the Maintenance Department IRR training requirements.
Also, additional instructors were not identified in a timely
manner to accommodate the student load.

b. Discussion. There were 60 additional instructors identified
to support the IRR training requirements. We need to identify
Instructors on our Mobilization (MOB) TDA. These instructors
would come from the 100th Division during RC Annual Training.
instructors need to be augmented with the Maintenance Department
during MOB exercises for train-up.

a. Lessons learned. No plan exists to have RC instructors at
training base to support mobilization training requirements.

d. Recommendation. Fort Knox coordinate with the 100th Division
(Training) to identify the maintenance instructors (63t, 45E,
61'1', and 45T) on the MOB TDA and start the augmentation traininq
in FY92.

r. Comments. PERSCOM and CPO could help by identifying activo
component an civilian maintenance instructors to replace active
component instructors receiving orders for war or other PCS
sites.
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5-17. Non-qualified Soldiers Reporting for IRR Training.

s. observation. During operation Desert Shield/Storm Fort Know
received IRR (RT12) soldiers that were not qualified to receive
Advanced Individual Training (AlT) or refresher training.

b. Discussion. Quite a tew IRR soldiers arrived who were not
qualified to receive training and were sent back home. These
soldiers had not completed Maintenancs AIT or for other reasons,
i.e. medical discharge.

c. Lesson learned. RC units and PZRSCOM had not identified
personnel that were not qualified to receive NOS training durinq
annual NOS exercises.

do Recommendation. Soldiers be carefully screened during NOB
exercises and/or during IRi processinq to ensure only qualified
soldiers are sent to reclass fication or refresher training
during mobilization.

e. Comments. None.
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5-18. Need for training in call for fire procedures.

it. (bitervation. The shortoomings of the FIST-V created a
requirt,mnt for additional call for fire traininq.

b. Discussion. Artillery observers were not able to keep up
with maneuver forces because of the FIST-V. Artillery observers

aeqqing behind may have had an impact on the amount of artillery
f red during the ground offensive that had not been preplanned.
Until a replacement for the FIST-V is provided, combat leaders
need to be more proficient in call for fire procedures.

c. Lessons Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. More emphasis should be placed on training
armor and infantry leaders to call for and adjust indirect fires
because the FIST may not be available.

e. Comments. Many commanders put their FSOs in the command tank
with them so that the PSO could keep up. This is, at best, an
interim solution because the h1Al, as currently configured, could
not provide the communications requirements for both the
commander and FSO.
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5-19. Long range gunnery training.

a. Observation. Currently, USAARMC does not provide gunnery
training to the extended ranges to which KIAI and BrV crews were
able to acquire and kill targets in SWA.

b. Discussion.

(1) Long range gunnery was used by most units. NIAI
equipped units reported kills in excess of 3,000 meters. MlAls
destroyed enemy vehicles before being acquired by the enemy
during periods of limited visibility due to our thermal sights.
Bradleys destroyed vehicles at 2,500 motors with the 25mm. At
these ranges, vehicle identification is much more difficult, An
is range estimation.

(2) Gunnery tables need to be reevaluated to establish
longer range targets--a problem, given the range of our training
ammunition and lengths of our gunnery ranges. However, a reduced
size target might be the answer to replicate longer ranges. If
we plan to take full advantage of our superior technology, we
must train our crews in long range gunnery.

c. Lessons Learned. Desert Stors proved that our equipment and
ammunition is capable of killing targets at longer ranges then
expected.

d. Recommendation. Teach long range gunnery at the Armor School
and in the units. Push toe IFF environment by putting a friendly
target in a 2 or 3 threat target array.

a. Comments. None.
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6-1. Summary.

a. Operation Desert Storm was the first opportunity to "combat
test" the Abrams, Bradley, and support systems in a high tempo,
combined arms, armored force conflict. Approximately 1,956
Abrams tanks and 2,200 Bradley vehicles were deployed to
Southwest Asia (SWA).

b. Overall the MiAl performed well in the vital areas of
mobility, lethality, and survivability. The Operational
Readiness (OR) of the fleet was over 90*. The 120mm weapon
systems dominated the battlefield. Nothing the Iraqis mustered
could stand off the Abrams fleet. Crews confidence grew as the
war progressed.

c. The ability of the HEDIT, HMI]4WV, and the M939 Series Trucks
amazed even the host nation personnel on their ability to move
through the difficult terrain of SWA.

d. Despite the age of the N55lA1 fleet they performed well but
demonstrated the need for modernization.

e. As in any encounter of this magnitude, problems with
equipment were discovered which indicated a need to fine tune
some ot the equipment we go to war with. Some of the more
notable problems were:

(1) A need for a better air filtration systam or a self
cleaning air filtration system on the MBT.

(2) The GLobal Positioning System worked well in SWA and
needs to be installed on all our combat vehicles. The need for a
positioning location system is vital and could not have been
better validated than it was in SWA.

(3) Identifying targets out to the maximum range of our
weapon systems is a must to eliminate instances of fratricide.
This calls for improved sights on our combat vehicles as well as
new research into other methods of identifying targets as friend
or foe.

f. These subject areas as well as others are addressed in this
chapter. The methods by which changes are made to existing
rquipment are dictated by the availability of funds and the
priority given the problem by the user community. In many cases
the problems identified in SWA were already being addressed by
the Armor Center and are being considered for incorporation in
the future tank or retrofitted into the existing tank fleet.
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q. Our equipuent demonstrated that it is the best in the world.
Improvements can always be made and this chapter attempts to
explain the changes beiAn considered to make it better.
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6-2. List of IssueS.

a. Batteries.
b. APU.
C. Puel pump.
d. Air induction system.
o. t01i MM accuracy.
f. 120 MM capability and sights.
q. CTTV.
h. Stadia reticle.
1. GP5 hood.

j. Baromotric/temperature gauge.
k. Coax ammunition well.
1. Ammo packs.
m. Increase bustle storage.
n. Mine rollers.
o. Positional readout for driver and gunner.
p. Driver's Thermal Viewer (DTV).
q. M240 kit.
r. DF2/JP8 on-board smoke.
s. BFV LRF.
t. BFV cleaning wands.
u. BFV reverse gear performance.
v. IWV engine exhaust.
w. IFV load plans.
x. 1FV engine access door.
y. BVF optics.
z. Mb'17 command post vehicle.
4a. FIST/FSO location.
ab. M88 design.
ac. Positive combat identification.
ad. BFV countermine equipment.
ae. Communications systems for armor and cavalry.
af. Antenna masts for armor and cavalry.
ag. Transmitting hard copy orders.
ah. Clothing and equipment.
ai. Vehicle Filtering Systems.
aj. Failure Rate of Ml Engines.
ak. MI Tank Fuel Usage.
al. M1 Track.
am. Halon Fire Extinguishers.
an. Oil Changing.
ao. Vehicle Cooling Systems.
ap. Grease Usage.
aq. PLL Computer Use.
ar. Target Sensing.
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6-3. Batteries.

a. observation. Many units had problems replacing or obtaininq
batteries for almost every type of equipment.

b. Discussion. Battery problems seem to develop almost
immediately upon entry to SWA. The problems stemmed from:

(1) Batteries being exposed to salt corrosive air, hot
temperatures and lack of use.

(2) Lack of replacement batteries/electrolyte.

(3) The inability of units to quickly establish battery
shops either because their equipment was not readily available or
their equipment was in poor condition.

c. i.esson(s) Learned.

(1) Batteries had to be highly controlled to ensure that
essential vehicles received batteries first.

(2) Batteries/electrolyte were locally purchased by
orqanizational and direct support units to fill immediste
demands.

(3) In some cases commercial generators were purcMsed to
replace missing or non-operational generators in direct support
unit battery shops.

d. Recommendations.

(1) Replacement batteries need to be pro-positioned or
shipped with equipment.

(2) Units need to review their battery shops to ensure they
have mobile capabilities and adequate amounts of equipment
necessary to support the majority of the equipment expected to
require their services.

(3) Organizational units need to train and practice charging
batteries (including adding electrolyte) at organisational level
to enable them to accomplish their war time mission.

e. Comments. The current policy on batteries is that
organizational units only fill and charge batteries during actual
combat operations. This policy proved to be in error for the
following reasons:

(i) Organizational units did not retain distribution
charging panels because they never used them.
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(2) As a result of the above, units did not have the

expertise to ume the equipment even it they had it.
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6-4. APU.

a. Observations. Several units reported a need for APU for use
during silent watch operations. The APU should be able to keep
the batteries on the main battle tank (NOT) charged while the
engine is off and the electrical systems are being use.

b. Discussion.

(1) Many units felt that an APU was useful in a myriad of
functions, i.e. silent watch, charge batteries, traversing the
turret, operating radios etc., while the main engine is off.

(2) The APU used in SWA was found lacking due to high
maintenance requirements, poor reliability and location on the
vehicle.

(3) The APU required a high degree of maintenance due to
the harsh conditions found in SWA, especially during windstorms.
The rear deck location of the APU created problems because it was
easily damaged maneuvering through ditches and over send dunes.

a. Lessons Learned.

(1) APUs had to be serviced frequently to derive any benef It
from them.

(•) The majority of the APUa deployed became not mission
capable or were removed by the crew of the NBT to avoid further
damage caused by maneuvering or the harsh elements.

d. Recommended actions.

(1) Relocate APU to bustle rack on turret as an interim
solution.

(2) Development of an under armor APU.

e. Comments.

(1) Currently an APU which can be mounted in the turret
bustle rack is being developed as an engineering change proposal.

(2) A mission needs statement has been written that states
an under armor APU Lu needed for the current NMT.

(1) Textron Lycominq has developed an under armor APU as
part of their proposal for an Abrams AGT 1500 engine Mobility
Enhancement Program.
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O-t,. Fuej Pump.

a. Observation. Based on interviews conducted with units
dopJoyed to SWA, and in CONUS based units, crews reported
problems with the reliability of the in-tank/transfer fuel pumps.

b. Discussion.

(I) Currently, the on-hand stockage of in-tank fuel pumps
hav a short life expectancy.

(2) The fuel transfer pump problems are attributed to fuel
pump oxidation, and contaminated fuel in the front fuel tanks.

c. lesson(s) Learned.

(1) Units experienced frequent refueling requirements
related to clogged fuel transfer pumps preventing transfer of
fuel from front to rear fuel tanks.

(2) In-tank fuel pumps demonstrated early failure and
created difficulty in providing head pressure to rotary fuel pump
and engine.

d. Recommended or ongoing Action.

(1) The solution to the in-tank fuel pump problem is the
Ioedidnq of a high reliability, ion-repairable fuel pump (P/N:
i•8'1bg7p, NSN 2910-01-083-3153, ECP GDLE9566) as a replacement
[or the current fuel pump. Procurement is currently in process
and old in-tank fuel pumps will be replaced by attrition.

(2) Solution for fuel transfer pump clogging is for units to
transfer fuel from front to rear tanks, then refuel front tanks.
This would prevent oxidation of the pump, reduce algae growth
which contaminates fuel and clogs the pumps.

(3) PH-Abrams is currently working the issue of cleaning
forward fuel cells already contaminated. Also, the addition of
JP8 with anti-algae additive will prevent future fuel
contamination problems.

e. Comments. Hone.
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6-6. Air Induction System.

a. Observation. Current air induction system on the Ml series
tank is not reliable in sand and dust environment.

b. Discussion.

(1) The engine air filtration system degrades performance
duriny dusty conditions, constrains maneuver momentum, and
imposes an unacceptable maintenance burden on crews/units.

(2) V-packs were serviced by crew members every 6-8 hours of
operation, utilizing the cleaning wand. This operation averages
90 minutes per tank.

(3) V-pack cleaning wand is unacceptable due to using
another tank.s engine to provide bleed air which increases fuel
consumption.

(4) Plenum seals, in most cases, were not properly Inspected
or installed prior to installation ot the power pack.

C. Lesson(s) Learned.

(1) Unit maintenance personnel/crew members must ensure V-
pack seals and plonum seals are properly installed and checked on
a roqular basis to ensure serviceability.

(2) Units must ensure that all authorized service kits are

on hand and complete.

d. Recommended or ongoing action.

(1) UMAW4C has developed a written requirements document
for improved air filtration to eliminate frequent cleaning
requirements. The requirement was presented to PK-Mbramo in July
1991.

(2) Textron Lycoming, in conjunction with Donaldson
Corporation, is currently working on a self-cleaning rotating
filter/self-cleaning Pulse Jet filter.

e. Comments. None.
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6-7. 105mm Accuracy.

4. observations. A comparison test between a 120MM and a 10bmm
round was conducted after the war and it was noted that the iOSsm
was not as accurate as the 120mm at extended ranges.

b. Discussion.

(1) The test was conducted with real threat targets to
verify lethality.

(2) The scope of the test was very limited and the results
of the test can only be applied to the 2 different model rounds
tested.

(3) The test results did identify a problem with a 1O5mm
round. Circumstances surrounding the manufacturing of the round,
and the method of calculating the computer correction factor
(CCF) may have contributed to an accuracy problem.

(4) A test in currently being conducted by U.S. Army
Armament Research and Development Center (ARDEC) to determine if
the 105mm round in question does in fact have a problep.

o. Lesson learned. None.

d. Recommendations. Implement any corrections resulting from
ARDECs investigation.

e. comments. The 105mm weapon systems performed well in SWA.
'there were no other reports received identifying problems with
any 105mm round. The 105mg round in question is a relatively now
round and is not representative of the 105mm rounds in use.
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6-8. 120am Capability and Sights.

a. Observations. Several units reported a need for better
optics on the KIM MST.

b. Discussion.

(1) Many gunners reported that they were able to hit targets
beyond their capability to positively identify them.

(2) Gunners using TIS at ranges beyond 1500 meters only saw
targets as hot spots. The targets could either be fired upon
without further identification, or they could be allowed to come
in very close in order to obtain positive identification, thus
giving away the advantage of long-range lethality.

c. Lessons learned.

(1) Other vehicles or aircraft with better vantage points
had to be used to identify targets.

(2) Crews had to see more of the target in order to make a
positive identification.

d. Recommended action. Research the various methods available
to erase the difference between the ranges at which targets can
be detected and those at which they can be identified and
engagod.

a. Comments. A second generation forward-looking infrared Radar
(FLTR) is under development and will provide a clearer image of
the target. The degree of clarification provided by the second
generation FUR will determine how much more magnification in
required to extend the crews ability to identify targets out to
the maximum effective range of the 120mm weapon system.
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6- 9. CTTV.

a. Observations. Several, TCs stated they were not able to see
the battlefield clearly through the Commander's GPSF.
Furthormoro, because the commander Is unable to adjust the
mottinq for the reticle and the TIS in the aPSE, he is forced to
accept the gunner's perspective of the target identification.

b. Discussion.

(1) TC's stated that their view of the battlefield was
limited through the GPS8, because once the gunner acquired the
target through the PS, he would switch to 10 power which narrows
the field of view for both the gunner and the TC.

(2) This problem is compounded by the TCs inability to
adjust the brightness of the reticle in the OPSE. On occasion
the gunner can adjust the reticle well enough for him to see it
through the GPS, but the commander may barely be able to see it
(if at all) through the commander's sight. if the gunner adjusts
it so the TC can sea it, it may be too bright for the gunner to
ace the target.

e. Lesson learned. The TC must scan the battlefield for
secondary targets while the gunner is engaging the primary
target. With the current system, the TC has to depend upon his
vision blocks and .50 caliber sight to scan the battlefield while
the gunner engages the primary target.

d. Recommended action. Retrofit the CITV into the KIAI fleet.

e. Comments. The next generation MBT (NIA) will have a CITV.
The CITV will enable the TC to scan the battlefield independent
of the gunner. It will also be able to automatically re-align
itself with the main gun to allow both the TC and the gunner to
see the same portion of the battlefield.

6-11
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6-10. Stadia Reticle,

a. Observations. The issue of adding a stadia (choke type)
reticle in the GAS wam surfaced by the master gunners during the
7th Corp Master Gunners' Conference.

b. Discussion.

(1) When the laser range tinder is not operating, the crews
have to estimate the range to the target.

(2) A choke type reticle can provide a more accurate range
provided the crew has been trained in its use.

(3) A technical test conducted at Aberdeen Proving Ground
(APG) in August 1987 indicates that the addition ot a stadia
reticle would increase the crews ability to determine range when
using the GAS sight.

c. lesson learned.

(1) Ranges can be quickly estimated using the reticle
relationship method found on pages 4-5 to 4-10 of FN 17-12-1.
The reticle of either the GPS or GAS can be used.

(2) The present system relies on the crewes experience and
training on estimating range. The crew proficiency relies
heavily on practice.

(3) The crew only has to estimate range when the laser range
finder (LRF) is not operating. The present methods ot
determining range can be nearly as effective as a choke sight.

d. Recommendation. None.

e. Comments.

(1) When new rounds of ammunition are developed and ftelded,
a new ballistic reticle will be installed on the MDT and it will
include a stadia reticle.

(2) The CITV, currently being considered for installation
into the MBT, has a choke type reticle which can be used as a
back-up to the LRF should the LRF become non-operational.

6-12
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6-1i. GPS Hood.

a. Observation. Gunners have asked for a device/method to clean
the screen of the GP8 under battlefield conditions.

b. Discussion.

(1) It has been noted that under severe weather conditions
the screen on the OPS gets dirty enough to obscure the
buttLeflold. The only way to clean the screen is for the crow to
exit the vehicle and clean it by hand.

(2) Dirt and dust particles even as small as the size of the
CPS reticle can prevent gunners from spotting/identifying targets
at long ranges.

(3) Crews were forced to stop and exit tanks under
battlefield conditions to clean their sights. Because of the
war-time conditions, some crews damaged their sights in their
haste to accomplish the task which further compounded the
problem.

c. Lesson Learned.

d. Recommendation. Research the various methods to clean the
GPS from the inside of the tank without damaging the germanium
cover on the TIS.

e. comments: The crew of the future MBT will have the
unpability of cleaning the GPS from inside the vehicle.

6-13
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6-12. Barometric/temperature Gauge.

a. Observations. Many crews stated that they needed more
accurate and timely barometric and ambient temperature
information for input into the ballistic computer.

b. Discussion.

(1) Many times the current barometric and ambient
temperature readings were either omitted or guessed at by crews
of the RaTa.

(2) The barometric and ambient temperature readings chanqed
more frequently than they were updated to the crows on the MOTu.

(3) It is not clear how much impact improper barometric and
temperature readings did have on the flight of each round.
First impressions indicate that little or no effect was felt;
however, such impact would probably only be observed at long
ranges.

c. Lessons Learned. Utilize the standard inputs for air
temperature and atmospheric (barometric) pressure for major
geographical areas, by seasons as indicated on pages 2-5 and 2-6
of PH 17-12-1.

d. Recommendation. Research various methods for automatically
inputting the temperature and barometric pressure readings Into
the ballistic computer.

e. Comments. Information is still being analysed to see how
much effect on accuracy (if any) there was due to the lack of
precise barometric and temperature readings.

6-14
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6-13. COAX Ammunition Well.

n. Obarrvation. Tank croew from SWA have Idontiflied the
* 'procedure to remove the breech block on the 120mm gun an being

unrealistic. Most of the ammunition from the storage well for
the K240 coaxial machine gun must be removed in order to drop the
breech block.

b. Discussion.

(1) The ammunition well for the N240 coaxial machine gun
holds 2800 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition. The approximate weight
of the ammunition is 190 pounds.

(2) in order to remove the breech block of the 120mm main
gun the extractor pin has to be able to slide through two doors
in the ammunition well. This cannot be done unless two-thirds of
the 7.62mm coax rounds are removed.

c. Lessons Learned. According to the operator's manual, the
breech block of the 120mm should be removed after operation and
inapocted for damage. This became a lengthy process if the ammo
wsjl for the 4240 was full at the time.

d. Recommendations. Investigate the possibility of redesigning
the ammunition well so the 7.62 rounds do not have to be removed.

e. Comments. PM ABRAMS is being consulted about K possible
design change to the ammo well.
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6-14. Ammo Packs. OFFICMj W. LY
a. Observation. Operation Desert Shield/Storm reconfirmed that
our current rearm capability is slow, labor intensive, and
vulnerable to enemy indirect fire and NBC systems. The time it
takes to reload the ready/semi-ready storage wells could be
critical in a high intensity environment.

b. Discussion.

(1) This issue is misstated as, "Heed to relook quick change
ammunition packs." Stated differently, the user needs a faster,
less vulnerable, less physically demanding, on the tank crew,
rearm capability. Several ways to meet this objective include
bulk packaging, smaller 2 to 3 round cassettes, and loading
single rounds faster through automation.

(2) All three of these approaches have been analyzed throuqhk
the Future Armor Rearm System (FARS) and Future Armored Resupply
Vehicle Ammunition (FARVA) Programs. The single-round approach
was chosen for both its capabilities to interface with projected
future autoloader concepts and its ability to be adapt to current
combat systems, particularly the MIAI Abrams tank.

(3) Reasons mitigating against the use of a "quick change*
bulk pack include:

(a) Quick change racks would be much more costly than
current packaging.

(b) There is no supporting personnel force structure
with the mission, time, or equipment to re-stuff ammo racks in
theater.

(c) Crew (ammo) protection inside the tank works, It's
a "war-winner." We must retain this capability. This would add
cost, weight, and complexity to the "quick change" rack. There
would also be an associated increase in transportation cost. At
unit level, decreased Weight/cube efficiency will result in
increased truck and driver requirements.

(d) Access plates for the quick change racks may require
trading off environments and may degrade ballistic properties of
"blow-off" panels.

(e) Getting the proper mix of KE and CE (plus additional
AE1 ammo mixes) will be difficult to manage.

(f) All tanks will not be completely empty when racks
are exchanged. Retrograde of partial racks will be a complex
operation.

6M-16
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c. Losson(s) Learned.

(1) Acquisition of a mobile, survivable rearm vehicle is
required to provide an "under armor" rearm capability to the
maneuver force.

(2) The objective rearm system must be faster and less labor
intensive than current manual rearm procedures.

d. Recommended or Ongoing actions.

(1) continue to support development of the technology base
demonstrator Future Armor Rearm System.

(2) continue to support the Armored System Modernization
(ASM) Program's FARVA with emphasis on restructuring the program
to provide concurrent funding and fielding of an Armor FARVA with
the Block III Tank.

a. Comment. Field Artillery FARVA is the only variant currently
programmed for production funding under the existing six-lead
vehicle ASH program.

6-17
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6-15. Increase Bustle Storage.

a. Observation. Crews commented on inadequate space for
necessary equipment in the bustle racks on the MBT. The problem
was said to be compounded by extended operation.

b. Discussion.

(1) Crews were tasked to carry moreequipment and supplies
than called for in the combat load plan. Some of the more
notable items were increased water and rations.

(2) Non-standard SOPs aggravated the situation.

(3) Equipment that was not considered essential was left in
holding areas. Some of this equipment was lost because there
were not enough unit transportation assets to move excess
equipment around the battle field. Personnel assets were
required to guard this equipment.

c. Lesson Learned. Load plans (ST 17-184-LAl) need to be re-
looked at in terms of flexibility and feasibility.

d. Recommendations. Research the various methods for increasinq
the storage space on the tank.

e. Comments. None.
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.6-16. mine Rollers.

a., Obseevation. Units did not use the mine rollers bocaus citf
the siqnlticant degradation In speed and their inability to
off sttvely deal with double impulse mines.

b. Discussion. Use of mine rollers in SWA exposed shortcomings
with this equipment during the train up and performance of unit
breaching missions.

:. Lesson(s) LPrned.

(1) Double impulse mines are an effective countermeasure to
the rollers. I

(2) The use of mines by the enemy presented a significant
deqradation in speed, mobility, and fuel consumption.

(3) Transportation and mounting of rollers was a very
arduous and burdensome task for units.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Action: A USAARMC prioritization for
the Materiel Change Management Plan for the Battalion Countermine
sgt (tCS) is currently being staffed which addresses
shortcomings/lessons learned from SWA. In turn, this action will
be provided to PH-NCD in an effort to improve the overall system.

1
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6-17. Positional Readouts for Tank Driver and Gunner.

a. Observation. A POSNAV positional readout is needed at both
the driver's and gunner's stations.

b. Discussion. Current off-the-shelf POSNAV devices display
position location readouts on the front of the device.
Discussions with many contractors that manufacture Small
Lightweight GPS Receivers (SLGRU) for use in the military have
indicated that providing separate system displays for any crow
member on a combat vehicle can be done quite easily.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Feedback from soldiers in Desert
Shield/Desert Storm indicate that while the myriad of off-the-
shelf POSNAV devices purchased for use by ground forces were
extremely useful, there are improvements that can be made.
Providinq combat vehicle drivers with a steer-to indicator that
provides directional heading based on waypoints entered by the
vehicle commander would significantly reduce the amount of
discusalon between the vehicle commander and his driver as they
move alonq designated routes. Additionally, by providing a
steer-to indicator to the driver that he can use to maneuver the
vehicle toward waypoints, the vehicle commander's burden of
navigating/directing the vehicle is significantly reduced.

4. Recommended or Ongoing Action. The Directorate of Combat
Developments (DCD), USAARKC, has investigated current and near-
term emerging technology for both position location devices and
dire•tional heading systems. A hybrid system consisting of an
off-the-shelf CPS system merged with a directional compass would
provide a technologically accurate solution for vehicle position
and heading. currently, the C4 Branch, DCD, is in the process of
revising the XH-l Main Battle Tank Materiel Need Document in
order to state the necessary requirements for this type of system
for Armor's current fleet of tanks. The changes are in the
process of being staffed within the Armor School,.and once
approved, will be submitted to TRADOC headquarters. The cost-
benefit of providing position location information to a combat
vehicle's gunner is currently under investigation.

e. comments. Future tanks (H1A2 and Future MST) will have a
system that provides both vehicle position location and heading.
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6-16. Drivers Thermal Viewer (DTV).

a. Observations. Many drivers were unable to effectively see
the battlefield under low light or no light conditions.

b. Discussion.

(1) The problems centered around the current image.
intensifiers used by the drivers. They do not operate
effectively during periods of no light or low light conditions.

(2) The image intensifiers also are a problem if they are
exposed to too much light such as city lights or lights mounted
alonq side of highways.

c. Lessons learned.

(1) many times, crews had to use chemical lights placed
along side of convoy routes to prevent them from leaving the
road.

(2) If a vehicle was required to re-occupy a position after
returning from a refueling or patrol mission, the crew left a
light source of some kind (flashlight, chemical light, etc.) at
the position.

(3) If a vehicle crew was unable to see clearly enough to
nivlqiate, it would stop and take up a defensive position until
adequate light was available.

d. Recommendation. A DTV be installed on the vehicle.

P. Comments. The DTV is on the current 1-N list.
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6-19. M240 Kit.

a. Observations. A few requests were received for a ground
mounting kit for the loaders 1240 machinegun (NG) which is
normally mounted on top of the MBT.

b. Discussion.

(1) Some creys felt that a ground mounting kit for the 14240
NG would be useful if the crew had to dismount from the vehicle
for some reason or provide local security.

(2) It is procedure according to Chapter 12, pagei2-3s, FM
17-12-1, Tank Combat Tables, to remove the loaders M240 and two
boxes of ammo when it becomes necessary to abandon a crippled
tank.

u. Lessons Learined. None.

d. Recommendations.

(1) In order to make the M240 more effective while being
used dismounted from the loaders position, a kit should be added
to the vohicle to ground mount the machine gun.

(2) Consideration should also be given to mounting the 1240
on the vehicle with the gun mount kit installed. This viii
eliminate the problem of where to store the kit plus make the
weapon more effective since the kit comes with a sight.

e. Comments. None.
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6-20. DF2/JP8 On-board Smoke.

.1. ()obo1 vaLion. * ommandern liked the on-hootrlI ;toke CAI•lI I it y
4and would have proferred DF2 to Jet A-l/JP8 for this reason.

b. blscussion. AL the onset ot Deoert Shield, the use of dot
A-i fuel (JPB without three additives) for all dioccl-fuelod
vehicles had been agreed to as this was in consonance with DOD
nirective 4140.43, March 1988, Fuel Standardization. However,
due to actual or perceived maintenance problems and the
requirement of armored vehicles to have the capability to
qenerate smoke in their Vehicle Enqine Exhaust Smoke Systems
(VERSS). Plans were formulated in September 1990, to provide
diesel fuel to applicable vehicles and equipment in lieu of Jet
A-1 to those units which wanted it. The 101st Abn Div (AA), 3d
ACR, and lst Cay Div requested Jet A-1. The 24th mnf Div (Mech),
82d Abn Div, and Vilth Corps and attached units requested DF2.
There was no known battlefield situation in Desert Storm where
VEESS smoke played a decisive role or was used to a large degree.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Combat leaders at all levels are
unironvincod that JP8 is a drop-in replacement for DF2.
M.ainLenance concerns, whether actual or imagined, and the lack of
on-board smoke combined to cause commanders to abandon the single
(tu I pol icy.

d. kvtommenrded or Ongoinq Action.

(1) Senior Army leadership has already determined that the 1
tOI)'s single fuel policy will not be postponed or canceled. Jet
A-I/.JP8 will be the OCONUS fuel for all future conflicts.

(2) TRADOC and Army Materiel Command (AMC) are working on a
plan to retrofit current VEESS-equipped vehicles with fog oil
reservoirs, restoring a limited on-board smoke capability to the
Force when using Jet A-1/JP8. As of 1 September 1991, the plan
awaits DA program approval and funding. The VEESS fix has been
placed on the Abrams Materiel Change Management (MCM) priority
list.

(1) ASM development assumes JP8 as the primary vehicle fuel
.i4, eu.; ,.i resiut, this defitiency will not affect ASM.
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6-21. SFV Laser Range Finder (WF).

a. Observation. Install an integrated LRF on BFV System (BFVS).

b. Discussion. A LRF will help with several infantry and
cavalry tasks. These include: target acquisition, land
navigation, and other ranging tasks to increase probability of
first round hit as well as ensuring that TOW targets are not
engaged beyond the range of the missile guidance components.

c. Lessons Learned. The K2/M3 needs a LRF. The available hand
-held LR is inadequate.

d. Recommended or On-going Action. The LRF is the number 1
priority on U,S. Army Infantry School (USAIS) and USAARMC 1-N
list for BFVS material changes. PM Bradley agrees with the
observation and proposes to incorporate an eye-safe LRF into the
lnteqrated Sight Unit (ISU). If funding can be made available in
FY92 for an engineering program, then PM Bradley estimates that
procurement of this eye-safe Ii? would begin FY96.

o. Comments. None.
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6-22. BYV Cleaning Wands.

a. Observation. Bradley crews had no "cleaning wands" to clean
out air filters.

b. DiscusSion. The 12/13 experienced problems similar to those
of the Abrams with V-packs (engine air filters), but had no
cloining wands as part of vehicle B11.

c. Lessons Learned. An adequate supply of clean air is
essential to the operation of reciprocal engines. clogged air
filters need constant observation and cleaning to produce
adequate air flow.

d. Recommended or On-going Action. The PM Bradley does not
agree with the above statement. An assessment team from PM
bradley was in SWA after Desert Storm and Bradley crews
interviewed stated they had no problems with air cleanerm. The
alir cloaners did get restricted, but not with the frequency of
L.he Abrams. When the air cleaners needed cleaning, the crews
used the Abrams wands. Also one of the main problems experienced
on Abrams was when the light came on for cleaning air .cleaners,
the V-packs were so heavy and dirty they were difficult to
mMIttain. Bradley did not have that problem. An air wand for
c-Insning V-packs on a Bradley would be a nice-to-have item, but
the cost considerations for adding an air compressor arn not
)ustified.

e. Comments. None.
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6-23. BFV Reverse Gear Performance.

a. Observation. Slow reverse gear performance.

b. Discussion. Crews were pleased with the 600 hp pover plant
and its transmission; however, commanders would like to have
reverse gear performance similar to that on the Abrams.

,c. Lessons Learned. Present drive train reverse system is
'adequate, however, it could be improved.

d. Recommended or On-going Action. PH Bradley is aware of this
observation. Current reports from the field do not appear to he
sufficient to support any action at this time. A fix to Increase
reverse speed would be costly; however, the contractor is looking
into the programmatic and cost to increase the reverse speed on
the BFVS to 20MPH. Until that data is available, PH Bradley will
be unable to recommend a solution. USAIS and USAARMC state that
this item would have a very low priority on the materiel change
request list, and in view of the fact that fewer funds are
avallab~e over the next few years, this would cause its priority
to be at the unfunded priority level.

s, comments. None.

I.I
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6-24. BFV Engine Exhaust.

a. observation. Poor engine exhaust design.

b. Discussion. The current location of the Bradley's amhsiut
blows directly into the Bradley Commander's face which causes him
to be nauseated. Additionally, if the wind is blowing across the
vehicle, the heat will wash out the ISU.

c. Lessons Learned. BFVS engine exhaust location causes safety
and health problems.

d. Recommended or on-going action. PH Bradley agrees that this
is a problem on A2 Bradleys and has initiated action with the
contractor to redesign the exhaust outlet to preclude this
problem. Fielded BFVS will require a modification kit to change
to the new design.

e. Comments. The new design should consider installation of the
now armor tile, the swim barrier as well as heat and infrared
niqnatures.
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6-25. BFV Load Plans.

a. Observation. Present load plan on BFVS isn't being followed.

b. Discussion. Present load plan on BFVS doesn't take in
account that crews live in the vehicle as wvll as fight from it.
Stnwage all around should be improved. There is not enough
internal space for either a nine-smn Infantry squad or a five man
Scout squad's gear. Likewise, crews jury-rigged equipment tie
downs to stow gear externally. The seating needs to be reworked,
and the plan should reflect a balance between worst case and
KKTT-T conditions.

c. Lessons Learned. Present BFVS load plans are inadequate,
crews tend to make their own.

d. Recomended or On-going Action. TRKDOC staffed and initiated
a field study on re-stowage with PH Bradley support and
participation. The results of this study will be briefed for
approval. Once approved, the changes will be incorporated into a
re,,stowage design effort at the contractor plant. Given new
Research & Development funding being available in FY92, the
changes would be in FY96 production vehicles and available as a
retrofit kit in FY97.

e. Comments. Some ideas/comments received from the tield were;
Bench type seatu, additional ammunition ready boxes, AT-4 stowage
area, reworked rear external box stowage, and loops made
available outside vehicle for external stowage. Equipment and
excess supplies tended to block driver's passageway.
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6-26. IuFV Engine Access Door.

a. obuorvatlon. Poor BFVS A2 engine access door design.

b. Discussion. There is a mechanical pump which the operator
uses to raise the present engine compartment access door. Once
broken, performance of operator level maintenance becomes
extremely difficult and poses serious safety problems. This also
contributes to excessive vehicle "down time".

c. Lessons Learned. SFVS A2 engine compartment access door
pumps are unsatisfactory. Initial reports show up to a 50%
failure rate.

d. Recoumended or Ott-going Action. PH Bradley is working a fix
to enqine access door pumps through design of a now system to
raise the engine access door. When a successful design has boon
completed, plans are to retrofit this desiqn into the field.

0. (Commonte. None.
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6-27. BFV Optios.

a. Observation. Less than adequate Scout vehicle optics.

b. Discussion. Scouts need to have superior vision capabilities
at all times for reconnaissance, target acquisition, and
identification. (MlA2 level at least).

c. Lessons Learned. Scout vehicle optics must improve. In
many cases the surveillance equipment of the Scout platoon could
not out range systems in battalion formations.

d. Recommended or On-going Action. Presently there are two
on-going programs: First, the Tow Sight Improvement Program
(TSIP), if funded would solve the optics problem. Second is the
Scout Optics Program, which io presently developing requirements
for better optics capabilities for Scout vehicles. This program
ti also currently unfunded.

e. comments. Some commanders commented on increasing the
intogratod sight unit maqnifice.E'.on to that of 14X or more, and
addinq AN/GVS-5* with AN/TAS-6s to scouts. The AN/TAS-6 and
AN/CVI;-b are currently authorized in scout platoons, but have not
been acquired in sufficient numbers to fill the authorizations.
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6-28. M577 Command Post Vehicle (CPV).

a. Observation. The M113/H577 family of vehicles was unable to
keep pace during maneuver operations with the H2/3 and NiAl fleet
of vehicles. Also, space was extremely limited on the N577.

b. Discussion. The introduction of the Ml and 143 series of
vehicles into the Armor force created a significant disparity in
terms of mobility and speed between the new vehicles and the
other family of vehicles that typically are used in combat
support or service support roles in Armor and Cavalry units.
While improvements in mobility and speed have been made in
limited numbers to the H113, the same cannot be said of the M577.
Potential solutions to this problem lie in either improvements to
the power train of the M577 or identification of a more mobile
system that will provide the same, or better, space requirements
of the current M577 Command Post Vehicle.

b. Lesson(s) Learned. Feedback from soldiers who had to operate
out of the M577 during Desert Shield/Desert Storm indicates that
the M577 is somewhat limited in terms of space. Much of this can
be attributed to the fact that M577 crews were required to
perform their functions primarily on the move due to their
inability to keep up with the vehicles that they were required to
support. As the 1577 crews were constantly on the move in order
to maintain the pace of Ml tank unit's movement~s, much of thn
automated command and control equipment that had recently been
fielded had to stay in the 1577. This compounded the already
recognized space limitations of the M577. Additionally, because
the 1577 is a member of a much older family of vehicles, its
power train makes it significantly less able to keep up with the
M1 and M3 family of vehicles. This observation becomes much more
apparent over relatively flat terrain.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Action. The M577 CPV is scheduled to
yo through a system conversion to the XH1068 Standard Integrated
Command Post System (SICPS). Improvements to the current M577
will include more adequate racks and shelving for automation and
electronic hardware, Improved auxiliary power unit, a power/data
distribution system, improved operator seating, and a powered
extendable antenna mast. The XMI1068 is scheduled to go through
technical testing in September 1991 and is scheduled for delivery
to the field starting in 40FY93. USAARIC is currently
investigating the possibility of the M577A3 as an interim
solution to the eventual fielding of the ASM Future Command and
Control Vehicle (FC2V). Vehicle performance of the M577A3 would
be enhanced by the addition of a "rise" 275 bhp, turbocharged
engine and 4-speed hydrostatic transmission. The DCD, USAARMC,
is also investigating other possible candidate systems (USMC LAV,
BMY's MLRS chassis, etc.) that could provide a midterm solution ;,•

to the current need for an enhanced command post vehicle for
Armor and Cavalry units.
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6-29. Fire Support Officer - Tank Company Commander C'ollocation.

a. Observation. Some units during Desert Shield/Desert Storm
experimented with putting the Company and/or Battalion Fire
Support Officers (FSe) in the commander's tank. This
significantly degraded the communication capabilition of both the
commander and the FSO.

b. Discussion. The Combined Arms Command (CAC), in conjunction
with the Armor, Field Artillery, and Infantry Schools, has been
investigating the collocation of FSOm in command vehicles for the
last 11 months. Both the Armor and Infantry Schools have
provided CAC with operational concepts for FSO-Commander
collocation in the commander's vuhicle. Evaluation of the
concept was to take place at the National Training Center (t4TC)
in July 1991, but was delayed due to revision of the FORSCOM unit

• NTC rotation schedule mandated by Desert Shield/Desert Storm.

,(. L.esuon(s) Learned. Many units experimented with FSO-
Commitndor collocation during Desert Shield/Desert Storm. The
man, )rl iyo commociit f rom commanders in the t ield indicato a
univerr•al dislike for uollocatinq PSOs with Armor unit commandern
in their command tank. The primary reason cited for dislike uf
the concept is the difficulty involved in establishing the
necessary communications suite for the 75O and commander to have
secure, dual net radio communication=.. Commanders that did come
out favorably for collocation did so based on the need to provide
enhanced mobility and protection for the SO, something that the
FIST-V does not adequately provide. Many commanders stated that
they prefer that their SO have the capability to maneuver
independently on the battlefield and not be forced to collocato
with the commander due to mobility and/or survivability
considerations. In their comments, commanders stated that
collocation should be based on the absolute need for the
commander and FSe to maintain face-to-face interaction, this
being driven by the factore of K ME-T.

!' d. Recommended or ongoing action. The DCD, USAARIC, is
currently inventigating improvements that can be made to the N1
tank',;. communic,itions layout in order to establish a
communicationvc/int.ercom configuration that will reduce
ele-t romagnetic, interference and antenna signature while
providinq the communications necessary for the commander and FSO
to perform their C2 functions from the same vehicle.
Additionally, the C4 Branch, DCD, is in the prot'ess of
investigating the Marine Corps concept and requirements for a
Forward Observer/Forward Air Controller (FO/FAC) communications
uuite for the M1A1 tank. An information package on the FO/FAC
communications suite is currently being assembled for release to
CAC, aS well tn the Field Artillery and Infantry Schools in order
to alicit their input as to the merit of the FO/FAC suite for
collocation of FSO and commander.
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6-10. MR8 [esign.

a. observation. Operation D0sert Shield/Storm reconfirmed
previously identified shortcomings that the M88A has inadequate
power, weight, braking ability, and steering control to safely
recover Abrams tanks.

b. Discussion.

(1) The MSBA1 could not keep up with Ml and M2/3 formations
moving tactically across the desert.

(2) The MSBA1 could not tow the KIAI - lacked power, speed,
weight, and braking capability.

(3) The MSnA1 experienccd low operational readiness rates.
Many M88Als were deployed to Southwest Asia in a low state of
readiness. Due to the relatively low density of M88 common
systems now in the fleet and the low relative priority for
shipping repair parts and major end items to support 488MAs vis-
a-vis MIAls, MSSAI, readinesi never did get up to acceptable
levels. Recovery of 68 (plui) ton MiAls is simply too great a
task for the 56-ton MSSAL. Poor design of the air induction
system, coupled with poor preventive maintenance practices, lead
to massive engine failures die to dust ingestion and operation in
tho harsh desert environment. Recoveries also covered extremely
vast distances, possibly due to the unique nature of this
particular conflict, which were far in excess of the anticipated
recovery mission profile. (back of an acceptable HET capability
may also have contributed tc the long distance towing
requirement.)

c. Lesson(s) Learned.

(1) Materiel investmeni (acquisition/conversion) in an
improved recovery (primarily towing) capability to support the
Abrams fleet is required.

(2) The Operational Mote, Summary/Mission Profile for future
recovery vehicles should be re-evaluated (primarily towing
distances) in light of Dese-t Shield/Storm experience and Air
land operations maintenance concepts.

(')) Acquisition of a ctpable HET system must continue. HETS
must be made available at the Forward Support Battalion level to
"contribute to the long-distance recovery/evacuation mission.

d. Recommended or ongoing Action.
I A (1) Establish a viable, funded Improved Recovery Vehicle

(IRV) (MSSA1 Plus) Program.
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(2) Replace each MSAi with an IRV in all Abrams equipped

orqanizati ons.

(3) Support continued develoPment, production, and fieldinq

of HiCTS.

(4) Support prograumed FY 92 Recovery Vehicle Requirements

and TeohnoloQy 
Bass Study.

a. Comments. None.
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6-'l1. Positive Combat Identification.

a. observation. A number of U.S. casualties during Operation
Desert Shield/Storm were caused by friendly fire. This fact has
highlighted many deficiencies in AirLind Operations in regards to
situational awareness and combat vehicle identification.

b. Discussion.

(1) The majority of the friendly fire incidents were
directly contributed to the combination of poor visibility,
battlefield confusion, and lack of coordination between air and
ground elements. Additionally; the friendly fire incidents
highlighted the urgency for battlefield navigation systems,
improved optical sighting devices, and intra-vehicular
communication capabilities.

(2) This issue resurfaced efforts to design and field combat
identification devices which will provide the sighting vehicle
with the capability to positively identify the target' as friend,
enemy, or neutral/noncoubatant.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) The threat of friendly casualties from friendly fire
does have a significant impatct on mission effectiveness and
migaion accomplishment.

(2) Our combat systems have the technology to acquire and
kill targets at ranges which exceed our capability to positively
identify the targets.

(3) Battlefield navigation systems are a must on the
battlefield and in many cases prevented additional friendly fire
incidents. Elements of ground units often got out in front of
other troops making them very vulnerable to attacks by friendly
air/gtound platforms.

(4) The nearly featureless terrain of the desert created
problems in direct fire engagement zones and close air support
missions.

(')) Our tr'aining must be realistic to the anticipated
wartime operations. our giound troops were acquiring targets at
double the ranges they acquired targets in gunnery training. Our
qround offensive troops moved faster and further than trained to
do.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Actions.

(1) A joint service task force has been formed by direction
or the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army (VCSA) which is
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extraordinarily managed by a Joint Service General Officer
Steering Committee (GOSC). The task force is suppose to
recommend solutions to protect against friendly fire incidents.
The solutions go across all elements of Doctrine, Training,
Leadership and Organizational Development, and Materiel (DTLON).

(2) Quick-fix solutions which are "strap on" to current
combat systems are being fielded immediately.

e. Comments.

(1) Battlefield navigation and enhancements to current optic
devices in improving resolution and magnification are essential
in protecting soldiers against friendly fire.

(2) Friendly casualties resulting from friendly fire will
always be present in war. It is imperative that leaders at all
levels take into account the tremendous impact that the incidents
have on the mission at hand and the outcome of the war.

(3) Friendly fire incidents can and must be minimized at all
costs. There are many ways available with today's technology to
significantly reduce the probability of friendly fire casualties.
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6-33. BFV Countermine Equipment.

a. Observation. The M2/M3 needs the capability to perform
limited breaching and self extraction operations particularly
from surface laid or scatterable minefields. This would prevent
them from being fixed in place and destroyed by other fires.

b. Discussion. The M12/3 proved to be extremely lethal and
mobile weapon systems. However, in order to preserve their
mobility and capability to influence the battlefield, they need
an organic capability for limited breaching and self extraction
operations from surface laid and scatterable minefields. Their
speed and mobility far exceed that of the limited countermine
equipment available and make them more susceptible to being fixed
in place by hasty minefielde and then easily destroyed by other
fires.

c. Lesson(s) Learned.

(1) mines are increasingly becoming more deadly, available,
and the weapon of choice for many battlefield applications.

(2) Employment methods for mines/minafields have become
extremely fast and efficient.

(3) Mines/minefields can effectively destroy, stop, or slow
friendly forces that have no countermine capability and allow the
enemy to control the battlefield to his advantage.

d. Recommended or ongoing action. The DCD, USAARNC, is
currently preparing a Materiel Need Statement (MNS) to develop a
lightweight mine plow for use on the armored family of vehicles.
This would give all units a limited breaching/self extraction
capability and greatly enhance their battlefield mobility and
aurvivability.

e. Comments. None.
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6-33. Communications Systems for Armor and Cavalry.

a. Observation. Communications systems must be improved.
Improvements are needed in FM radios, especially in reliability.

b. Discussion. The majority of tactical units that deployed in
support of Desert Storm/Desert Shield were equipped with the .

AN/VRC-12 series of radios for FM communications. The fielding
of the SINCGARS family of radios has been limited to very few of
the units that were required to deploy. Army forces in Korea and
WESTCON, as well. as some units in the Sth Mechanized Division and
the lst Cavalry Division, have been fielded with the SINCGARS.
Fielding to other Forco Package I unit% of the Pull-Scale
Production lnteqrated C0NSEC version of SINCGARS will start in
3QFY9L and be complete by 4QFY98.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Comments from soldiers who participated
in Desert Shield/Desert Storm indicate the reliability of the
AN/VRC-12 series of radios was extremely poor. The VRC-12 series
radios were extremely susceptible to heat and sand. Those unit"
that deployed with tho SIHCGARS radio were impressed with the
durihility of thit radio. Reports from the field indicate that
the Llyutvm exporienced appLoximitely 7,000 hours mean-time-
bet.w(en-failurn (:ompared to tho 200-300 hours demonstrated by the
VRC-12 ueries. Additionally, SUNCGARS used at retransmission
sites provided approximately 30 percent increased range
capability over the VRC-12 series radios.

d. Recommended or ongoing Action. Fielding of the SINCOARS is
progressing with no delays anticipated. No additional funding
has been provided in order to accelerate the fielding schedule.
The DCD, USAARMC, is currently working with the Signal School on
the requirements for a hand held version of the SIUCCARS for
Armor and Cavalry units. USAARMC recommendations for desired
user improvements and operational capabilities for the SINCGOhR8
ICOM radio have also been provided to the Signal School as well.

e. Comments. None.
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6-34. Antenna Masts for Armor and Cavalry.

a. observation. Command Posts (CPs) need a lonq range antenna
mast such as the Quick Erect Antenna Mast (QE•M) which enhances
operational capabilities and mobility.

b. Discussion. The QBA1 is a non-developmental item fNDI) which
encompasses a family of four masts, one of which is the 10-mater
mast. The 10-meter mast is scheduled to replace the RC-292 and
OE-254 antennas in Armor and Cavalry units. QZAM provides high
mobility with a quick erect/retract time of 2-5 minutes, has
stronger mast sections, can be vehicle mounted, and is used with
SINCGARS radios. The QUAMl has an approved Required Operational
capability (ROC) and has received a great deal of attention from
the Armor Branch; however, It is currently unfunded.

c. lasson(s) Learned. During Desert Shield/Desert Storm
operations, feedback from command and control elements indicated
that the RC-292 antenna mast impeded CP mobility. Although an
improvement to the RC-292, the 05-254 antenna in also slow to
erect, creating mobility problems. Additionally, the RC-292/OE-
254 are non-standard (each system has a unique antenna mast with
accompanying loqimtical/traininq support needs), are insufficient
in number, have mast sections that snap easily, cannot be
vehicular mounted, and-reduce C3 from displacement to
emplacement. Current emplacement times for the RC-292/O-254 are
10-15 minutes.

d. Recommended or Ongoing Action. As an interim solution,
pending acquisition of Q3A4, USAAEUR developed and fielded its
own 10-meter mast. The USAREUR 10 meter mast (UTIHI) was used
effectively during Desert Shield/Desert Storm operations. UTNr
is highly mobile and offers some of the same advantages as QUAI.
The Armor School is considering a recommendation to
Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM) to type classify the
UT4N which would enable units to procure it through normal supply
channels. This would provide a near term solution for a mobile
10-meter mast in Armor and Cavalry units. The M577 is scheduled
to go through a system conversion to XN1068 Standard Integrated
command Post System (SICPS). The SICPS is equipped with a
vehicle-mounted antenna (AV 903) similar to QEAM. The SICPS AD
903 antenna can be erected/retracted in 2 to 5 minutes and is
hand-cranked. The SICPS it scheduled for fielding in 4QPY93.

e. Comments. None.
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6-35. Transmitting Hard Copy Orders.

a. Observation, An effective means of producing and
transmitting hard copy orders is presently not available to the
armor brigade and below commanders.

b. Discusslion. Brigade and below command posts were not able to
adequately copy mission orders and transmit tlhese orders to
subordinate units. The inability to transmit hard copy orders In
a timely manner was a problem identified during Desert
Shield/Desert Storm. The partially fielded Maneuver Control
System (KCS) with software 10.03 did not produce the necessary
outputs desired by the maneuver commanders. NDI copiers provided
some copying capabilities but the copiers availabio wore not
ruggedited for the field environment and not easily moved during
a fast paced dattle.

a. Lesson(s) Learned. Feedback from Desert Shield/Desert Storm
indicates that a better software package for 14CS is needed. NCS
was fragile, bulky, and a labor intensive system. It failed to
produce the needed outputs. RDI copiers taken to the field were
not the total solution to hard copy production requirements.

d. Recommended or ongoing action. The MCS is being upgraded
with a version 11.0 software package. This software upgrade will
provide enhanced decision graphics, situation maps with overlays,
nt~elliqence summaries, appraisal maps, etc. The software
imjhrovements ipd(Akagd is projected t~o be avaliable' starting in
2QPV'Yi. The bout near term solution to the subject observation
is a mix of N0O copiers and the AN/UXC 7 tactical digital
facsimile set. This mix will provide the tactic&) commander with
a means to copy and transmit hard copy messages or copied
overlays over combat net radios or the Army Tactical
Communications System. The burst transmission feature of the
facsimile allows a one page message to be transmitted in under 25
seconds. To be an effective alternative, facsimile sots need to
be fielded to at least the company level with facsimile acts and
copiers available at battalion and higher. The DCD, C4 Branch,
will investigate the feasibility of fielding sets at the
company/troop level in order to speed the process of transmitting
hard copy orders and paper graphics to the lowest ece lon of
combat command and control. A aid-term solution to this problem
lies in the NIA2 equipped with the Combat Vehicle Comand and
Control System. This system allows the commander at all levels
of tactical C2 (battalion and below) to send and display combat
graphics using digital transmJssions over combat net radio. bhe
hiat t oI Ian eind N! Iow Command and Control (B2C2) Program will
pro)vido the Inclpitiry hiterfaer with the NCS at battalion level,
thereby Linkinq thli capabilitis!, of tactical, maneuvor-oriented
mystnms within the maneuver task force.

e. Comments. None.
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6-36. Clothing and Equipment.

a. Observation. Many units had untavorable comments concernlng
various aspects of the uniform and personal equipment.

b. Discussion. While the Combat Vehicle Crewman's Uniform
System (CVCUS) has been well received, numerous problems
concerning the uniform and other equipment were revealed during
Operation Desert Shield/Storm. Although the CVCUS is a complete
system, items need to be addressed on an individual basis. In
addition, review and revision of Clothing Bag and OCIE is
necessary to eliminate non-essential items that place a burden on
the individual soldier and consume critical storage apace on
combat vehicles.

c. Lesson(s) Learned.

(1) Troops deployed with only one or two sets of the CVCUS.
There was no laundry service nor was there any means to mend,
repair, or direct exchange. Stitching in the seat came loose
early on.

(2) The microclimate cooling vest was bulky and chaffed,
especially around the neck.

(3) The Battledress Chamical overgarment must be worn over
the CVC uniform. This causas heat stress and reduces the flame-
retardant benefits of the Nomex CVC.

(4) The Balaclava is too bulky and uncomfortable to be worn
under the CVC helmet.

(5) Armor crewmen cannot wear Load Bearing Equipment (LBE)
while on the tank. The Survival Vest (SRV-21P) has been
deskgnated as the appropriate replacement but the CTA does not
authorize it for wear.

(6) The Ballistic Laser Eye Protection (BLEP) goggles do not
interface well with fire controls or the CVC helmet. Sun, wind,
and dust gogglo laser protective inserts were not generally
available.

(7) There are no desevt tanker boots. The canvas desert
boot worn by the infantry as flammable and provides no protection
for the tanker.

(8) There are too man, items that the Armor crewran must
wear or carry. The ensembLe must. be simplified as has been done
for the infantry. The Extended Cold Weather Clothing System
(ECWCS) (GORETEX rain systqm) is an example.
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(9) We need a means for personal hygiene in the desert such

as portable showers.

(10) Habitability of Armor vehicles must be improved. A
means to sleep both on or off the vehicle is needed. A means to
heat rations or water on the vehicle is required.

(11) There is insufficient room to carry everything on the
tank. Besides reducing the items to be carried, a means to store
equipment and still be accessible is required.

4. Recommended or Ongoing Action.

(1) The USAARMC has developed an action plan to deal with
the above problems/facts and will implement based on a
prioritized list known as the Armor Crewman Modernization Plan.
Specific actions in the improvement of clothing and equipment for
the armored crewman can be found in Appendix A.

(2) Recommended changes to the clothing Bag and OCIE issue
has been provided to TSM-Soldier. The ultimate goal of this
action is the establishment of a NOS specific issue of clothing/
equipment to the soldier.

(3) Comments concerning the balaclava, portable showers, and
bustle racks cover are now issues. Action will be taken to
resolve these concerns.
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6-I7. Vehicle Filtering Sy•,tems.

a. observation. Vehicle filtering systems arid air fllterinq
systers (MI).

b. Discussion. Air, fuel, atid .i filters require, more daily
servicing in the desert. Aircient. air that appears clean is
actually laden with fine dust, even on a clear day. Replacement

* of all filters must be on a more frequent basis than recommended
by the manufacturers for U.V. and European operating conditions.
Close attention to filters pays in fewer maintenance problems and
is especially important during extended field operations. It Is
not uncommon for an air filter to become completely useless in 3
days time even with daily or more frequent cleaning.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) General. Greater viumbers of all filter types should be
stacked for use in desert olerations.

(2) M1 Specific.

(a) Cleaning ever,, 6-10 operating hours,

1. On a powdery ,;urface, cleaning interval is
every 2-3 hours.

2. In a convoy, ,:leaning interval may further
decrease to every 1i-20 minutes for trailing
vehicles.

a. Could also coaitrol dust contam.,i;ion by
driving in an echel~n formation staggered into
the wind.

(b) Follow proper cleaning procedures.

3,. Use the wand ;ao clean the filter by blowing
from the inside out.

•. Use compressel air At no maore than )O psi,

•. After 6-8 ch,,inirkcp;, replace the tilter.

(c, Use the corrr :t cleaning equipment.

(d) Fo)low TM prccedurer, during removal, inspection and
installation.

"1. In many cAsea of V-pck failure, it was found that
seals were torn by imprope, hanctli:iy.
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J. V-packs should be replaced in the same order that

they aru taken out, especially as the seals age and set.

d. Recommendation. Laaders at all levels should place increased
emphasis on maintenance of the air filtration system (V-packs,
Vpack seals, and plenum seals).

t. Comments. None.
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5-3R. Failure Rate of MI Engines.

a. Observation. High Failure Rate of M1 Engines.

b. Discussion. There were four main causes of MI engine
failure:

(1) sand ingestion.

(2) Continued use of unserviceable air filtration components
(V-packs, V-packs seals, and plenum seals),

(3) Lack c-f serviceable FUPPS.

(4) Deviation from MI engine maintenance doctrine.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) Ensure serviceable air filtration components are
installed and that eytra stocgs are available.

(2) Ensure thatenqine modules are available.

(13) Ensure FUPPS are complete and serviceable.

'(4) Know MI engine maintenance concept.

d;, Recommendation.

(o) rnspect/service air filtration system frequently and
operate oinly serviceable components.

(2) Follow Ml engine maintenance doctrine.

ce. Comments. None.
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6-39. MI Tank Fuel Usaqe.

a. Observation. MI Tank Fuel Usage and Acceptability.

b. Discu*sion.

(1) Ground ehicleo, and equipment designed for diesel fuel
can satisfactorily operate with JET A-I as it is an acceptable
substitute for diesel fuel. However, because of the prevailing
temperatuk'es in Saudi Arabia, JET A-1 should be treated with Fuel
Systems Icing Inhibitor (FSII) (i.e,, NIL-1-27686 or NIL-I-6S47O)
to ensure ýqainst the forgatioh of any microbiological organisma
(i.e., bugs, bacteria, fuhgus, etc.) that will occur in the
presence of any separated water Contamination. The treatment
level for either F$II should be 0.15%.

(2) Dietal fuel originating in the Middle East generally has
a high sulfur content ranging in the 0.7% to 1.0% wt. range.
Using a diesel fuel havin4 high sulfur values in excess of 0.7%
wt. will cause an increase in the wear of oil-vetted engine
components. Mowever, increasing the frequency of oil drain
intervals will reduce the degree for potential engine component
wear problems, and the use of other than MIL-I-2104 or
NTL-1-21260 engine oils is prohibited.

(1) Diesei fuels available in the Middle SEot qenerally do
not have adequate thermal stability or enhanced storage
stability. As much, this may cause an increase in fuel-related
maintenance problems (i.e., injector/notmle sticking, increased
filter plugging, and/or format ion of slime/bugs/emulsions in fuel
tanks.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) To prevent the above mentioned fuel problems, use of
diesel fuel stabilizer additive (NIL-S-53021) or (NIL-I-27686 or
NIL-I-85470) is strongly recommended.

(2) The diesel fuel stabilizer additive is Intended to:

1. Eliminate microbiological organism formation in fuel
tanks.

•. Enhance the storage stability of the treated fuel while
reducinq fuol-related problems.
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(3) The diesel fuel additive comes in either a "one package'
or a "two package" systen. Treatment levels for each system are
as follows;

Diesel Duel Stabilizer Additive Treatment LeVel
One Package 0.03% Vol
Two Package 0.02% Vol

d. Recommendation.

(1) Use of either rsrr in diesel fuel is recommended as an
alternative to diesel fuel stabilizer additive, but it only
controls the formation of microbiological organisms. 781 will
not correct any of the other possible fuel related problems
previously mentioned. Its'treatment levels in diesel fuel are
0.15% Vol for both tIL-I-27686 or MIL-I-85470.

(2) This information be distributed to deploying commanders
to allow for better planning.

e. Comments. None.
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6-40. Ml Track.

a. Observation. Ml Track and Track Und Connectors

b. Discussion. MI track and track end connectors showed a high
usage rate.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) Tracks (T156) will last approximately 800 miles (failure
will be due to a high rate of bushing failure) if manufactured by
Goodyear and approximately 400 miles it manufactured by anyone
else.

(2) T158 track is the recommended replacement. It is more
durable and does not catch on tire as does the T136 track (T156
track has caught on tire at speeds of 30-35 mph on redballs in
120 deqree air temperature).

(.1) Roadwheeks began failinq around BOO miles, starting at,
the 02 position.

d. Recommendation. None.

a. Comments. None.
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6-41. Halon Fire Extinguishers.

a. observation. Diecharginq of Halon Fire Extinguishers.

b. Discussion. Fire extinguishers in the crew compartment may
discharge spontaneously in the high heat, especially between the
hours of 1500 and 1900,

a. Lesson(s) Learned. Keep them cool by placing wet (not
dripping) rags on them.

d. Recommendation.

(1) The fire suppression system is being worked with plans
to modify the extinguishers with valve bodies which will
withstand 140 degree temperatures.

(2) Commanders must use the field expedient method to
prevent spontaneous discharge. (Field expedient method - keep
Halon extinguishers cool by placing wet rags on them).,

e. Comments. None.
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6-42. Oil Changing.

a. Observations. Engine Oil Changing Requirements

b. Discussion. Oil should be changed about twice as often as
under U.S. or European conditions, not only because grit
Accumulates in the oil pan, but also uncombusted low-octane fuel
seeps down the cylinder walls and dilutes the reservoir. Diluted
oil lubricates and cools lees effectively# and evaporates at high
temperatures generated during engine operation, necessitating
more frequent topping up. High grade 20W-50 oil has served well
in desert conditions,

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Oil changes and lubrication of
undercarriage points at more frequent intervals will prolong
engine and vehicle life under desert conditions.

d. Recommendation. Concur with Tank Automotive Command (TACOM)
and Belvoir Research, Development and Engineering Center
recommendations below:

(1) Vehicle/equipment normal oil change intervals should be
cut in half (i.e. if an oil change is required at 12,000 miles,
change at 6,000).

(2) These intervals may need to be further reduced if more
severe conditions exist.

(3) To further reduce oil contaminations it is recommended
that increased oil filter servicing be implemented.

(4) Units employed in desert environments should rethink
their engine oil requirements and plan accordingly.

e. Comments. None.
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6-43. Vehicle Cooling Systems.

a. Observation. A variety of problems were experienced with
cooling systems.

b. DisCussion.

(1) Proper cooling system operation is critical in high temp
environments.

(2) check coolant system for serviceability prior to
deployment.

(3) Check serviceability of thermostats.

(4) Be sure to use distilled or potable water only.

(5) For optimum performance, use MIL-A-46153 antifreeze in a
50/50 mix.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) Local water in Saudi Arabia has a high mineral content
which will calcify in cooling systems.

(2) Do not mix with any commercial products as they are
incompatible.

d. Recommendation.

(1) Use NIL-A-46153 antifreeze in a 50/50 mix. Failure in
either system (cooling or engine lubrication) will throw a strain
on the other system.

(2) Use antifreeze extender additive MIL-A-53009 to prevent
high temperature aluminum corrosion of the engine systems. No
more than one treatment at a level of 3% (l/2qt extender to 17
quarts antifreeze solution).

e. Comments. Hone.
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6-44. Grease Usage.

a. Observation. Grease Usage

b. Discussion.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) The recently upgraded Grease Automotive Artillery
(NIL-G-10924 E/F) should be used as it possesses a significantly
hiqhor temperature capability.

(2) If the preferred GAA is unavailable, use of Grease,
Aircraft, General Purpose, Wide Temp Range (WTR), (NIL-G-83122)
in its place.

(3) Care must be taken to wipe clean any excess grease from
equipment, as this will attract sand particles and cause
contamination of the grease.

d. Recommendation. Commanders deploying to extremely sandy
areas should have their vehicles lubricated in accordance with
lubrication order requirements for operation in high temp
environments. They should also emphasize keeping grease fittings
and equipment clean at all times.

e. Comments. None

I
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6-45. PLL Computer Use.

A. Observation. Computer use for PLjL Operations in Combat.

b. Discussion.

(1) Computers were not successfully used in Class IX
operations during combat operations.

(2) Through deployment, units had problems with PLL
computers.

1. Power generator problems.

a. DSU updating problems.

•. Two days prior, during and for two days after combat,
ULLS/SANMS did not exist for 4-64 AR.

1. Everything was manual.

h. Computer repair was difficult due to distances involved.

§. Disk distribution was slow, disk updates were outdated
once received.

c. Lesson(s) Learned. Computers are effective for PLL
operations during peacetime, but were not effective during war.

d. Recommendation.

(1) A closer look needs to be taken at the role of computers
in tactical units in a wartime scenario.

(2) Until support items (generators) and faster means of
passing information can be implemented more emphasis must be put
on manual procedures as a valuable back-up to the computer
systems.

e. Comments. None.
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6-46. Target Sensing.

a. Observation. Target hits difficult to sense with SABOT
ammunition.

b. Discussion.

(1) Crews found it difficult if not impossible to sense
target hits with SABOT ammunition (320ma and 25im) at extended
ranges or during limited visibility.

(2) This problem was most notable in MIAI vs T-55
engagements, as the T-55 went catastrophic much less often than
did the T-72.

(3) At ranges over 3000m, crews couldn't observe the splash
of the round. Sensing "doubtful" or "lost", they imediately
re-angaged the target. Inspection of several T-55 wrecks showed
thdt most were hit 2 to 4 times with SABOT ammunition.

(4) Bradley crews experienced a similar problem when
engaqing Iraqi personnel carrier-type targets (BMP, NTLB, BTR
BRDM). 25mm SABOT was also difficult to sense hitting the target
at night or at long range (>3200m).

(5) Some KlAl and K3 crews reported switching to RIAT
ammunition, when in range, during engagements because they
couldn't tell if they were having target effect with SADOT.

(6) Vehicles hit with SABOT either went high order
immediately or slowly caught fire. Sucke from the target was
often the only indicator of a kill.

(7) Vehicles hit with HEAT ammunition caught on fire
quickly. The splash of HE amo was visible at all ranges and
under all visibility conditions.

c. Lessons Learned.

(1) SABOT ammunition is difficult to sense. Lack of visible
"splash" on target is not an indicator of a missed target.

(2) Not all vehicles hit with SABOT are catastrophically
destroyed or catch on fire immediately.

d. Recommendation. Build a phosphoric splash signature into
SABOT ammunition.

e. Comments; None.
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CHAPTER 7

IADER DEVELOPMENT

S"/7-1. Summary.

a. There are numerous comments collected from units with
Southwest Asian experience during Desert Shield/Storm. Eighty
percent of these comments stated that leadership was superb at
all levels. The other 20 percent of comments were mundane or
isolated cases which do not meet the needs of this publication.
Unfortunately, with such comments it is difficult to gain
specifics. The Armor School opted to address specific issues of
loader development in the school environment during the SWA
experience. The fact that we won the war, so far away, so
quickly, with so few casualties is a strong indicator that loader
development is working.

b. Tihe events in the Kuwait Theater of Operation (H1O) di.ipLkayed
our leaders as human beings capable of thinking, deciding, and
acting on their own initiative as part of a highly professional
team. Open lines of communication allowed directions and
quidance to flow downward to the individual soldier. Mission
ard,,rs and clear commander's intent were key to allow
.uzbordinate's use ot initiative. This communication link also
,illowed multi-directional (i.e., up, down and lateral) flow of
feedback and recommendations. The leadership skills demonstrated
by our units accomp]ishments astounded our allies and terrorized
the enemy.

c. leaders carefully cultivated and sustained their unit's will
to ,%ttark ferociously before and during the deployment to SWA.
Vivt the soldiers of these units had discipline and compassion to
Ie-tt prisoners of war humanely. The key to this will to fight
'•',m,. h0orm confiden,:e in soldiers' ability, equipment
c:pabilities, and guidance from higher headquarters. This

confi dence to fight is a product of sensible management of
I imite•,d resources to establish unit training programs. These
pruyrams are realistic, challenging, and repetitive. They
provide sufficient feedback to continue to achieve high standards
Hit. ith,;o provide an atmosphere for "risk taking". In this All
Volunt.eer Army, the underachievers are weeded out. Units
dv,-loped a spirit ()f teamwork/cohesion from this tough training
aJnd discipline.

0. Woaders "lead by example" in today's Army which provides
,standards for future leaders. Outstanding leaders are developed
internally from special coaching and mentoring by senior leaders.
Additionally, military schools provide the foundation of skills
n.edod with appropriate academic and doctrinal subject matter
(,xperts. The fact that new lieutenants and captains, straight
out of their courses, could fill leadership positions and perform
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admirably; indicates the school system works well. Both NCOs and
officers are developed to identify, question, anticipate, and
solve problems on their own. if the problem is beyond that
lcader 1s capability, he searches out appropriate help to solve
it. leaders are also encouraged to conduct self development with
civilian schooling and professional reading programs. The
initiAtive to bring SWA-experienced leaders back to the Armor
Center enables the school house to conduct improved leader
development instruction for many year. to come.

o. nqonoluslon, the U.S. Army leadership philosophy of -obe,
know, do" and its execution creates the best military leaders in
the world. This was certainly demonstrated in SWA. We made it
happen despite problem areas in training, organization, matarlel,
and doctrinse described in preceding chapters of this report.

f. Another trait developed in U.S. military leaders is,
resistance to euphoria. The sparseness of identified problems
from the field aaused the Armor School to focus on internal
issues of the school. Leader development problqe- areas are
discussed from a standpoint of the school house for the rest of
this chapter.

. 1. -•
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a. Mttintain quhi Ly leadership inil ruction it I hI , :chool I11u,11:
during war.
h. Flv'xibility of the TRADOC instruction model during war.
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"7-3. Maintain Quality Leadership Instruction at the School lhoue.
Durinq War.

i. Observation. Schools are required to provide replacement
personnel during times of crisis.

b. D)iscussion. The schools provide an excellent base for
qudkltied replacements. The concern is ensurincl that
instructional quality is maintained when the lt;tructors
providing this quality are sent. to augment unitsu in the war.
InLitruction is documented in lasuon plans, and reserve
replacement instructors are ready to replace current instiuctorr:.
This works for technical instruction, but in leadership
intruction, the instructor is key, demonstrating his
plrof Ii-siunai Ism oirid sk i llt better in';pires his t-tudonts thdI ik jit
taclkinol about thv subject. When war begins, d dilemma o:cCrS.
Flow niany instructors can be lont to support the war, while the
rnervo instructors are being trained for the same high quality
l(,,adrship instrue-tion? At one time, the Scout Platoon Leader
Courzwt' at tfl;AAHMS was in jeopardy of cancellation during war irt
!)WA tor this rea;son. This was due to a high number of scout.
instructors required by tactical units. This did not have as
serioun an impact as it could have because the war was short..

c. lesson(s) Learned. None.

d. lecommendat ion. The longer the instructors can remain at the
sVIhuOi during the triiin-up of reserve instructors the higher
qualit.y of instruction will be available for future leaders that
are being trained during the war.

e. Comments. None.

1 4
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/-,. Flexibility of the TRADOC Inntruction Model Vuring War.

a. Observation. The TRADOC instructional model is not able to
chahge or adjust instruction in a very short period of time.
Being flexible during a war-time situation provides students the
latest lessons learned instruction from the war experience.

b. Discussion. The TRADOC guidance for establishing and
maintaining programs of instruction (POX) is designed for
exo'cution in a peace-time environment. In this case, requestinq
anhl du(c(umenhinq changes has a definite role to control
i uti rwlt ion. Trho problem exists when rapid change is rnquirvd.
v' I*•;:t; were vhlanqmla in the scheool hour..' when c'er tfa i n Rhort l11 I It
el in,,truution wero identified during the prvparatt ion for wal and
deployment. For example, USAARMS identified a pousible traininq
weakness to train students on deliberate breaching o[ a complex
obiitaclo. A sandtable and a 4 hour class were developed by

J•SAARMS for all students during the force deployment to SWA, many
of whom would soon depart for to tactical units in SWA.
Unfortunately, the current system does not support short notice
changes. This is more profound because the system does not allow
tor this instruction to be justified after the fact.

c. ,,esson(s) Learned. None.

d. Recommendation. Provide a system allowing schools to quickly
mudity, establish, reduce, or eliminate various instruction whnre
nvcessary during time of crisis. Simultaneously, a special
streamlined instruction change and approval system is requirud no
that the quality cf instruction remains high during these times.

, (e '111ii•am t . NOtt.
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CHAPTER 8

13 IIIOCGRAPHY

8-1. Unit After Aotion Reports (AARS).

a. Vo1 Corpt;
b. XVIII Airborne Corps
c. 1st Tnfantry Division (Mechanized)
d. lot Armo,- Division
0. 3d Armor Division
I'. lst Cavalry Division
q. 1st U.S.4arine Corps Division
Ih. lat Brigide, 2d Armor Division
i. 1st Brigade, 3d Armor Division
j. 2d Brigale, 3d Armor Division
k. 3d Brigade, 3d Armor Division
I. 1st Brigade, 19t Cavalry Division
m. 2d Brigade, lot Cavalry Division
n. 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment
o. 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry Regiment, lst ID(M)
p. 2d Battalion, 34th Armor Regiment, let LD(M)
(. 2d Battalion, 69th Armor Regiment, l97th SIB
t. 2d Squadron, 2d ACH
S. 2d Battalion 16th Infantry Regiment
t. 1st Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment
U. lst Squadron, 4th Cavalry Regiment
v. 4th Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment
w. U.S. Army Armor Center, command and Staff

Department
x. U.S. Army Armor Canter, G3/Directorate of Plans,

Trainino, and Mobilization
y. U.S. Arroy Armor Center, Safety Office
z. U.S. Arrny Armor Center, 12th Armored Cavalry

Regiment.
aa. U.S. Army Armor Center, 4th Training Brigade

B I.; ind ividual lkeports.

a. Information Paper on Desert Storm Logistics, Major
Michael Stine

b. Report on Combat Service Support, Major Donald
M ichent' r

C. VII Corn)s Report, Captain Kris Thompson
d. 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment Report, Major Michael

Sandrilqe
e. 73 Easting Report

H-3. USAARMC Trip Reports.

1k. Ist [ni,,ntry Division (Mechanized)
(1) I1-; Brigade

8-I
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(2) 2d Brigade
(3) 1st Battalion, 34th Armor Regiment
(4) 2d Battalion, 34th Armor Regiment
(5) 3d Battalion, 37th Armor Regiment
(6) 4th Battalion, 37th Armor Regiment
(7) 2d Battalion, 66th Armor Regiment
(8) 3d Battalion, 66th Armor Regiment
(9) lot Squadron, 4th Cavalry Regiment
(10) D Troop, 2d Squadron, 1st Cavalry Regiment

b. 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized).
(1) 197th Separate Infantry Brigade
(2) 4th Battalion, 64th Armor Regiment
(3) let Battalion, 64th Armor Regiment
(4) 3d Battalion, 69th Armor Regiment
(5) 2d Battalion, 69th Armor Regiment
(6) 2d Battalion 4th Cavalry Regiment

c. 1st Armor Division.
(1) 1-;t I-,it.talion, 3bth Armor Regiment
(2) 2d Battalion, 70th Armor Regime•nt
(3) 4th Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment
(4) 1st Battalion, 37th Armor Regiment
(5) 3d Battalion, 35th Armor Regiment
(6) 4th Battalion, 66th Armor Regiment, 31D (M)
(7) lIt Squadron, lt Cavalry Regiment

d. 3d Armor Division.
(1) 2d Brigade
(2) 4th Brigade
(3) 4th Battalion, 32d Armor Regiment
(4) 4th Battalion, 34th Armor Regiment
(5) 3d Battalion, 8th Armor Regiment
(6) 4th Battalion 8th Armor Regiment
(7) 2d Battalion 67th Armor Regiment

e. 82d Airborne Division - 3d Battalion, 37th Armor
Regiment.

t. 1st Cavalry Division.
(1) 2d Brigade
(1) lot Battalion, 32d Armor Regiment
(2) Ist Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment

g. 2d Armored Cavalry Regiment
(1) 1st Squadron
(2) 2d Squadron
(3) 3d Squadron

h. 3d Armored Cavalry Regiment

(I) I1;t Nquadron
C,") ,' d ';l i ' ~,n

8-2
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(3) 3d Squadron

i. 1st Armor Division (United Kingdom)

H-4. Miscellaneous.

a. Interim DOD Report to Congress on the Conduct of
the Persian Gulf Conflict.

b. Battle Damage Assessment Brief from the Ballistics
Research Laboratory.

c. 1,N0 Reports.
d. Project on Government Procurement: "High Tech

Weapons in Desert Storm: Hype or Reality?"
o. U.S. Army Center for Military History: •h Wlqo&_ ZZ Esting. 2& Xe•ur 91
f. Bn/Sqdn commander's Surveys.
g. SECRET Memorandum, ATSB-TS, 22 May 1991, subject:

Trip Report - Abrams Fact-Finding visit (24 March
1991 April 1991, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq) (U)

h. XVIII Airborne Corps Commander Interview.
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40 1 lit /%IWO (00113?) DISFR) SIORM Processing of 10 Inel igibles 41
401119 16191 (00133) DESERT STORM Installation CRC and DA interaction 4Q

415' 11014 (00134.) DIESERt STORM Billeting of WtOs with enlisted ranks '.3
4.0)31 lit'i~A 001.1153) DISIRI11 STORM Lack of niltision for 119th Engineer Battalion 44'
4111,1 V%?,,9 (00136) VFSERI STORM M811 with Bolster Trailer 03
4011,4 A t9l, ?00131) DFESNT STORM Probleims with manifest for Engineer sqluad, 46
411(34 99W1 (00136) DESERT STORM Uncertainty about mission and location of Engineer group6 41
41Ii3'l ..60b (00(39) DESENT STORM To be better Informed on exercises 4.8
401S/ 11183 (00140) DESERT STORM False bad press on the MI tue.bine engine 13
40W)3 9126A (00141) DESERT STORM OW1041 performance 2

401"8 ltW60 100142) DESERT STORM4 US Maneuver doctrine 3
4f119 .'I?hl (00143) DESERT STORM Cosrat Safety 5?
41) ISJ 59560 (0014,. DESilRI STORM Us morale S33
401%V9 1461111 (00145) DESERT STORM Observations on Iraqis 54

440(60 04449 100`146) D[SERT STORM Observations on Allie% 33
40250 3101899 (D043(4) D51:41 STORM Deployment Planniing of Forward Deployed Units 36

W.1/0113 (001146) l)LLRI StORM Piecoemel movement to the Tactical Ausembly Area sp
'II 5' Wl/ ((01)4v) ofI Sl RJSI 510mM NilvignI innal devices .,

I,()., J PII %119 Ell Sk NJ SION"I 51AMs of c..nti.l in airlield bottle 14
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40234 -361174 (00`151) DimlyRTO510A Training upon arrive( In SUA 61
40234-92025 MIR1S2 DESERT $TORN Combat facts within Iraq Is
4023S.450?1 (00153) DESERT STO011M Fuel safety 63
40036-9`109? (001114) HESRT STORM Mil~ performance 16
402?.7?5431 I SS01) DES141 SIOR" tfue support 65
4101/ 61/4t (0011W6 DESFRT SIOAM Iraqis lack of command and control, knowledge of battlefield 66
41Q586 14111.4 (00151) OrSrRI SIORM Depioyment operat ions from Fort Knox need& work. fit %
07?38. ? M%(OISR) DESERT STORM11 intelligence nanrving An
40l251T-2?635 (001119) DESERT STORM Observations on manetiver in combat in IrajKuwalet It
4U254*981%/ (00160) DESERT ST0RM 0bservatl a oisan C2 in comat In lrWaKutaiat 1T
40256`159119 (001W) DESERT STOAM4 observations on CSS in ocombat in Ira/Kuwemlt 19
41.330*18204 (00`162) DES11RT STORM Olivervet ion% an materiel in combat in traqiltmesit 16
401311-1021 (00163) DESERT STORM TOE changes 'a

40334-46'06 (001M) HEURT STORM11 Oloservetions on intelligence In comat In Iraq/Mseimi to
4t)357.5?443 (00165) DESERT STORM observation on fire supiport in combt In Iroajttait. 5
40349 3645ja (00166) DESERT STORM Narrative of 212 Act invasion of Iraq 82
4055?S64tiU (00616) DESERT1 S1ORM Driver problem as

401)6U 5468q9 (00168) DESERT STORM Friendly minwe 64
4.0539 91XMYO (00OW) DEISTI STORM Towbars for MWR Tank ?I

40401 )&)a/Mil(01o) IES1RT SION" FiSl Vehicle 1
40%40 S/11% (00171) DESERy STORM fratrecide in SUR 5
40540-90444 (00172) DESERT STORM Comat lifetasvors/ft in front comat area%.
40541 11901 (00113) DESERT STORM Target Identificatimn 6
40)541-8$41S (00114) DESERT STORM Comat lifamavers 9

40%48 6606? (00175) DESERTI STUNM slow supply distribution 91
405%0 Y1866 (00116) 011SER1 STORM Vehicle exchange policy at maintenanfce points. 9?
40115 4f996 (0017?) DESERT STORM Fretracide, peor ommunication. poor flank ceerdihutien. 24
40931.12856e (00173) DESERT STORM Wcheelers Mail used for teaching site. 26
40931.621U? (00179) DESERT STORlM Rollover training to NWA a?
40932-3044? (00180) DESRT STORM Shortening TC3/1C3 to 6 days 96
40933-16162 (00191) DESERT STORM Crew training offectivemees9
40935-50537 (001112) DESERT STORM AlP1RCEM not operational, an weeke.vi. T0O
409311*9s4ss (001185) DESERT STORM Processing of coariciantiaws objectors. Sol

40936 55(144 (00154) CESERT STORM Medcal bcreening of Ilia over 40 "ears of age. 1O1
4091? 4VP49 (001111) DESERT STORM Discharge of soldiers without a family care plan. 101
40944 WiS1 (00106) DisEtil STIOWM Repeated calt I-p of medical Inelegible IRS personnel. 104
40944 ?11168 (0016?) DUSERS STORM Qualification for tolet survivor 10%
4094S 1021/ (00166) DESERT STORM Incomplete discharge review procesis 106
610945 !;116? (001689) DESERT STORM Confusion over pay e&d discharges lot
4094?7-0/34 (00190) DESERT STORM Changing guidance froem OCPA
4094? 3`145? (00191) DESERT STORM Perasonnel tor partial umbliliastion 2
40947.80?92 (00`192) DESERT STORM SJA SAP POC; for legal services 3
40949.550%9 (00193) DESERT SIORM Lack of legat preparitlon In mobilliacimn exercises. 4
4095? 0044 (00194) U1111RT STORM Standard table for SAP plarimine. 6
40Y51 .,'Ml (1)019%1 iOrSERT %1TU11 Videoconferencing by Army Judge Advocates ?
4(tSV% lITAl (0TWail 01611RT %IUIM Videntopa..g of JA low of war. a

409Y) Y4011f (00197)1 01514T STORM Motarlen in the OSJA 0
41049 914411 (00196) DESERT sTopM MiTT movement for comined arm vehlictes. TO
410%0 S8919 (00199) DESEot sTopM Tentage for maintenmanc platoon. 1T
41051 0510 (OV0OO) DiSEtl sitORM Power getwirators n
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1.141•1/ 11411 (0001) DESERT STORM Crogi, attachisont of armor/infentry 11

410jt? 72808 (00702) DEStIT SWIN Computerii not uitd in PLI operat tofu in rhosat. ti,

4 105S . 16t)4 (00203) DESERT STOOM HEMIT assigned to In mIintmence iction 29

410% 91940 (00204) DESERT STORM REMIT replacement for 2 1/? and $-ton truck% 16

41151.03049 (00205) DESERT STORM Replacing M A1 o

C 41t3157133 (00206) 0ESERT STORM Class IN resupply is

41138-30361 (00207) DESERT STORM OPI or Loraes for navigation 19

32663 32426 (00208) DESERT STORM WMALL ARMS 7OSE 31

403.S 41318 (00209) DESERT STORM TANK COMPANY LOCAL SECURITY 2?

403A8 49•16 (00210) DESERT STORM TANK COMPANY COMMUNICATIONS NCO 8

403!19.05355 (00211) DESERT STORM LONG RANGE COMNIUNTCATIONS S

4016? 87438 (0021?) DESERT STOR1M MANEUVER ISSUES 11

40.•64 99?64 (00213) DESERT STORM FIRE SUPPORT ISSUES 1t

401611 iltitio (0U014) DESERT STORM NOBILITY ISSUES 4C

4,04 %1, iHtl,i (TO1},1IS DIo I II SIORI4M DIPIOVMI ADMINISTRATIVE REOUIREMENTS 1i

4111,%( IWO, I 110v `ll 11) ISI N I SIlI m"M 0I'PLVIOT NI N101%IICAi RI 01IRIMIMIS

404(11 10111¶5 (110?11) D05LRI TORNM 5.2 DEPLOYMENT ISSUES 3"

40439 9166U (00218) DESERT STORM S-3 DEPLOYMENT ISSUES 4.1

401446 1151? (00719) DESERT STORM MAINTENANCE 43.

1,U441 0iIt (IILIUM) DESERT STORM COMMUINICATIONS 4.,

1.044• 6416S (00?l1) DESERT STORM MEDICAL 40

04,51 ISM9 (00222) DESERT STORM AVIATION MAINTENANCE 4?

404%4 03701 (0022.) 0DESII STORM DEPLOYMENT: GROUND TROOPS is

401636 9/413 (002?') DESRT1 STORM AIR TROOP LOAD PLANS 46

404•?7.10501 (0022S) DESERT STORM AIR TROOP MWIE VEHICLE AUTHORIZATION 4r

32252-581656 (00226) DESERT STOM Standard Marking System 48
3V?/% 41140 (0022?) DESERT STORM Preparation for overseas Movement (PON) 49
,h1136 ?1821 100228) DESERT STOR1M 91 IRI Caot-Up Division Into Pkls by Reporting Dati 51

?/8ir IS634 (00229) DESERT STORM 91 Single EOC Should be Established at MACON Level 52
.''ll '1i014.1 MI)OM) DI'tFRT STORM Port Calls Given Before Arrival at MS ss

,'ni /1,16 . 11)002 1) n .%SiRI SION IT 1?% and IRu Report to Installaition then Shipped to At•tthe• 14

tl 'tIt 91ll'i 0, 1?) IIl !.INRI' I 1)W TIC (In tI% l~tb in It Io C omiI e t 0 HS At I I v It' I Ir-Y

"i.tilt I*,' .,* I( )ow UI slt I STORM Reporit ReIlurlted by Variety (f Aqeiw •ic, ard tmimikiiii!. S6

,'/ItYll 8 VI c10)?$4 S I) OSLRI S IU.RM 91 Act ivattonk for Other Ihan Inltonded Pilr!ite 'It

, 0,'l'.) •140)i (11 Rti0(% III M UI I T (lAN Scur ity C Ietrmnce aqut s Not Idt.it i I ied ta Advumrn P S

i l/SO 8tilt tUOtl?36) DESERT STORM Guidance Given by Variety of Means SY

$ 21S$3 (00230) DE0ERT STORM Agencies and Irenamission Methods Cause Confusion 60

1V)' t$H t1V.11 (00738) DESERT STORM Perorsonel Assigned to UlCs of MHd and Reserve Force School1 61
Ill/ ,',', (If'. (wig) of stRf STORM Units Activated for lnse Operations and Augmented by Not .ub Unit 6.w

ilt051lt f5I4 (Ofi ),'i ) 011 '111 5I()SOM Several Automnled System Not Exerriied 6A

1$1iS UO % St. (00?41) DiSLIT STORM Crotmu Leveling System Not Cleon or Uuick 0,4

11839 01'03 (004?) DESERT STORM Wew Mob terminology Created Confusion 65

1•1859 6%238 (00243) DESERT STORM SUMMARY - Phase 1 (2 Aug 90 • 23 Feb 91) 66

9tv?/ 511411 (00?44) DESERT STORM 91 Physical Fitnes, and Deployability standardR 68

419J4 1Vs38 (00245) DESERT STORM Replacement of Tills with GIRs 69

419S3 01862 (00246) DESERT STORM Monthly mairteOanMc on mortar tube. I?

t,19.1S 1/519 (00207) DkSERI STORM Probtlem with sustaining the mission 71

41956 60893 (00248) DESERT STORM Trains organiZation 72

01911 0')S61 (00249) DISERI STORM Wheeled vehicles In HHC 73

i,'.'. I /9', (00740) DESERT STORM Engineer,. and 1IF In Scout Platoon 74
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4194.4 996tt ( 00251) DESERT SION" Developmntfl of 111C aMd CC concept 1

4iS 89' (00252) OtlIET STORM scout Platoon vehicle shortage

4195ii81/il (00253) OLSERI STORM 6.2 Information Not fleachingf froml LinnI 4?

41%53 V711? (002')4) PFlIftI STORM 143 Grocdley Load Plan 68

419S3-V1S19 (0025S) KURTS&, TORM Poor dissmination of MIne ?9

41"S~ 28194 (00256) DESERT ST0AM Ilradley turret 49

4195% WA~? (002S?) DESERT STORM Bradley Commandler Station so

41956 1506h (00258) DESI'lT STORM gradtey Lead 1#11ringi E0.aiPMet CLS) SI,

4156409119 (002S9) DESERT STORM Yoo any) NCO$ In one platom 6

619S?, 20407 (00260) DESERT STORM Brodlety turret maintenlance peraww 52

419Vi'5196 (00261) 061111111Y0TOM Braidley desdltined for 30 dmys with blown angine 53

42226-M396 (002621 DESERT STORM Intel operations U6

4?22?9 -D 7'. (00263) DESERT1 STORM bradley Load Plan S1,

42230O1?498 (0026'.) DES141 STORM IntensIVO training dui~ng pro-coabo photo

42230 51i1'8 (40265) D)ESERT STORM Lack of navigational aide (mB, oae. o sodl)

42?10 990)l (00266? OFISIT STIN11M Lack of informaetion on battlefield sitwatitn 9

427-4111/l (00261) DESERT 110AMK Operations orders were not ecompkitte 91

4*1112 3/1n1? (0026161 DESEAT 111011M0 avigatiorval deviceii 9?

42232 )Wi1 (00269) DESERT 110AM Accurate personn~el streingtth rvorting $11

47 13 6SVI/ (00?70) 01,51R1 110AM Pre deplotuent maintenance 96

W.1156 01% tIV (G3f1) WWlIA STORM C0albo vehicles for co Iero S6

02413 fll%yo (00M) DEIil SIONM Distribut ion of Wcom arM Iaf amon units

4??44 INAI8 (002 n) TILSll STORM Pro-combat trainfig V4

14145 U',411 (00276) DESERT S10AM Protective Mawk 46

42246 1(17/ (002M5) DESERT STORM oWeaos maintenance In the doertt

42246 Wild (00216) DESERT STORM Driveirs falling asleep 100

4U467 16891 (00277) DESERT SIOAN Load plan for MYloTnit 
%11

42240 066OW ' (00218) DESERT STORM Intel inloramtion to troop level i0?

42748 78/80 (002,19) DESERT STORM Io of aWin" vehicles 
W0

422411-55104 (002310) DESERT SVORM sw~rt vehicle monlnanw~e 
104

4.2250-94572 (002111) D21110 11ORM SWM Logistics Obaarvatlint so

4225*6-60062 (00282) must1 I110AM jMintawn a lime hrvatioei from 11A 62

'.24311-W?44 (00283) CLIENT 110M Load Plan for MiAl Tat 114

4245663595? (00281.) ISETl 110AM Tanka with green to tote sent to % iI

6243? 29199 (00285) DESERT ITORM Standard tactics aband~oned in free~ad war. 112

424508/1627 (00286) DESERT STORM ~UA brakes frost I*. IITS

42652 18443 (00217) DESERT STORM Reservists not comaet ready. `14.

414, I11 11/1l (00860) DESERT SIONM General combat facts 1

.745% V.''Slt (00689) Distal Sloop Coepetence of junIior off icers

4AS6%6fl11A (00790) DISINI STORM CSS problimm 2

4/SIst:, S.'.I (0079?) 014CR? STORM Vehicle 10 training Its

4ASI"(111 (019) 0 Stil SORMLoad plowne

42SIA tfl~h (00791) D~I AN 10AOM Lack of test eqjipeett 5

4755.' VAS 1 (00W94) 011111I S110AMt The MU wo% not odeqiete for recovery 66 I

425S1 0117 (0029$) DFESE1t STORM MI Tank Maintenance 6,

42551 4/741 (00296) DflSERT STORM Lack of Special Too%$ I

40S54' 115 1 i6 (00297, DISEPI TORAM 2 1/2 ion Truck is too slow 9

4/S54' 11856 (00298) DISERI ,'ION" might vision for the Malinteat e Platoon it 11

46554 60156T 00799) UESERT S10AM Shortage nf T646 for maintenance tote it

42554 IT I Om (00100) DEAlIII 4100M Tralinon of "ainteranct Personniel
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4AIS~ (31108 (00S01) D11 SIRT ShiJam A0AP pIooute anloo the deesrr I%

4?S56 0=84 (00302) DESERT $10AM4 MCP Suits 1I.
47626883333 (00303) DESERT STGN" Mainiteniance Platoon Structure 1
4?63321,233 (0)0.1104) DESERT STORM Shortage Of What V60i:l1 m0tehaics in Maintenance Platoon

*42653494206 (003011) DESERT STORtm lepeir parts at maintenance platoon level IT
42648 0394? (00306) DESERT STORM Crewis fram different urilts merged together Is
42648.81893 (0030?) DESERT stopM Dept OYabI Ity at 3 ACA and 24 1ID 19
42650-09143 (00308) DESERT STORM4 Sleeping syst..s for the MWA tank 68
426" 0 (491 (003(Soy) DESERT STORM Comeny and Platoon leavet doctr ine 26
426'uii ROS'05 (00110O) DESERT STORM Tanks, sradloys, and Mortar's hauling oqiipment 19
4301)6 ?MO/ (00311) DEWYR syWAM MIS3 Series vehicle could not keep up 20
43056-147111 (003`12) DESERT S10THR Navigation within Iraq 211
1056 '1661S (00113) WESWR STORM Key map sheets were not available.

43019 19174 (00,114) DESENT %T01111 Operations overlays were unwietldy 71
03040 10114 (001%5) DESERT STORM Use of four fuel tankers per troop 2
4305?1 W160 (00316) DESERT STORK MIAl fuel consumption an V'paek problem 7
43032854090 (0031M DESERT stORMi Mi air Induction system, V'peoks 713
43053-Wili (003%8) DESERT STORM Lack of hot moals in base cumpe 30
43051 70?46 (00319) DESERT STORM Israeli toax Formastion 28
50149 $3966 (00320) DESERT STO11M1 Tank crew needs another met of night vision goggles. 74
ISI'lT 01900 (00321) DESERT %TORK linkers need an anti-persorfiel roundi 7%
IS1SI 514300 (00322) 01sil1 STORM Not enough storage ispace for secondairy wesapon am. on MW~ t"n 76
W52% 04300 (00323) DESERT STORM training an Tank Table Vill 35

is13 fl"oflin (010324) DESERT ST0AM troop Leading proe~res and planning cycle 29
WS?6 '28900 (00375) DtESER STORM Division Cavalry need tanks 38
P1531 l1n0,00 (00326) DESERT STORM TACSAT was a viable cana system 30
4.13,0 1/4114 (001M? CERE1t STORM training on WOE equipment 40
4.J,%p (11141.4 (00Wl2) 0131 Ri 5IO1K Ineffecti've Unit Matiniennce 41.

,'i^ h '41' 0i?9) PI %I RIi %tCAM Ovil weight ands Out -Of Shape Soidi eiL 42
4,1',',I 101YW (110SIO) (41SIlt STORM CIA 50 Equipmenlt 4S

43?W 4%1,1. (MOW3) DESERT STORM Post Mobilisation Training Support Requiremoonto 44
4,061 IUI."2f (oos$32) DfsrRi stoom Mobilizat ion Station Information Packets 45
i .....ia n,;;,4 t (0fl333) TlEsipt S IORK Post Moe Training Outlines 46
4dOA) 11966 (010334) DESERT STORM Range Equipment support 4?
42628 .2?165 (00335) DESERT STORM Raoge Operat Ion& 48
4.1628-9561, c00336) DESERT STORM Optical Inserts for Protective Mosks 49
0.16111 54441 (0033?) DESERT 21011RM Publicat ions so
4.16JI '14851 (00336) DESERT S TORM CYT Skills 5T

426.13 4?13111 (00339) DESERT STORM Medical and Dental Readiness S2
414 I. it.14?fl (00140) DESERT STORM Antimine equipment degraded tank performance it
11)31si 1/1800 (00341) DESERT STORM4 Notes on the ground invasion 79
1%3354 VW1110 (00342) DtSERT S TORM lattieftcid copiers 3 1
V) SY %6 OfI 001043) DESERT STORM 14577s had maintenance problem. $I
Ili Vy '.115o (00$44) DE.SERT STORM Dissemination of battlefield information 58
I1S V0 69100 (00345) DESERT STORM Lack of use of fire support 22

*1',691 811ili00 (00346) DESERT STORM Importance of pre-coabat prepesration/troininglinupection 60
l6'pf ¶1180(10 (00S14) 01 Sra; STORM f ire control and conduct of f ire 6
t%.61 P/3/00 (00348) DESERT STORM4 Units not training to maintasin readinrwv 2
V) 114 V9'400 (00349) DESERT STORM Importance of early estalblishimnrt of logistic baeas. 61
lW18~ 511800 (00350) DESERT STORM Cross attachment at coompany level 65
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15739 W0OO (00351) DESERT STORM Planning anid Ops briefings 3
15831 r5o0o (00352) DESERT slnAl Engineer operations related to obstacle breach I
1'j831S S9100 (00353) DESERT SIONM gPP-i suivivability b6
isa839 J1400 (00351.) Dft[Rt ST0ORM 25NM atabI1ttatioi'i System 6
¶15139 ?0900 40035S) 015111 ST0AM Bradley scout battle sight zero a?
111419 8.I?(11)3%6) otrvm A STORN Us#- of Pos~ition location devices 33
¶'.sw wi~io cTooi5.' btsroi IUom Coyv trool, mov et asl
IS8'.0*'dooo (00358) DESERT STORM Emergeny resuppliy 6'.
11840 111800 (00359) O~lERt SWIMN HamendIing *nemy prisoners as
IPA4 ni)?uI (41056i) oritof itoom irAdkey ox"utit on load and use'. at,
Pi!(t 4,itI~lS~ l 64.1 10W.II101141M Riod111 I' Iotwi pison 91

PlAW, 161111 (0036.1) DISII Al IuLi 111l 1 m.f luenies an kinit 06gUiSCI eli YO'

lPltA. Wo'il; (00363) 01111? SI0AM SIINCAIS worked well to
l15S815% 1140 (00364.) DESERT STORM tImlttgence facts from WlA J`9
5?Oid ti9Sl (003S6%) UFESRI SIORM W~e of migjht vision goggles to acquire targets at night so
dOIV 660 (00166) DEHAT 1;1O4M 01jportutoty for "oIlII" personnl to takel care of civilison kusi li1
W41O( 11''.! (00S147) OLSEIT '%TOR" Ii-portfiq time for mobilizing personn'el so'
'4046 6(l/41 (003661) Disco, STORM Pf~rboevtl assigned by two-digit MD& or secondary No1 raused probi 83
'40411 11ARft (150369) Df1111rI ~,OAN Post -fo i t aition WAG6 Training 93
*.JUsoi 4,1611 (00110) Disco? StORM iuIk; of a plan for partial mobiiisatiuei ft
'320S0 76`110 (00371) DESERT STORN Portia( mobilization effected cos anici& control of uits, 36
52011 6150 (00372) DESERT STORM IDA chaonges needed for mobiliaation 94
WO0W 19868 (00373) DESENT STORM Ulc*, OODAACs Wes will document numers were not available W
520511-0499 (003r4) DESERT STORM Permanen t mobillistien billotigl/buildingia with furniture. 69
',20o' 1(1(117 (07S) WESWR STORM Control of CIA vehiclas 9
Wd0551 $.031 (00376) Dist~i %loliN Delay in clothing ptus-up 91
'12056- 1691 (003?7) HOWl slooN Reserve ecao et attention at mob station. 92
S1056 69051 (00378) DES1111 STORM Reservists treated asi a homeogeineous group instead of Individjale 91
'41h, 6:11A1% 0019) DESERT STORM1 intergrat ion of reservists %4

0.1.S1fill't. (001*11) DIll RI S31111 Integraltinn of reservists 9$,

'0111/ 6//%? (00611) DEWLI '31(3 Nobit Ii w %on planning 9
521150 3441.8 (00382) D111RT SIONM IIAII tank performance in VA
52151- 18017 (00333) DESERT STORM Iredley Fighting Vehicle performancel In VA 106
5201-61073 (00384) DElSER $TORN SINCGARS radio performane In SM 100
IR1S4. 58819 (00565) D1111? STORM Knowledge of Lethality data 101
W254-938169 (00368) 011111 510111 Staffing of Information prier to sening to units In theatre 102
52ise-221.31 (00387) 4651 101 SOR Doctrinal ancl materiel remarks from a letter froa lb 21.
52?36-09439 (00386) ORIENT 1S01RM Unit actitons and tak teases during ground combt 2
5223947067 (00389) 01111 0111 STIstudent's reporting &Wd fire control skills 4
52240 $6698 (00390) 011141 STOAM Students needed additiuweal $111114 training
$2245 690.3t (0039%)1011111 110111 DDuplicat ion of maintenance training 9
$2146 03511'. (0039?) DESE01t S!OIM blat inguishing between A1-112 and A2 soldiers duriflg inproiftoximl 7
W..46i 6V11.9 (0)0$91) DEIuRt % fen 0010 and SIP peruorinel had redeedant missions I
W?/%0 44k61. (0)03941 Of Sl O SIOOM %tres% in ihe workplace
.'W%? 1414Kh (0039s) ULCIII?; TON" fivining iil inioru~tors, to
..') 4;V) %l'.i/ COOSvb) D11,11?'11AMIW U%@ of I icacela for fuel wWmotoalr Ii
!iSis 1611 (0039?) bistl r, (1A forty Wnciwiv tout Yeepons Performance-ArOy limes 91

W~836 ?0t/6 (00398) DESCRT I; I01M Movement control on deploying units 13
Wallf 1^'6i 1(1W1 99) ril % 1 1qI SIOPI Iferoviiig 1he communicat ions capabilities of trneor leitoion uwils 14

I.fS / 114 t (1)(11,00)l 111%10 4, 11. lAMi.ntiispi t ~Ir %.imew- in toorj. iwe! disvi~iin hoookluatlvi%
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?SMiI h114,1 (()91401) DESIE S1 N14M MO0S FM po,.aions in numeric designated kiiti; TIt
SIA4fl ?.d.i (00(4W.) DIS(31 S 101M111 ~% in Hi Aul platoonit

W8S40 81119 (00403) DEWYR STORM $risae& scout platoons 18
W6741, 11969 (00404) DESERT STORM Combined arias maneuver battalitons ¶

* 2?MI 4011.11 (00405) DESEIRT STORM Divkisin CavAiry organization 7
5211149 W0/2 (00406) DiStIRT STORM Battal ion level mortars 2
V1151' 436tY (00407) DESFIT STORM Current maintenaince concept 103
'(28'i3 99901 (00408) DESERT STORM Validation of 21C/Fighting XO at Coepany Level 104
52911 02/52 (00409) DESERT STORM FIST riding on Company Commander's tank 28
'i29'58%9455 (00410) DESERT STORM Four afreuver coepeies per battalion 26
SM11I 82041 (00411) DESERT STORM Long-range MWA tank guiviery 105
5209-937341 (00412) DESERT ST0AM leproveenrts needed in Bradley selptoyman t tactics 106
52('9VI99789 (00413) DESERT STORM Bradley Fighiting Vehicle Improvemsents nese 107
$3041 53988 (00414) DESERT S1ORM Mobility, Couwtoercbilty, survivability 108
5141m 10286 (00415) DESERT S10AM Limited range of MLRI 31
SI040-51161l (00016) DESET S10AM Comgiand and control shortfalls 36
5(3049-7814 (0041) DESERT STORM CIS problems 109
0/116 4?20? (004`18) DESERT STORM Ground Surveliance Radar identified as foe by Apache IFF 34
0iIA1(16 H 6 (00419) DESERT ST0AM Air/roumd operations 35
W.'it 1191H (0194.10) DtSERI STORM Tank% In Divisiontal Cavalry 3

N 911 WelIl (I1)OW1) ofStRf SI I(IN" A TI nop acI I vn t In 1?

W/5 0 MIS (004.22) DLSUI! STORM Range Est lawtion 1)0
h6illy 11911 (004M1 DESERT STORM US Weaporut Lethality 39
6t' 11-0 11141(t0MI4) rsEroT STOm NWWVNs on the, biottofle(id 460
6.11 S'.4 0 ,sle, ((14t'i) 09 SI NI S111111 MIA? perfaremance 41
t", 11.11 1. 19 I' ( 11(416) 09) DSR $I* (0M :IV-. for l itri ullye ofli ceril 4.'

I.'11 51I (90001) 11(5191 STORM Divitotinal Civ under 4th Uriged. 41
6004 WAII4 (00428) DESERT 110AM Operations with Apaches at night. 44
61141 (48SI (00429) DESERT STORM Aviation Commend and Control 45
0/148151 /W (00430) DESERT S10AM Aviation night operationis in the desert 46
1.1149 901)64 (00411) DESERT STORM Aerial observation 4?

1,)/811111 (00432) DESERT STORM Air-tosair Stinger 48
0,1153 1/492 (00)433) DESERT STORM Fire Support during downed aircraft recovery 49
6,11% 541/S (00414) DESERT STORM Frie support task organization 50
0I, i 01.$499 C004S) DESERT STORM Effects of friendly FA fires oft batitlefilod 51
"6'156 SlA6)) (004536) DESERT 1T0AM FSIE 29

/i'l/ dW99 (0043?) DESERT STORM FA unit positioning S3
6,'lW .(4/V (9(0438) DiSLRT STORM troop mortars to

11.' ///til (911043Y) 015131 510)11 A1O urnd FISICOORO vehicle III
I' "' 11.? (001-40) (IF 5939 STORM P IS forhi A Troop 1

A,'lVIM 9, (00441) lVtSERI STORM fire planning .
6?/TI)H Y', 1, (00W4) DIS111 STORM NPVS 58

0,'J4,,I7 r044 1) OLS911 STORMK ADA tamik organization 112

he'ISY 1)l' 11W 1101444) D I 3f R 4%10911. The fire Support Net all an Intel Iigenve source 60
h/14 161)16ilye ((111/44) Ili15 S 410IAIUM Spot roporl'i 00
61`141 461,190 (00446) DESRT STORM INTSU14s Q/
6/9160 /9th (0044 ?) DESERT STORM Intel flow 0)
6e430 28937 (00448) DESERT STORM Interpreter Support 64
"6/430 W193 (00449) DESERT STORM Disposition and destruct Ion of captured eqjlpipmsnt 65
6?4S? 196S9 (00400) DESERT STORM Operations and Intelliingence net 66
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0'453 114167 (00451) DESERt STORM Decision support latototl W7

62433-86491 (00402) DESERT STORM Long rang" surveillance datachuients 37
6243511914 (00453) 091013 STORM S12 wheeled vehicle 69
62435-336?0 (00454) DESERT STORM Staffing of the 5-2 Section 70
62436-02228 (00411) 05113T STORM En~gineer task organization 7
62436-5451? (00456) DESERT STORM fighting positions 7
62436 880/6 (0045?) DESEIRT S tORMI NBC resupply 7
6?417 ?411? (004W8 DESERTt STORM Effects of wearing MOPP suits 14
6d43t NSW, (00459) DESERT STIORM Pit nerve agent pre- treetenment tablets 7
04118 4'470 (010460) DISAIl STORM CSS support of divisional cavalry 1
6?4`19 $1461 (00461) 015(3? SY04M Echeloned trikins in offonsive operations 7
624i9 ,;39q% (00462) DESETo STORM4 Organic haul capability /
62440 449V? (00463) DESERT STORM TFRansportation in cousication platoon '19
62440-66149 (00464) DESERT STORM Recovery. so
QW4447802 t0046S) 0(1(51 STORM AecountabilIity for medically evacuated personnel SI
6.1441 (10(161 ti0k46A III %I11 N I I (IN MilvanN .

60044 TI'tt10 (0,0468) Di1131 SIORM Cotitingency plsanning 84
6?4%4 S.'411 (W)469) DisERT 510AM use~ of mapsi as
6141A 1)101i (iltiJ/0) ulsuot stwR ReoheirAal, 86
614%'o 'P 11.1 (CIAIt)40111,1 T SIRISORM A.Ports Il?
"6 4151-1010J9 (00402) biliRT STORM NMauver control systai 3
62458-Wai8 (00473) DESERT STORM Message retr lanaislos 69
6205903606 (00474) DSIUST STORM Commnd group eaploymant 33
62419-2775 (00473) DESERT STORM M3A2s and command and control vehicles 40
62039-49M1) (00476) D1513? SToom Assistant 5-3s 92
624%9-85252 (~0477) D11S1R1 STORM Multiplexers wd antennae, 41
62638503937 (00473) DESERT STORM1 Ranges of NiAl Main Imn III
62639-90779 (00479) DESERt STORM Amain tank g"a ongles of engagemet (with 11129 ON round). M1
62638-95310 (004860) ballot STORM Primary targets engaged by the Abrm/IFV 11%
62638-98691 (00461) DESERT stoRM TOW missile use 34
62639-04577 (00432) DESIST STORM Tonie shooting an the mwe/stationary 9
62639 06191 (00483) DESCRY STORM Now tank C ,andes fauit their tank$ 9
62639-08223 (00484) DESERT STORM Use of Full/abbeviated fire co s 100
62639,112?? (00485) DEVlTA? STORM Aiming point of hull-down targets 101
62639,1$405 (00486) DFURT 510AM Can target hits be seen and dage assessed 10?
62639 11313 (00487) DESERI gloom Iff it?
Q6169 193?3 (00486) 0(5151 STDORM Laser rengeinder accuracy 103
82619 216W1 100489) DFVNIl STORM Thermat tights/PV54s 119
62619 ?4j// 1(00490) DESERTI '10am Mine clearing equipmaent 107
61619 dStlo (00491) 0111111 STORM IEnineers keeping up with meneuver fotcems 1la
62639 29"36 (00492) DrESER STORM Performance of the AN recovery vehicle III
62639-S31269 (00493) DEsEto STORM IIMINTY and MHWI performance 1110
62639 3622'. (00494) DESEST STORMN class 111 122
62619 1TIOSS (00495) DESERIT STORM Maintenance 123
62619 40069 (004961 DES1111 STORM Heavy eq~lpownt transport (Mft) 113
626S9 433%3 (00497) D[SERt so0AM 3 vs 4 com~sy tank/mch bottol ion 114
62639 46264 (00498) DESE~ov NTORM4 3rd groun-d troop in divisional cavalry 11%
62639 4853/ (00499) 0111ffi STORM Bradley vs HMeg~ far scouts 124
6?639 SWIG0 (ti0',00) 01tw sToRM Awnm loadinig from Sauil-ready reck It?
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6?63' '14410 (00501) DESERT STORM Mortar or automatic grenade for the tank 31

06119 57811 (00102) DESERT STORM Comio training l'9
1911S $7396 (00503) DESERT STORM NCO/Enl staffing
70956 TO8 (00104) DESERT S1ORM Medical care and evacuation 2

10t r 62S30 (00505) DESERT STOR1 M Irormation om munitlon types 3

10959 1FO (00S06) DESERT STAMR COMUS replacement Centers 4

709)9 MRU84 (00507) DESERT STORM AO Is too deep S

/10111 014/.4 (00508) DESENT STOAM Rap availability to MCOa 6

/.II1l $,S,91 (00509) DESRT StORM LIsD Utilliation I

/?IAmit,- 1 (00510) DESERT SION" NCO Bsttle staff Training I

0613iS 149O$ (00St1) DESERT STORM Ounnery Training 9

72654 ?600/ (00512) DESERI STORM Design flaw in Bradley 11

/IP94 ?Pl14 (00513) DESERT STORM Controlaing couriterfire fight was a Division fight 12

72934 58511 (00514) DESERT $1TOM L11U control and operations gravitated to cavalry units. 13I

t?945 00604 (00515) DESERT STORM Cross.FLOT Apache operations were plarvied In short periods well f 14

1293% 17860 (00516) DESERT STORM Artillery fire against moving armor Is ineffective 1I
11939 01998 (0051) DESERT STORM USHC ireaching operations 16

??939 70812 (0011) DESERT STORM Observations on recowiasance 36
f149 W4391 (00119) DESERT STORM Azimuth Indicator for MIA1 I

30`15 00714 (00520) DESERT STORM Coamir~Ad Arms Rattaoiorws 4
?1056 12(23 (00521) DESERT SIORM 0VS-5 is a good piece of teqiploot !k

1it)'i, 15618 (005?2) DESFRT STORM Vehicle mrkitng system works 6

/18IIH //48S(00SPI) DESERT STORM Heavy mortar platoon 38

/•1II $i*il14 (0i(14OW) lit:5R1 510SM LASD& are misplaced 8
It15I. (11% /6 (W(OOSA) DoSRIt SlAMM Divisions neod a imagery Interpretation celt 9

,/11S/ 41//1 (00WOf ) Do SENT STORM Reserve coaponents in ClI/CS 10

9(195o 64•1/0 (0052?) DESERl STORM Maneuver doctrine I

'J)'P'A 411UI/• (00%?8) Dl SLAI SloRM Maneuver training I

'Ii41 l|.4 91 (0iU,1?9) tIllwo1l A 1RI0M Leaior develownmt 4

YOY'., rit11 (00510) DESERtI tARN Maneuver arganization S9

Yfl956 /4/510 (00131) DESERT STORM Divisional cavalry 6

WV'iY'6 110)4(13 (00132) DESERT STORM Malterlt suammry r

1V096 814144 (00533) DESERT STORM Command and control 9
09U56 649S8 (00534) DESERT STORM Combat service support 10

90956 8631 (00535) DESERT S0ORM Fire support 11

909S6 P915% (00536) DESERT STORM Intelligence 11

911('1A YIII196 (0053?) DESERT STORM M41 Ourmery 40

Vy',1 Ii04(4, (00538) DESFRT STORM Ml move 05 17

90(9,/ 15 (1 (01)•39) DVSRI S1O1M "I conuw icatiton 19

(19i 1 ?V/99 (00540) DESERT STORM Mi Survivability 20

,00'^/1 11 S611 J00541) OLSEI1 STORM M1 Doctrinal tissues 21

91'10'11/ i1fII (0054?) DFSFRT STORM Mi Training Ihsues 22

YI V'• W1 Q l)0SL41) iFSLlI STORMM MI Leader developmnt 2*

9Il'P/ I H106 10044) ULSII $T11ORN Ml orglniilat lonil issues 21

9(95/ 40125 (00545) DESERT STORM Ml Moteriel issues 26
90951 40491 (00546) DESERT STORM 141 Maintenance Issues 28
0'11)ip 4610)1 (DO'it,) 0DESERi STORM MI Comand tsnk 43
'PIP0/4/ 4 1Ed, ((105',8) DISERI 51TOR Misceliannouh M1 masterisl istue, s0

9010)9 4W/I T(00449) 0DSERA StORM firo euppott im-sues 44
1'009,/ 1 1t'* (00155) DESERt SION" Mortars 46
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94 A5f/ljl (005%1) DLI:11S STORM Art Illerv 3'.
9095? 61596 (00552) DESERT STORM Attack helicopters is,
91J95?IS61e (005S11) DESERT S10MW USAF SAT 5111
90957-8340? (005%4s o~lsR? sToRm Air defenqt is

909?- 8496f (005SS) DElIS? STORM Mobilito, ciswintoob~itiy, survivability 40
90951' $851~1 (00556) DFERIS STORM Doctrinal Issues 42
YOW5. 91f66? lU005 t) DESRIT STORM Training issues 4.'
90y'?t V/lll' (005SA) DESIWY STORM organflat toal Issues 48
90958- 09/9?? C00559) DESEERt ~t0AW fire support aft chemical material issues 49
90914. 169W t00560) EStIST StoRM supply 46
90958-24?16 (00561) DESERT STORM Trasnportation so
90956- 27369 (00562) DESERT STORM S~~aneac ?
VOISS-28956 (00563) DESERT ST10 CSI doctrine 53
90"958 i159s (005m4) DESIRT SIO01W CII training 51.
911958 sills, (00565) of 5111 SIO1M CSi losader development StO
909511 ins'4 (00s66) DisilSTRV 10 CIS orgentiation $6
909SA WWV. (OOIW)% U I.( ofP 0.tORMT CSS material $11
90i91111 '1.,'(IlIiO, O~ 10 IR 01j" Ot% TTSOMDrect eitchange of field Uniforms and personol clothing 61
43119sh11 '436.1 11005691i wl SLOIt slokm1 rinsht vehif It crewmn'm (CVC) uniform 61
90w9a11~ I 111 (005/0) or sil 50M I vo VC helw? 64
90V)8 -6139S (005/Pt DESERT StORM Sallistic Loser gye Protection (SLEP) Its
90958 16185 (00572) DESILRT STONM Load bearing eqilpont 64
90%58-6611 (005T3) DESERT STORM Protective .mask carrier 67
9MB-869261 (00S?4t DESERT 150AM Chemical dafense eqipimnt a6
90956 13? SW (00515) DESERT STOI.M Soldier supprt doctrine 69
90956 /4440 (00576) DESERT STORM Soldier swpprt traininig ?0
90958 1#*4 (0057/) DESERT StORM Soldier support leader devellopment ?I
YM958fill S6 (00578) DESERT 1101W Soldier sipport orgarluzatiort 72
90958 ?96505 (00579) DESERT 5101W soldier supprt moteriel 7
8023402189 (00500) DESERT STORM Advanc4e htard needs. tainkm
0023S -73430 (00%81) DESER STORM Mlovement plafflning difficult for beavy division In deset
80236642946 (00582) 01SINT STORM Lack of eeavy Eqlliaint Irowperst (11i11)
902 A? -73216 (00583) DESERI 110AM S ton Vehicles lack mobility
no? is 4 16a? (00%84) DESERTstwSoA Deep t arget Ing anid do"p f Iret
607??54/43?/ (001345) D161RT wina I'tamving process
S(0l441 4SP046 (005861 DESERT 1101W Doctrinal use at fire control mosatim
Now'. w"/V (OIJSS) Dlimtl I11 I Ot irei supprt himcbrod by rot knowing frieulidly louations
804 1. 166SA (00560) 01511? 11ORM Cleearace of 101.11 fire.
5O?4 1 9549 (00569) DESERT I15 I l"Use of Battle Drills by Combat Elemnts
1102411461114 (00590) DESERT IS lOPS Use of USI novigationat ld .during NIWT STU
86249 1503? (00591) DESERTSTORM0 Woed for onboard navilgational device In M1 tu*
10249-995S4 100592) DESERT STORM Graphic. used tin operational overlas"
S0250.4155E. (00591) DESFRT STORM Radio support of IAC CP
80?50.63403 (00594) DESERT StoRl" comean Post orgtarization
Aw0? wl'fli (00595) DESERT SIORM Initeroperabiillty between Joint forces
BU?%4 4.'tien (005s96) o15111 StaSH Army/USI interoperaility
Altr's Y1311 (00%91) DESERTI STORM Sslet Tue/sircraft photos
605 W 46 S111 (00S98) OLSwN stoRM Brignice- lvel maps
110533 ?0411 (00599) OCS1111 WI('4 Lack of nitormat ion in the theater
80651 116?? (00600) DFESE STO11RM Iteprodwi.on of copies, at Sni level 5
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liToAI ' 11,11 (0(1601il) nF15101 STORM Accouritability Of maps
rn16li 10?10i (11060) 01I SR I sit*11 No) to angsteotn with tatik force duo 1119 in' afteg bo'sach
e6.10 %011 (00603) DESENT STORM positioning the task force in a grigade perimeter with no ~umiot

110618 W11IT (00604) DESERT STORM Limited Intel led to unrealistic preparation
q 10641 911141 (0060'i) 015111 STORM Limitations an rcnasac of assigned Positions,

1100loc.' 14V11 (011606) 0110 WooT l"U Identifying isector for night idanti firattun
11061.2 fll()?S (00607) OESERt STORM Maintaining aligrument with adjacent units
810641 anif? (00)608) DESERT STDONM Receiving foltoweno orders prior to attack
11A~06`1,,601 (00609) DESERT ST0RM Baggage created urwteicesaatry friction during deployvment
8106S6 117569 (00610) DESERT STORM Piecemeal compianies to TMA ROOSEVELT
Will P'73TA (00611) DE'SERT STORM ADA unnecessary at coompanmy level
On0Itl W.463 (0061?) DESERT STORM Shortagei of M8AI batteries
$0.'¶1 111614 (00613) DESERT STORM Fratreic'ide via artillery Si

DWI1 17(14S (00604) DLSERT STORM fuel shortage during attack
1101,11 41049 (0061S) DESERT ST0ORM Repier pairts for the MII
W4)74 09(3/ (00606) DESERT StORM Consolidlated reccovery/maintananice assets.

110714-1"63 (0061?) DESERT STORM Receiving rifn'missioro caspable Como equipmaint
60/l4 t5167 (00618) DESERT STORM Moralei support
(110171 406111 (00619) DESERT STORM Ammunit ion qualtity assurance inspection
NilT/' Ili 1414 (00600) DESERT STORM Uni form and TA-50
9101l/ 11/1/il1 (1111017) W.V. 0 1 S1001111 Paililing (if vrhlcles
81111/1 lit lf11H l"li1A) DESEtil 1.1011111 Plows eviottobt0 to the lureach teamm
601/3Y 14/11/ (00603) DESERT STORM4 Attached platoons not ready for combat with companyS?
81/409 IWO1/ (00624)o OEStRT STORM Mismfnagwment of available moropower at MGM
1110141 tI 10i'1,(1167% D1 %I of STORM Company deployed to cembat without weaptonst or radio%
1(11111. W/96 (00066) pitl 1 STORM Shoe tage of repair parts for armored vehicles

atit."111 /11%/ (W062) DESERT STORM Mortar enuaport of Scout platoun 4
WISP5 10111. (00623) DESERT S14ORM on Board Navigation Devices

81S0/9 11111r 100629) DESERT STORM Use of Till%
1108/9 85ISt9 (00630) DESERT STORM Usc of Degraded mode gounnery
110?0.0 6114111 (00631) DESERT STORM lank Comoesndeor personal weapon

M01/60 9330? (00652) DESERT STORM4 Information on~ lateral units

B01701 46926 (00633) DESERT STORM Coordination of Might Passage of Lines
811/6. 10495 (00634) DESERT STORM some Company 5

101/6% (101T0 c006S5.) DESERT STORM ALO force Structure

1101131 U15?4 ((00636) DESERT STORM Fos could not observe enemy targets at night ss

A(011.11. l/1/914 (00631) DESERT STORM Fire Support plan for breach was issued welt after the moneuvei p 56

A(0149 1(196 1(00636) DESERT STORM Vehicle for TFEPID 51
IVW-0OOllttii ((106.19) DESERT STORM FIST were unable to accurately determine their position. so

AlIt(MY O.11,4, (110640) Dl SlIT STORM Effecti'vc use of satellite itmigeory.
11111 S81(114 (001641) DI'SLRT STORM Looking ahead to future battles
110115 1 /4174 (006k?) DtSERT STORM Real time intelligence during battle.
8011"11 W174 1(0063) DESERT STORM Issue of maps
a(01(44 4N/n10 (010644) DISERT STORM Lack of maps
11t111191 11194,` (00645) OrSLRT S101111 EPW control
AII1111416/1(6 (00646) DESERT STORM Use of the ACE
`10(149 1'1366 100647) DESERT StORM Repair parts sytitem
Ri111(? OW?.7 (00648) DESERT STORM Mine plow straps
1:1064 IIY69 (00649) DESERT STORM No direct support maintenance available at part
Ki1(911 W94?, (00650) DIESERT STORM Repair parts for new and/or seciacl eqluipment
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0092? 11501 (006SI) DESERT STORM No direct support maintenance available at part

80935 UOB"% ((W065) DESERT STORM Inadequate transportation support

1093$.90OU6 (00653) DESLRT STORM Heavy Equipment Trasniport (NEI) siWrt

80914.5115 (c00654) DESERT STORM Civilian NIT support

10936 194/4 (0065S) DESItER STORM Telephone service In the port

8111911? ¶j%014 (U0656) OESERT S 1 TON4 Tier II aemmition carried by the taIt force

8O09S S1010 (00657) DESERt STORM Port to IRA recovery/miinteranceor

80939-50146 (00650) DESERT STORM sea'trmnsport equipment seque ring

60940-020%8 (00659) DESERT STORM Priority of supply auppo t

60941,'40896 (00660) DESERT STORM $I has Inadequate computer, typewriter, mad reprnduction *upwo

80948 96810 (00661) DiSRTo STORM Dropping medical evacuees from unit rolls

80949 40004 (00662) DESERI STORM Attachments Without battlerooters

005`1-E11.hi (00663) DESERT STORM Pubt latIons and blMk form were uravai able in KTO

BOWD9 6Wl45 (00664) DESERT STORM Very limited access to PM facilities

809S4.91/1 (00665) DESRTt STORM Lack of timely mail

80"'9 S/1,W/ (00666) DESERt IURAM Now arrivols that are missing specific item of squtpoent

E0918 111,4 (00661) V•LIII STORM class I cycle

6U0v I/040Ns (00605) 0E101i STORM Availability of water

81151 41666 (C0669) DISLAI STORM Class Ill package prod•cts

siil? 010Y 1 (0060) DIS111 410OlM Concept of support

SIM.2 IVliT (00671) DLSERT STORM Tactical security of CIS vehicles

8113S 01636 :00612) DESERT STORM ISSC

81Z•3 •1•84 (0067.) DESERT STORM TA.S0

W114 YiT•? (00674) DISERTI STOR1M field Ordering Officer Restrictions

6110% /1.19 (006h) D06 ATI 5114CM Laundry

1)261 Mt'49 (00616) DiSLRT S iTRM Class VIII resupply

01328 18194 (006MU ) DESERT STO1RM Patient tracking from Redical reports

81540"65760 (00615) DESERT STO!M PROfts physielans to train with bettalians in piaeatim
8134'80055 (00609) DESERT STMR Aid station visit by the Oivisien/lriglde Surleen

61346,04?61 (00680) DESERT STORM MI? lanator Decen Apparatus repair parts

81431 9846% (00681) DESERT S1ORM Lifetime of psnad/wern MOPf suits
$1437.10157 (00682) DESERT STORM Taok organization in the desert com too tate
116336014M (00683) DESERT STORM 61 has insufficient vehicular assets by MITOR
81659-13218 WW068') DESERT STORM SINNET Time

816S9 .$4479 (00608) DESERT STORM PCOFT

31639 4/1/0 (00686) DESETI STORM Desert scenarios in UCOFT

81619 /61WY (00687) DESERT STORM Activo Tank Table 911

816sy 90990 (006m) DESERT STloM Degraded Mode Guoery
WS1W 4042iA (006$9) OfSERT SIDOM thermal Vehicle Identification

81953.56310 (00490) DESERT STOPM Loeder's mchirn gun training

31934.S6049 (00491) DESIRT STORM Limited visibility training

81935-048?1 (00692) DESERT STORM Call for Fire 59
61935•23$00 (00493) DESER1 STORM TPGID

0193 -4?007 (00694) DFSERI STOIrM Smaller Targats/retter Training Ammunition
111936 051.9 (00690) OSklI sTopM Friendly Inrgets
81936 61394 (00496) DESERT &TOtM 25m SANIC
8191• 11061 (00697) DEESEt STORM 120 uM eaw
92531 20465 (00496) DESERT STORM MI air Induction system
9Q533 °P014 (00699) DESERT SIONM MI fuel Mystem
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